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Summary

Railways and public transport form an essential part of our transport 

systems: together with walking and cycling, they are the space-efficient 

and environmentally friendly alternatives to private cars. However, new 

infrastructure is costly and therefore there is a strong need that the existing 

network is used in an optimal manner. All research topics in this thesis 

therefore focus on improving railway and public transport timetabling.
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Propositions

Pertaining to the dissertation

Reliable Timetable Design for Railways and Connecting Public

Transport Services

Daniel Sparing

25 May 2016

1. Timetable optimization results and smarter use of resources should not be
excuses to avoid investing in railway infrastructure. (Chapter 3)

2. If public money is going into railways, then their historical performance
needs to be open data on a detailed level. (Chapter 4)

3. In a rich country, slow, low frequency transit lines are of little value: they
should be upgraded to fast, high frequency services, or scrapped. (Chapter
5)

4. Timetabling shows that being on time is a question of time reserves � but
life is too short for time reserves.

5. Cars take up an alarmingly disproportionate amount of urban space � and
research funding.

6. One cannot �solve� tra�c jams without road pricing: if a measure tem-
porarily relieves road congestion, that only gives people incentive to move
there.

7. A researcher who gives a talk on the value of time and then queues 15
minutes for free co�ee to save money does not practice what they preach.

8. For some of us, the PhD research is the time to learn some modesty and
explore one's intellectual limits.

9. The PhD years are a fantastic learning opportunity: one can acquire deep
knowledge on a wide range of subjects while procrastinating to avoid writ-
ing.

10. Psychology and popular science should give as much attention to friend-
ships as they do to romantic relationships.

These propositions are considered opposable and defendable and have been ap-
proved as such by the promotor Prof. Dr.- Ing. I.A. Hansen.
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Stellingen

Behorend bij het proefschrift

Reliable Timetable Design for Railways and Connecting Public

Transport Services

Daniel Sparing

25 mei 2016

1. Optimalisatie van de dienstregeling en een betere benutting van de infras-
tructuur zijn geen redenen om minder te investeren in het spoor (Chapter
3)

2. Het spoor is mede ge�nancierd met belastinggeld. Dit pleit voor openbar-
ing van historische gegevens op een gedetailleerd niveau (Chapter 4)

3. Openbaar vervoer dat zowel langzaam is en rijdt met een lage frequentie, is
in een welvarend land van weinig toegevoegde waarde. Deze lijnen moeten
ofwel worden versneld en de frequentie verhoogd, of worden geschrapt.

4. De kunst van dienstregelingontwikkeling toont aan dat het op tijd zijn een
kwestie is van zogenaamde tijdreserves � het leven is echter te kort voor
het reserveren van tijd.

5. Auto's gebruiken een alarmerend groot deel van de stedelijke openbare
ruimte � alsmede �nanciering van onderzoek.

6. Men kan �les niet �oplossen� zonder gebruik te maken van tolhe�ng. Als
een nieuwe maatregel tijdelijk �les vermindert, dan trekt dit juist meer
verkeer aan.

7. Een onderzoeker die een lezing geeft over de waarde van tijd en vervolgens
15 minuten in de rij staat voor gratis ko�e doet niet wat hij zegt.

8. Tijdens de periode van het promotieonderzoek leert men bescheiden te
zijn en verkent men zijn intellectuele grenzen.

9. De periode van een PhD onderzoek bevatten waardevolle leermomenten:
men kan diepgaande kennis opbouwen over een breed scala aan onderwer-
pen om zo het schrijfwerk te vermijden en uit te stellen.

10. Psychologie en populaire wetenschap moeten evenveel aandacht geven aan
vriendschappen als dat ze doen aan romantische relaties.

Deze stellingen worden opponeerbaar en verdedigbaar geacht en zijn als zodanig
goedgekeurd door de promotor Prof. Dr.- Ing. I.A. Hansen.
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Preface

This 4-year Ph.D. programme was a remarkable period for me and not only because
it lasted 6 years. Graduate school, maybe not too surprisingly, is a truly educational
experience: I learned so much about optimization, railways, transport, and urbanism;
about conducting academic research; I learned rowing, the Dutch language, social
skills. Maybe even more importantly, I discovered types of work I am inefficient at,
theories I failed to understand, and skill sets I had to give up trying to acquire. That
said, one does not need to be good at everything, and I truly embrace both sides of this
coin: I feel that I grew just as much from what I could not master as from what I could.

Ph.D. research is highly paradoxical as it is individual work, and yet I feel indebted
to so many people who made this possible. I am most thankful to my supervisors,
Professor Ingo Hansen, and Rob Goverde, for inviting me to work in Delft, their crit-
ical professional guidance all along, and last but lot least for their enormous patience
through all the years of my stumbling through the clueless moments and the writer’s
blocks. I also especially appreciate that my independent committee members agreed
to evaluate my work, Professors Serge Hoogendoorn, Rolf Dollevoet, Karl Nachtigall,
Leo Kroon, and Nils Nießen: their critical and insightful comments helped improve
the readability of this thesis.

This research project was funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Re-
search (NWO) within their program Sustainable Accessibility of the Randstad, there-
fore I am grateful to them and ultimately to the Dutch taxpayer for their generosity.
Thanks as well to our project user group, among others Suzanne Kieft, for their advice;
as well as the Dutch railway infrastructure manager ProRail, the travel information
company 9292 REISinformatiegroep, and Stefan de Konink of the Dutch OpenGeo
Foundation for providing data for this research.

I feel fortunate to have met so many bright and fun railway researcher colleagues
in Delft and beyond, many of whom became close friends of mine since, such as
Francesco Corman, Pavle Kecman, Nadjla Ghaemi, Niels van Oort, Egidio Quagli-
etta, Nikola Besinovic, Evelien van der Hurk, Gabor Maroti, Paul Bouman, Peter Sels,
Daniel Hörcher, as well as the other members of my research team: Yuval Kantor, An-
drew Switzer, Ties Brands, and Gijs van Eck. It was huge pleasure to share the Ph.D.
student days with my colleagues and friends Mahtab, Giselle, Mario, Olga, Thomas
and Lisa, Erik-Sander, Bernat, Tamara, Mo, Xavi and Montse, Kakpo, Meng, Yufei,
and many others.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis introduces two new aspects of railway and public transport timetabling
research that can contribute to the design of more reliable pubic transport networks:
the stability-optimized railway timetable and the exploitation of open data in transfer
modelling. For the first time, in this research a periodic timetable optimization problem
is defined for heterogeneous railway networks with variable train running times, where
the objective function of the optimization problem is the minimum cycle time of the
network, which is an indicator of timetable stability. This optimization model can
improve various parts of the timetabling processes, from infrastructure planning to
line planning to the design of the actual daily timetable; and it was implemented as a
software package that provides clear visual outputs of both the optimized timetable and
the progress of the optimization process based on standard line planning data structures
currently used in other timetable planning tools in the Netherlands.

The second set of contributions focuses on a key part of the public transport journey
that has a pivotal role in satisfying or upsetting passengers: the transfer, or connection,
especially between lines of different modes, run by different transport operators. We
recognize that for the purposes of timetable planning and line synchronization, the ac-
curate modelling of transfer nodes and transfer times is vital. We provide an approach
to utilize open data for public transport that recently became available to improve the
accuracy of transfer modelling and therefore the accuracy of timetable planning and
line synchronization.

In the remaining of this chapter, we describe in detail the motivation behind this re-
search, the two main thesis objectives, and the related two main sets of contributions
of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation

The railway and public transport industry is under pressure from the regulating gov-
ernments and the wider public to increase its ridership while facing limited financial

1
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resources. This expected ridership increase is partly fueled by expected demographic
increase in the future, and partly from the societal desire for a modal shift from the
private car to public transport and other less environmentally harmful and more space-
efficient transport modes. Limited financial sources, on the other hand, mean that
simply building new infrastructure, buying new vehicles and hiring new staff is not a
viable option in itself: improvements in the efficiency of public transport operations
are necessary, such as improving the reliability and punctuality of scheduled train and
bus operations without increased costs.

1.2 Thesis objectives

A key ingredient to increasing public transport ridership is to offer an attractive timeta-
ble and transport service. In detail, a timetable can be considered attractive if it offers
a short total travel time at high frequencies, with high reliability. Another way the
timetable affects the attractiveness of public transport is whether the offered capacity
satisfies the demand. A high frequency operation is therefore desirable both from the
capacity and the total travel time point of view, but attention is necessary to reliability
due to the high capacity utilization. It is, however, not justified to run vehicles at high
frequency in case of low demand: in case of low frequencies, the differences in total
travel time between different network timetable options are dominated by the transfer
waiting times. Therefore, in the following, we focus on two different timetabling prob-
lems that appear in practice in different locations and times: maximizing throughput
and stability of high frequency operations, and minimizing transfer resistance in case
of low frequency operations.

For the design of reliable high-frequency operations, we continue to focus on railway
networks. As many railway lines, such as in the Netherlands, have already a high
capacity utilization rate, even higher train frequencies can lead to an unreliable network
where small disturbances have wide and long-lasting effects. The notion of timetable
stability is used to describe the resilience of the timetable to small disturbances, and
this needs to be taken into account in the design process.

The transfer resistance of lines operating at low frequencies is mostly caused by the
too long transfer waiting times, which can be improved by synchronized timetables.
If, for example, the buses or other vehicles of connecting public transport lines depart
just after transferring passengers arrive from a train, then the transfer waiting time is
eliminated, which can be half the headway on average in an uncoordinated case. On
the other hand, in case of a short planned transfer waiting time and frequent arrival de-
lays, the transfer waiting time can be as large as the headway of the departing vehicle.
Therefore both timetable synchronization and holding strategy of departing vehicles
are necessary.
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1.2.1 Railway timetable design and timetable stability analysis

Traditionally, railway timetable design and timetable stability analysis have been con-
sidered as independent problems that were solved sequentially. The timetable design
problem aims to generate a feasible timetable based on the desired line pattern, fre-
quencies and the available infrastructure. When formulated as an optimization prob-
lem, the objective function can be e.g. total vehicle running time, total passenger travel
time, total waiting time, costs, or a combination of these measures. The existing net-
work timetable stability analysis method, on the other hand, takes a defined timetable
as input, and outputs a measure of timetable stability, such as an estimate of the capac-
ity utilization ratio. It is necessary, however, to include the notion of timetable stability
already in the design phase to ensure reliable timetables via finding a balance between
variations of train speeds, headways and buffer times.

• Research objective 1: Develop an optimization model to maximize the stability
of periodic railway network timetables.

1.2.2 Managing transfer resistance

Several gaps are identified in current practice that account for suboptimal timetables
with respect to transfers, especially in case of changing between different modes or op-
erators and lines with low frequencies. Current timetable planning methods often use
simple norms for minimum design headways between arrivals and departures of inter-
connected lines at transfer stations, as well as rough estimates of passenger transfer
walk and waiting times, while an accurate estimate of transfer walk times is desirable,
based on a detailed model of vehicle platforms and passenger routes of transfer sta-
tions, especially in case of connections between different modes or different operators.
When synchronizing timetables, systematic deviations from the timetable during oper-
ations, i.e. the delay distributions of the lines in question have to be taken into account.
Finally, in case of synchronized timetables, dispatchers need more accurate real-time
information and decision support identifying important connections at risk based on
actual delays. All of these objectives can be facilitated by the recent availability of
open or freely accessible transit data.

• Research objective 2: Detailed modelling of intra- and intermodal passenger
transfers using open transit data.

1.3 Thesis contributions

This section highlights the main contributions of the research documented in Chap-
ters 3–5 of the thesis. Following the structure of the research objectives, we group the
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contributions into the ones related to high-frequency railway timetable design and the
ones related to multi-modal networks and the detailed analysis of transfers.

1.3.1 A railway timetable optimization model with timetable sta-
bility as objective

We developed a new, stability-focused periodic timetable optimization model for busy
railway networks. This approach allows for a quick evaluation of whether a required
train line pattern is feasible on known infrastructure, and provides an optimized time-
table if possible. Such a model can be used for a variety of timetabling purposes:
supporting the design of the actual railway timetable; in experimenting with new, in-
novative stop patterns of train lines and evaluating their feasibility; and the evaluation
of infrastructure bottlenecks to identify which infrastructure improvement could yield
the best results in increasing capacity.

The main contribution of this part of the research is the idea to directly use the timetable
stability as the main objective of the mathematical optimization, and its application on
a heterogeneous train network with flexible train speeds and train orders. Periodic
timetable stability, as we shall see in the later chapters, is quantified for this purpose
by the minimum cycle time of the timetable: if this minimum cycle time is less than the
nominal timetable period (such as one hour), then and only then the timetable is stable,
and the bigger this gap is, the higher the stability is, at the expense of unused capacity.
This key idea allows for the integration of previously separate timetable design steps:
the choice of train orders and the evaluation of timetable stability; thus avoiding the
need for a feedback loop of several iterations of timetable design.

This timetable optimization model is also highly flexible: while it does assume a fixed
line pattern and routing, the running and dwell times are only constrained from above
by sensible business rules of what is considered an acceptable running and dwell time
reserve, and similarly, train orders and overtake locations are flexible.

The limited railway infrastructure, however, is explicitly modelled, headways sepa-
rating trains and overtake limitations are taken into account. When defining overtake
constraints at stations, we introduce a new method to work only with headway con-
straints and dummy nodes, in order to avoid the definition of a large number of new
train order constraints that would otherwise be necessary for flexible train order mod-
els.

Our main contributions towards reducing the problem size of the optimization problem
are twofold. First, we use a number of reduction techniques to reduce the problem
definition, taking advantage of the symmetry of the periodic timetable and applying
so-called symmetry-breaking constraints. Second, we developed an iterative solution
method using a flexible range of the cycle time, that adaptively re-adjusts the cycle time
range. This ensures that intermediate solutions are found fast, that there is feedback on
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the solution process, and finally, simply to speed up the calculation time to the optimal
solution.

In summary, the main contributions are the following:

• a new railway timetable optimization model that offers great flexibility: run
times and supplements, dwell times, overtake locations and train orders are fully
flexible within the predefined business and infrastructure constraints;

• using a flexible cycle time as objective function of the timetable optimization, in
order to optimize the timetable directly for stability;

• an implicit modelling of train overtake constraints using headways and dummy
nodes, to allow for flexible train orders;

• an iterative solving method of the optimization problem in order to provide fast
intermediate solutions and feedback on the solving progress for large instances;

• dimension reduction methods taking advantage of fixed-interval timetables in
real life in order to reduce the solution space of the mathematical optimization
problem.

1.3.2 Multimodal transfer modelling

In the second part of our research, the contributions focus on improving the modelling
of transfers to help transit planners minimize transfer waiting time, synchronize timeta-
bles, and therefore substantially improve the connection experience for passengers,
which can in turn have a key effect on the general attractiveness of public transport.

We connect the recent availability of open transit data to the needed more accurate
measure of transfer times at large stations and provide a method to use free geospa-
tial data to improve previously crude estimates on the required transfer walking time.
This walking time calculation can largely be automated provided that a simple three
dimensional model of a transfer node and the related platform assignments of lines
are captured. With an accurate distance and time estimate between each pair of plat-
forms, taking into account details like the platform length, stairs, and escalators, it
becomes possible to more accurately assess which desired transfer time is feasible for
commuters or less experienced passengers, and which rescheduling or platform re-
assignment options can improve the connection. The model is applied to multimodal
transfer nodes of railways, tram, bus, and metro lines.

We also contribute three worked out case studies of the detailed walking time calcula-
tions. The first is a quantification of the transfer resistance of a whole station, which
allows for comparison of the performance of different transfer nodes and the identi-
fication of bottlenecks in a larger network. The second is an example of timetable
synchronization of a low-frequency multi-modal network, the night bus and night train
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network timetable in Amsterdam. In this case, accurate walking time calculations are
essential, as otherwise a badly synchronized timetable can actually lead to a large in-
crease of transfer waiting times, if the scheduled connections are missed frequently.
The third and final case study is an extension of passenger information systems, where
historical arrival and departure time data, as well as transfer walking time data is used
to provide the passengers with a data-driven estimate on the probability of assuring a
connection, as well as an estimate on departure and arrival time delays, again, based
on historical operations performance.

Finally, we propose a generic method for the description and solution of the delay
management problem by using the max-plus algebra technique. The two main contri-
butions of this chapter are the following. First, we show how to use the results of a
max-plus algebra-based delay propagation algorithm to filter out connections at risk.
Second, we propose an optimization approach using exhaustive search on this small
set of shortlisted connections, to propose a connection management decision based on
the minimization of total passenger waiting time.

The summary of the main contributions is the following:

• a method for using open data to accurately estimate transfer walking times;

• a set of case studies for the above, including the estimation of transfer station
resistance, timetable synchronization, and improved passenger information;

• a max-plus algebra-based reformulation of the delay management problem and
a simple calculation of network delay propagation;

• a fast method for automatic delay management of low-frequency timetable net-
works that filters out connections at risk and provides advice for dispatchers on
holding measures.

1.4 Thesis outline

The six chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. The current, introductory
chapter gives an overview of the motivations, objectives, and contributions of the the-
sis. Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature on railway timetable design algorithms
and timetable stability analysis methods, as well as on multimodal scheduling and de-
lay management. Chapter 3 presents a railway timetable optimization method focusing
on the stability of the timetable, based on Sparing & Goverde (2013b). Chapter 4 fo-
cuses on timetable synchronization between railways and connecting public transport
lines, based on my contributions in the joint journal paper van Oort et al. (2015), and
based on Sparing & Goverde (2011). A new methodology including example applica-
tions is presented to estimate transfer station resistance based on the physical layout
of transfer stations and the timetable. Chapter 5 presents a methodology to identify
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important connections at risk in case of a multimodal network with efficient delay
propagation calculation by max-plus algebra modelling, based on the journal paper
Sparing & Goverde (2013a). Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of the thesis
and provides suggestions for future research.

A graphical outline of the thesis is represented in Figure 1.1. The reader interested in
railway scheduling is advised to read Chapters 2–3 & 6, while the reader interested in
multimodal timetable synchronization is advised to follow the Chapters 2 & 4-6.

Chapter 2:
Review of timetabling of railways and

connecting public transport lines

Chapter 1:
Introduction

Chapter 3:
Optimizing periodic railway

timetables for stability

Chapter 4:
Transfer time modelling

with open data

Chapter 5:
Delay management in a
multi-operator network

Chapter 6:
Conclusions

Background

Railways Multimodal networks

Figure 1.1: Thesis outline
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Chapter 2

Review of timetabling of railways and
connecting public transport lines

2.1 Introduction

The timetabling process for a railway or public transport network consists of defining
the planned departure and arrival times of vehicles, based on the available resources
and the expected demand. Resource availability concerns the available infrastructure
defining possible routes, speeds and capacity; as well as the available fleet of vehi-
cles and staff. Timetabling can also point out where infrastructure bottlenecks are or
whether the available resources are sufficient, in other words, where investment might
be necessary or beneficial. Expected demand describes the expected amount of pas-
sengers using the transport service, estimated by trip origin-destination measurements,
transport assignment models and in case of existing networks, vehicle occupation mea-
surements. As the timetable itself can also influence demand, matching the timetable
to the demand can also be seen as an interactive process.

The timetabling of railways and public transport faces many requirements, such as
infrastructure capacity limitations, financial constraints, overcrowding or fulfilling a
minimum service requirement despite low demand. Fortunately, these challenges usu-
ally do not appear at the same time and networks can be classified or decomposed into
very different types of systems based on their capacity utilization and the relationship
between supply and demand. Walker (2008) classifies the purposes of public transport
into patronage goals and coverage goals, where the former seek to maximize ridership
for financial and environmental reasons, while the latter strive for a minimum service
quality at all locations based on social reasons and geographic equity. Inspired by this
classification, we propose to divide railway and public transport systems into high fre-
quency, high capacity utilization networks, where demand is high and the goal of time-
tabling is to maximize capacity, and low frequency, synchronization-based networks,
where the low demand does not justify high frequencies and therefore the synchro-
nization of transfer connections is essential to provide an attractive service. Table 2.1

9
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of high capacity utilization and synchronization-based net-
works

high capacity utilization
networks

synchronization-based
networks

demand vs. supply demand > supply (over-

crowding)

demand < supply (room for

higher ridership)

goal meet existing high demand provide basic service

frequency high low

frequency determined by infrastructure capacity operational costs

typical headway (min) ≤5 (urban), ≤15 (regional) 10≤ (urban), 30-60 (re-

gional)

passenger arrival rates uniform according to timetable

timed/guaranteed transfers not necessary desirable

infrastructure capacity important important only at synchro-

nization nodes

way to increase ridership via timetable increase capacity to meet

existing high demand

provide timed and guaran-

teed transfers to minimize

transfer resistance

Examples metro networks, railway

networks in dense urban re-

gions

local trains and regional

buses outside dense urban

regions

provides an illustration to the characteristics of the two types of networks.

Based on the classification of networks above, we divide the literature review of rail-
way and public transport timetabling as follows. In Section 2.2 the timetabling of
high capacity utilization networks is explored, where the goal is to estimate the in-
frastructure capacity, check the feasibility of line plans and timetables, and evaluate
the reliability of timetables. We restrict the scope here to railway networks. In Sec-
tion 2.3 on the other hand, we consider synchronization-based networks, where the
frequencies are limited because of cost reasons and low demand, and the design goal is
to minimize transfer wait times by synchronization. Here we focus on the intermodal
synchronization of low-frequency train lines and connecting public transport services.

2.2 Timetabling of high capacity utilization railway net-
works

The railway timetable is the essential product of a passenger train operator: it defines
the service offered including sequence of stations any train line is serving, the travel
times between these stations, the frequencies of the train services and implicitly the
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possible connections and connection waiting times in case a direct train service is
not offered. The railway timetable of a train operator can be compared to a menu of a
restaurant: the possible clients of the railway companies, the travelers judge the railway
system and decide to use the service or not based on the attractiveness of the timetable,
and on the ability of the operator to execute the timetable with at most acceptable
deviations.

The timetable is also central in the planning process of the train operator (see Fig-
ure 2.1, based on Caimi (2009)). Once passenger demand is known, infrastructure
planning, line planning and timetabling can be seen as forming a loop in the planning
process. While in traditional railway planning infrastructure planning came first and
timetabling later, in the Swiss railway development program Rail 2000 timetabling has
explicitly been defined as prior to infrastructure planning (Caimi, 2009). In any case,
understanding these steps as part of a loop is sensible given their mutual dependency.
Finally, vehicle (rolling stock) and crew rosters are driven by the required timetable.
Once the planning process is complete, the performance of the operator is most com-
monly evaluated by some measure of deviation from the timetable.

On a societal level, the timetable influences the mode choice of travelers and there-
fore has an societal effect via the different externalities of transport modes, such as
traffic safety, pollution, livability, and travel time. Furthermore, if a desired timetable
requires rail infrastructure investment, then it has an effect on public budgets, as most
infrastructure projects are publicly financed regardless of transport mode.

In case of railway networks facing high demand, such as the main railway lines of
Western Europe, the goal of timetabling can be informally stated as running as many
trains as possible on the given infrastructure. The timetabling process can deliver in-
sights into where the infrastructure should be extended in an efficient way: a notable
case where the timetable process predominantly drives the infrastructure planning pro-
cess is the philosophy of the Swiss Rail 2000 project (Caimi, 2009).

If we further on assume a fixed infrastructure, then the timetabling process consists of
the following steps. Estimating the capacity of a railway line or network consists of
calculating this maximum possible number of trains independent of the timetable, but
with the assumption of the required train types and their frequencies. Line planning
is the process of determining the routes of trains, their stop patterns and frequencies,

Figure 2.1: The railway planning process
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based on the demand and possibly the results of the capacity estimation. Timetable
generation is the core process of timetabling, trying to find a feasible schedule on the
given infrastructure according to the desired line and frequency plan. Finally, timetable
evaluation mostly consists of methods to analyse the reliability of timetables.

The extent of computational challenge railway timetabling provides can also be seen
in the substantial academic and industry effort it attracts: in 2008, the Franz Edel-
man award of the operations research society INFORMS was awarded to Kroon et
al. (2009), the developers of the new Dutch railway timetable, while in 2009, IBM
opened a Global Rail Innovation Center in Beijing, China (IBM, 2009). In an ef-
fort to explain this complexity, the following we point out three characteristics of the
timetabling problem that prove to be challenging in practice: high capacity utilization,
heterogeneity of services, and focus on reliability.

2.2.1 High capacity utilization

Many railway corridors are close to saturation, meaning that new train services can
only be added if another service is cancelled or causing substantial delays. See Ta-
ble 2.2 for an international comparison of population, railway network length, yearly
rail passenger kilometers, and railway modal share of different countries (data sources:
European Commission (2013a); World Bank (2014); Ministry of Land Infrastructure
Transport and Tourism (2014); East Japan Railway Company (2002)). The Netherlands
stands out as a country with a particularly high yearly passenger kilometers versus net-
work length ratio: Denmark has less than half the Dutch passenger traffic on a similar
network size, and Sweden has comparable traffic on a much longer network. On the
other end of the spectrum, the Japanese network is ten times larger but the passenger
traffic is more than 20 times higher.

A practical example and testimony of this saturation is the controversy around the
intercity service between the Amsterdam and Brussels, as the following. The hourly
Amsterdam–Brussels intercity service, also called the Beneluxtrein (Benelux train),
was cancelled at the December 2012 timetable change together with the introduction of
high speed trains between the same two cities. The rolling stock used for the high speed
service, however, lost its license on 17 January, 2013, to operate on the Belgian rail
network (De Standaard, 2013). Therefore an intercity service every two hours between
The Hague and Brussels was restored one month later (Netherlands Railways, 2013).
This new service, however, provides inferior coverage and frequency to its predecessor,
as the 2013 timetable was already planned with the cancelled Beneluxtrain in mind and
left little space for ‘new’ services.

If we observe the trends in railway traffic and network size, we can see that the capacity
utilization is steadily increasing in Western Europe. On Figure 2.2 the yearly rail
passenger kilometres (a) and the rail network size (b) is plotted – both normalized
to per capita –, for the EU15, selected countries within the EU15, Switzerland and
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Table 2.2: Basic railway network data of the EU15 and selected countries (2009, except
Japan: 2000)

Country Population Network length Passenger kms Modal share
(km) (million pkm/y)

Belgium 10,753,000 3,578 10,427 7.4%
Germany 82,002,000 33,706 81,206 7.8%
Denmark 5,511,000 2,131 6,152 9.5%
France 62,466,000 33,778 85,914 9.0%
Netherlands 16,486,000 2,886 15,400 8.8%
Sweden 9,256,000 9,946 11,321 8.7%
UK 61,595,000 16,173 52,765 6.8%

EU15 394,456,000 152,491 356,557 7.1%

Switzerland 7,702,000 3,544 18,571 17.3%
Japan 126,870,000 20,165 393,765 27.0%

Japan, in the 20-year time window of 1991–2011. While the railway network size
is stagnating in all countries in question, there is a clear and consistent increase in
passenger traffic, that seems to be unaffected even by the global financial crisis since
2009.

Returning to our running example of the Netherlands, two possibly related phenomena
are apparent in Figure 2.2 (data sources: European Commission (2013a); World Bank
(2014)). First, contrary to all other countries the comparison and the EU15 average,
Dutch passenger traffic did not increase in this time window. Second, the size of the
Dutch network is surprisingly small on a per capita basis in comparison. These two
facts put the common marketing motto of the Dutch railway network ”drukst bereden
spoor” (most dense railway) (ProRail, 2014) in international perspective: this is not
caused by unusually many passenger kilometers but by the rather small network size
per capita. We note that the Dutch Central Agency for Statistics came to the same
conclusion (Ramaekers et al., 2009).

From the timetable planning perspective, the high capacity utilization means that time-
table optimization problems in practice often degenerate to timetable feasibility prob-
lems, i.e. in practice typical questions are whether a new train service, a new stop on
an existing train line, or a frequency increase is possible on the given infrastructure.

A more formal definition of measuring infrastructure utilization and capacity con-
sumption is provided in the International Union of Railways (UIC) leaflet on capacity
(International Union of Railways (UIC), 2013) via the compression method applied
to sections of the railway network. Intuitively, the UIC capacity consumption is de-
fined as the ratio of the minimum time needed for a practically representative set of
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Figure 2.2: Yearly rail passenger kilometres per capita (a) and railway network length
per capita (b) in the EU15 and selected countries (BE: Belgium, CH: Switzerland, DK:
Denmark, FR: France, NL: The Netherlands, SE: Sweden)
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trains in a representative order to traverse any given point of the section to the time
scheduled for all these trains. In more detail, given a time-space diagram of the given
set of trains in given order on the particular section, maximal compression of the train
paths is applied in the time dimension while keeping their orders so that the trains can
still follow each other without any speed limitation for traffic reasons (conflict-free).
For fixed-block signalling, as used on virtually all railway lines (as opposed to moving
block signalling used on a few urban metro lines), the compression method is further
detailed as follows.

The blocking time (also called occupancy time in International Union of Railways
(UIC) (2013)) of a given train on a given block section is defined as time difference be-
tween the train driver is able to see a signal and that the same signal can become clear
(most often showing a green aspect) for a following train (see Figure 2.3, source: Inter-
national Union of Railways (UIC) (2013)). Then the time-space diagram is maximally
compressed so that the train speeds remain unchanged and the blocking times do not
overlap. Finally, a new instance of the first train is added virtually as last to the com-
pressed stack. The infrastructure utilization then is defined as the ratio of the headway
between this first and last train (equal along the line) and the scheduled time duration
for the trains in question; and capacity consumption is the same measure additionally
including time supplements, but without any buffer time between the blocking time
diagrams. See Figure 2.4 for an example of a time-space diagram with blocking times
pictured (a) and its compressed version, as well as a macroscopic approximation of the
train paths with minimum follow-up times (headways) defined based on the blocking
time calculation (c) and its compressed version (d).
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Figure 2.3: Blocking time

The high capacity utilization of some railway networks differentiates the planning chal-
lenges from other timetabled transport modes. For example, the capacity bottleneck of
commercial aviation is runway capacity (Smith, 2013), with ample capacity available
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in the air between the origin and destination. Urban and long-distance bus and coach
services also most often can assume sufficient public road capacity and therefore the
planning constraints remain available vehicles, crew, and profitability. Metro (rapid
transit) and some light rail networks, however, also often experience saturated capac-
ity along the service line. An example evidence of metro line capacity saturation is the
retrofitting of Paris Metro line 1 with automatic train control to decrease headways to
85 seconds (RATP, 2010). What does differentiate railway networks from urban metro
networks, however, is the wide variety of services using the same infrastructure. This
is explored in the following section.
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Figure 2.4: The compression method: (a) uncompressed time-space diagram with
blocking times pictured, (b) compressed blocking time diagram, (c) macroscopic ap-
proximation with minimum headways shown, (d) compressed macroscopic graph

2.2.2 Heterogeneous services

On railway networks, the trains using the same infrastructure most often have sig-
nificantly different origins, destinations, stopping patterns, and commercial speeds.
Passenger train services are organized in most countries into train classes of different
typical stop distances and commercial speeds from local trains calling at all stations
to intercity to high speed services. The underlying reasons are both offering higher
capacity and shorter travel time between the more important station pairs. If the time-
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Intercity direct rijdt over de Hogesnelheidslijn en stopt alleen op de met HST aangegeven stations

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

4 45 ma 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 di wo 2b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Amsterdam Sloterdijk, Leiden Centraal,
Den Haag HS en Delft

45 do vr za 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

5 13 ma di za 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 wo 13b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
28 ma di wo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 di wo za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 do vr 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS

en Delft
55 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

6 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 10a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
40 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol

- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö
43 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

7 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

8 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

9 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

10 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

11 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

!

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

12 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 vr zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

13 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

14 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

15 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

16 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

17 10 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol
- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö

13 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

18 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

19 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

Treinen die rijden tussen 0 00 uur en 4 00 uur, rijden in de nacht volgend op de genoemde dag.

De getoonde vertrekinformatie kan gewijzigd zijn: plan uw reis altijd kort voor vertrek op ns.nl
of mobiel.ns.nl, u ontvangt dan een actueel reisadvies.
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Intercity´s stoppen alleen op de met _ aangegeven stations
Intercity direct rijdt over de Hogesnelheidslijn en stopt alleen op de met HST aangegeven stations

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

4 45 ma 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 di wo 2b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Amsterdam Sloterdijk, Leiden Centraal,
Den Haag HS en Delft

45 do vr za 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

5 13 ma di za 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 wo 13b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
28 ma di wo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 di wo za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 do vr 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS

en Delft
55 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

6 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 10a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
40 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol

- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö
43 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

7 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

8 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

9 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

10 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

11 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

!

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

12 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 vr zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

13 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

14 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

15 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

16 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

17 10 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol
- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö

13 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

18 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

19 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

Treinen die rijden tussen 0 00 uur en 4 00 uur, rijden in de nacht volgend op de genoemde dag.

De getoonde vertrekinformatie kan gewijzigd zijn: plan uw reis altijd kort voor vertrek op ns.nl
of mobiel.ns.nl, u ontvangt dan een actueel reisadvies.
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Intercity´s stoppen alleen op de met _ aangegeven stations
Intercity direct rijdt over de Hogesnelheidslijn en stopt alleen op de met HST aangegeven stations

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

4 45 ma 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 di wo 2b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Amsterdam Sloterdijk, Leiden Centraal,
Den Haag HS en Delft

45 do vr za 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

5 13 ma di za 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 wo 13b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
28 ma di wo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 di wo za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 do vr 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS

en Delft
55 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

6 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 10a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
40 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol

- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö
43 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

7 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

8 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

9 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

10 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

11 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

!
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12 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 vr zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

13 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

14 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

15 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

16 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

17 10 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol
- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö

13 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

18 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

19 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

Treinen die rijden tussen 0 00 uur en 4 00 uur, rijden in de nacht volgend op de genoemde dag.

De getoonde vertrekinformatie kan gewijzigd zijn: plan uw reis altijd kort voor vertrek op ns.nl
of mobiel.ns.nl, u ontvangt dan een actueel reisadvies.
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Intercity´s stoppen alleen op de met _ aangegeven stations
Intercity direct rijdt over de Hogesnelheidslijn en stopt alleen op de met HST aangegeven stations

Vertrektijd Dagen waarop

de trein rijdt

Spoor Mij. Bestemming/soort trein

4 45 ma 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 di wo 2b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Amsterdam Sloterdijk, Leiden Centraal,
Den Haag HS en Delft

45 do vr za 15b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS
en Delft

5 13 ma di za 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 wo 13b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
28 ma di wo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 do vr 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 di wo za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 do vr 15b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
45 zo 8b ! Rotterdam Centraal Nachtnettrein, stopt in Schiphol Ö, Leiden Centraal, Den Haag HS

en Delft
55 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

6 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za 10a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
40 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol

- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö
43 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

7 13 ma di wo do vr 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 zo 13a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 zo 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

8 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 za 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

9 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

10 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

11 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

!
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12 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do za 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
43 vr zo 15a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

13 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

14 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

15 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

16 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

17 10 ma di wo do vr 15a æ Rotterdam Centraal Intercity direct Fiets meenemen niet mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol
- Rotterdam v.v., stopt in Schiphol Ö

13 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
13 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
28 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr 14b ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
58 za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

18 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

19 13 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
25 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
28 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations
43 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Hoofddorp Sprinter
55 ma di wo do vr za zo 15a æ Breda Intercity direct Reserveren mogelijk, Toeslag Schiphol - Rotterdam v.v., Fiets

meenemen niet mogelijk, stopt in Schiphol Ö en Rotterdam Centraal
58 ma di wo do vr za zo 14a ! Amsterdam Sloterdijk-Schiphol Ö-Rotterdam Centraal-Vlissingen Intercity, stopt ook

in Amsterdam Lelylaan, stopt vanaf Roosendaal op alle stations

Treinen die rijden tussen 0 00 uur en 4 00 uur, rijden in de nacht volgend op de genoemde dag.

De getoonde vertrekinformatie kan gewijzigd zijn: plan uw reis altijd kort voor vertrek op ns.nl
of mobiel.ns.nl, u ontvangt dan een actueel reisadvies.

asd-2a/STC A'damVertrekstaat Amsterdam Centraal

3 feb 2014 - 6 apr 2014 (35)
ñ

Figure 2.5: Detail of a 2014 departure board at Amsterdam Centraal station (Source:
Netherlands Railways)

table allows for convenient transfers between local and long distance trains, this system
also means a shorter travel time between smaller stations than with only local trains,
via transfers to a long distance service and/or vice versa. Furthermore, freight trains
using the shared infrastructure add to the complexity. While the maximum speeds of
freight trains are lower than that of passenger trains and their braking distance longer,
freight trains may also be faster than passenger trains around stations where the latter
are expected to stop.

See Figure 2.5 for an example showing a detail of a departure board at Amsterdam
Centraal station. The topological map shows the railway line from Amsterdam Cen-
traal via Schiphol airport to Rotterdam and further. While local trains stop at all listed
stations and more, Intercity trains only stop at the IC-labeled stations and high speed
trains only stop at HST-labeled stations. These latter only share physical infrastructure
with the other trains between Amsterdam Centraal and Hoofddorp, as well as from
Rotterdam Centraal via Rotterdam Blaak to Rotterdam Lombardijen (not pictured). In
reality, the diversity in stopping patterns is even more complex: some Intercity trains
do not stop in Schiedam while some Intercity trains do stop at Amsterdam Lelylaan.

Another example from the same line is shown on Table 2.3, listing the average com-
mercial speeds of selected Southbound train services all using the same infrastructure,
the Willemsspoortunnel under the Maas river in Rotterdam. This tunnel contains the
station Rotterdam Blaak present on Figure 2.5. These train services range from around
an hour to more than three hours in duration, from local train lines to international high
speed trains. There are furthermore frequent freight trains using this line, not included
in Table 2.3.

Much of the challenges and options of scheduling multiple services of different line
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Table 2.3: Average commercial speeds of selected train services using the Willems-
spoortunnel, Rotterdam (IC: Intercity, HST: High speed train, data source: Netherlands
Railways timetable)

Train class From To Line length Duration Mean line speed*
(km) (HH:MM) (km/h)

Local train The Hague Roosendaal 78 01:26 54.4
Intercity The Hague Venlo 168 02:20 72.0
Int’l IC The Hague Brussels 156 02:25 64.6
HST Amsterdam Breda 102 01:08 90.0
Int’l HST Amsterdam Paris 472 03:27 136.8

*Including time loss due to deceleration at intermediate stops

patterns can be illustrated by a simple example of scheduling a periodic local and a
periodic express train service on a four-stop line (Figure 2.6). Assuming that only one
track is available in one direction with no possible overtake location (siding) between
end stations A and D, the only option available is to schedule the trains sequentially
(d), with possibly reducing the speed of the express train service if necessary. In case
overtake is possible at a siding at intermediate stations B and C, a revised timetable is
possible with an overtake at station B (e), resulting in much lower capacity utilization.
Finally, in case at least two tracks are available along the line, the two train services
can run independently without concerns about overtaking. The example shows that
the sidings and the second track increases the flexibility and the capacity the railway
line – at the cost of the additional infrastructure. We note that these simple choices are
similar to the problem of scheduling (local) trains in two direction on a single-track
line: while no sidings or second track result in very large headways (a), sidings (b)
and finally multiple track (c) provide flexibility and low headways, at the cost of new
infrastructure.

The heterogeneity of services sharing infrastructure sets railway networks apart from
other timetabled transport modes. In case of urban public transport, express metros,
trams and buses are rather exceptions to the rule (New York City, Lyon and Budapest
are examples of such services, respectively). An earlier edition of the UIC leaflet
on capacity also pointed out the wide difference in heterogeneity between metro and
heavy rail networks, as reproduced in Figure 2.7 (International Union of Railways
(UIC), 2004). While long-distance buses and commercial flights can have very differ-
ent service patterns, they tend to not share the same limited infrastructure, as we have
discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 2.6: Possibilities of scheduling local and express services on different track
layouts
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2.2.3 Focus on reliability

The customers of railway and public transport services have very high expectations on
on-time performance and reliability. For example, according to the yearly report of the
Netherlands Railways (2012), while 74% of their customers were in general satisfied
with the service provided, only 49% were satisfied with on-time performance—the
lowest value of seven criteria. This customer dissatisfaction exists despite the fact that
the same railway network has a World-class on-time performance of 94.2% of the trains
arriving within 5 minutes of the planned arrival time (same source). According to an
Eurobarometer report (European Commission, 2013b), if we ignore cleanliness of train
cars, the only aspect respondents were more dissatisfied with than delays (”Punctuality
and reliability”) was with what happens to them during those delays (”Information
provision [...] in particular in case of delay”) (Figure 2.8, data source: European
Commission (2013b)).

Cleanliness and good maintenance
  of rail carriages

Information provision during journey,
  in particular in case of delay

Punctuality and reliability

Cleanliness and good maintenance
  of stations

Frequency of the trains

Availability of staff on trains

Easy and accessible
  complaint−handling mechanisms

Ease of buying tickets

Provision of information
  about train timetables

Bicycle access to the trains

Availability of through−tickets

0 % 10 % 20 % 30 %

Figure 2.8: Ratio of respondents dissatisfied with given aspect of rail travel

In travel behavior research, it appears that travel time reliability has both a high im-
portance and a high dissatisfaction level for potential passengers (Van Oort, 2011), and
therefore reliability is a decisive factor in modal choice (König & Axhausen, 2002).

All this evidence on the importance of reliability implies that in railway timetabling
particular attention has to be given to the practical reliability of the generated timeta-
bles. This can be in the form of an a posteriori sensitivity analysis of generated timeta-
bles or ideally the incorporation of some measure of reliability already in the timetable
optimization process—as in case of the model presented later in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Synchronizing trains and connecting public trans-
port lines

In the previous section describing scheduling in a typically high capacity utilization
setting, we assumed that demand justifies the highest possible capacity given the in-
frastructure and other resources, and the computational task was to find such an optimal
schedule. This scenario is indeed realistic in many urban rapid transit networks and
intercity railway lines around dense urbanized areas. In contrast, in case of lower de-
mand, such as many regional bus networks or regional railway lines, the maximum
utilization of capacity cannot be met and the level of service is constrained by the
operating costs, rather than infrastructure constraints. In these cases, the potential of
improving the quality of the timetable lies in speeding up the lines and reducing the
transfer waiting times between these services without increasing their frequencies.

A sequence of arriving and departing services at the same stop area, where passengers
might alight and board (transfer, connect) as part of a meaningful journey, is called
a connection or transfer. It is a a timed transfer if the timetable is designed such
that the transfer waiting time before boarding a low frequency service is substantially
less than its headway, and adjusting the timetable to introduce timed transfers can be
called synchronizing the timetable. If the operation of the vehicles in a timed transfer
is organized in a way that the departing vehicle waits in case of a slight delay of the
arriving vehicle, the transfer is a guaranteed transfer and the policies and dispatching
actions deciding the thresholds for waiting is called connection management.

In section 2.4.4 we refer to earlier work in synchronizing timetables and in connection
management.

2.4 Literature review

2.4.1 Railway capacity estimation

The most widely accepted standard to estimate railway capacity is defined in the Ca-
pacity leaflet of the International Union of Railways (UIC) (2004, 2013), as described
in Section 2.2.1. This compression method based on blocking time theory counts as a
microscopic model of a single line section, given the train orders and speeds.

Further works extend the railway capacity calculation to nodes and complex networks
and methods independent of the timetable. Lindner (2011) investigate the applicability
of the compression method and point out that it is not applicable for evaluating station
capacity, and therefore insufficient for a network where the limiting factor for overall
capacity is capacity at stations, not between stations. Mussone & Wolfler Calvo (2013)
calculate railway capacity without using the timetable, based on the work of Burdett &
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Kozan (2006), by dividing the network into nodes and paths for which the occupation
ratio is calculated given the number of trains and blocking times for each train and
resource. An optimization model is then defined to maximize the number of trains,
while respecting the capacity limits. As no actual timetable is used, in effect their
method can be seen as calculating an upper bound for the maximum utilization: while
it is not certain that a feasible timetable exists with the calculated number of trains
(headway conflicts may still exist, and they do not include the set-up time of the route,
driver reaction time and approach time), certainly no feasible timetable can include
more trains.

De Kort et al. (2003) uses max-plus algebra to estimate railway capacity independent of
the timetable in a probabilistic way. The proposed method allows for the modelling of
complex infrastructures, for example a line with mixed single-track and double-track
sections as in the example, however it is not possible to differentiate between different
train types or different train speeds and stop patterns on the same infrastructure.

2.4.2 Line and frequency planning

The problem of line and frequency planning is to determine the geographical layout
of train services and their frequencies given the available infrastructure and other re-
sources, and given passenger demand. Approaches typically can be classified as min-
imizing the number of passenger transfers (or, as an approximation, maximizing the
number of direct connections), and minimizing operational cost. A detailed review
of line and frequency planning literature is given by Guihaire & Hao (2008), see also
Schöbel (2012).

The following works optimize the line and frequency structure of the Dutch railway
network. Bussieck et al. (1997) uses mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) with
cutting planes and relaxation to calculate line and frequency plans maximizing the
number direct passenger connections on the Dutch InterRegio (medium and long dis-
tance) railway network. Bussieck et al. (2004) optimizes both direct connections and
cost, and uses non-linear optimization, additionally to MILP, resulting in faster calcu-
lations of the optimal timetable. Goossens et al. (2006) uses branch and cut to find
lower bounds for the same Dutch line planning instances. Goerigk et al. (2013) com-
pares the effect of four different line planning methods on timetabling, robustness, and
delay management, confirming that more direct trips lead to shorter travel times. They
also observe that the proportion of missed connections does not only depend on the
buffers but also on the line planning algorithm type.

Other works on timetable optimization use urban public transport networks as case
studies. Guan et al. (2006) simultaneously calculates a line and frequency plan and the
passenger assignment, illustrated on a case study on the Hong Kong rapid transit net-
work. Nachtigall & Jerosch (2008) combines the optimization problems of line plan-
ning of an urban bus network with traffic assignment. Hadas & Shnaiderman (2012)
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assumes a fixed urban transit line and calculates the frequencies minimizing both the
number of empty seats and passengers missing the vehicle due to overcrowding.

2.4.3 Timetable generation and evaluation

Cacchiani & Toth (2012) present a survey of timetabling methods, classifying them
into nominal and robust methods, based on whether they take into account timetable
stability or not. The methods are further classified, among others, whether they are
used for periodic or aperiodic timetables, valid only on a corridor or on a network
level, and different objective functions. While Borndörfer & Liebchen (2008) provide
a particular example when a cyclic, regular-interval timetable is suboptimal with re-
spect to the number of vehicles required; in the following we consider regular-interval
timetables unless stated otherwise.

Another classification aspect can be whether a timetabling model has a level of detail
of the infrastructure including all switches, signals and block sections, a microscopic
model, or only models the network as a set of stations and important junctions and the
connecting lines, a macroscopic model. Using a microscopic model for a large network
is impractical, and while a microscopic model is necessary to construct a conflict-
free timetable for a large station or a complex junction. The approaches are therefore
split into local microscopic models and macroscopic models capable of handling large
networks with a lower level of detail (Schlechte et al., 2011). A further distinction can
be made between models that consider different routing options and models that only
focus on the timing and ordering of fixed-route trains. Note that a routing model is not
necessarily microscopic.

In the following we first review nominal timetable generation methods, where the goal
is to find a feasible timetable regardless of its reliability; then methods to evaluate the
reliability of the timetable are considered. The third part, robust timetable generation
can be seen as the simultaneous combination of these two former problems.

Nominal timetable generation

One way timetabling trains differs from general scheduling problems in industrial engi-
neering is that in many countries the train timetable is periodic, repeating usually every
hour. Therefore the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP), defined by Serafini
& Ukovich (1989) building on the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
(Malcolm et al., 1959), was applied to railways on a macroscopic level by numerous
approaches. Schrijver & Steenbeek (1993) developed the algorithm named CADANS
for solving the network timetable problem. Nachtigall (1996) models the train time-
table with a periodic event network where nodes are train arrivals and departures and
arcs are dwell, run or change activities. Based on the CADANS network timetable
design model, the constraint programming system DONS was introduced (Schrijver,
1998; Kroon et al., 2009). DONS can find feasible solutions to the railway network of
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the Netherlands if it exists under the given initial parameters, or points to the critical
constraints if a feasible solution does not exist.

Goverde (1999) reformulated PESP with buffer times as decision variables and ex-
ploiting the graph structure of the network to reduce the number of variables. Lindner
(2000) extends the PESP formulation to include operational costs in the objective.
Liebchen (2008) optimized a homogeneous, high-frequency metro network, imple-
mented in practice. Kroon & Peeters (2003) extend the infrastructure constraints to
variable running times, by inserting further dummy nodes into the graph where neces-
sary. Another problem type successfully applied to timetable planning is the Quadratic
Semi-Assignment Problem (QSAP), e.g. by Schuele et al. (2009), who found that for
the particular case of exploring the effect of small changes in the departure times on
transfer time, QSAP had better results than PESP. A new MILP model scheduling ex-
tra freight trains into an existing passenger train timetable is presented by Cacchiani
et al. (2010), with a Lagrangian heuristic that enables finding a feasible timetable in
a few hours for a large instance. These models focus on timing with fixed train rout-
ing. On the other hand, Caprara et al. (2011) includes flexible routing solving the
platform assignment problem with only small deviations allowed related to an existing
macroscopic timetable. While applied for delay management and not initial timeta-
ble generation, the timetabling model used by Dollevoet et al. (2012) also takes into
account passenger flows.

Besides macroscopic modelling on the network level, microscopic timetabling is nec-
essary for complex station areas and junctions where routes are explicitly taken into
account to check the feasibility of the network timetable and further optimize it. Caimi
et al. (2008) focus on the microscopic nominal timetable problem for large station ar-
eas, as they propose the division of the train network into larger station areas with
complex structure and saturated traffic, condensation zones, and connecting long lines
of simple structure, compensation zones. They argue that because of the traffic satu-
ration, no time reserve should be included in the condensation zones, therefore their
modelling becomes simpler as train speeds are fixed at their maximum, including the
boundaries of the zones. Furthermore, the possible values of passing times are dis-
cretized to further reduce the search space. Then a feasible schedule is calculated for
the condensation zones using heuristics based on a conflict graph representation of
train paths.

Besides stations, complex junctions also need microscopic verification of timetable
feasibility. Lusby et al. (2011) route trains through a same-level junction by modelling
the trains and their possible paths as a set-packing problem. As for a given train and
route, multiple possible speed profiles through the junction are considered, this ap-
proach in fact does not necessarily output conflict-free train paths: when following this
model the trains might have to reduce their speeds below the maximum possible. This
in practice may be applicable if an appropriate driver assistance system is available
providing an appropriate speed advice.
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Timetable evaluation

One metric that is used to approximate the concept of macroscopic network-level sta-
bility of a periodic timetable is the minimum cycle time of the timetable (Braker, 1993;
Heidergott et al., 2005; Goverde, 2007, 2008), this is because modelling the periodic
railway system as a periodic even-activity network, the difference between the mini-
mum cycle time and the timetable period equals to the mean delay reduction per hour
viewed over many hours, depending on the timetable. The relationship between the
nominal and the minimum cycle time describes the capacity utilization of the time-
table: the timetable is stable exactly if the minimum cycle time T is less than the
nominal cycle time T0, i.e. T < T0, and the larger T0− T is, the more time reserve
there is available. This ratio T/T0 is defined in Goverde (2007) as network throughput.
Therefore there is a strong relationship between the capacity of the physical network
and the stability of the timetable: infrastructure capacity determines the pace at which
the timetable can be executed, therefore the minimum cycle time T, and the stability
of the timetable can be described as the relationship between T and T0. The max-plus
algebra technique (Heidergott et al., 2005) has been successfully applied for timetable
evaluation using the cycle time by Braker (1993) and Goverde (2007).

On the microscopic level, Delorme et al. (2009) evaluates the stability of a timetable
for a given station using graph theory by using the amount of buffer time available
between each consecutive train pair. Then the delay propagation given a set of initial
primary delays is quickly calculated. The limitation of this model is the assumption
that the delay one train indirectly propagates to a third train equals to the sum of the
buffer times between two successive train pairs, while in practice this calculation might
be too conservative because of the available time supplements.

Robust timetable generation

Robust timetable generation consists of timetable design methods where the reliability
of the timetable is taken into account already during the design process.

Looking at macroscopic network-level models, Kroon et al. (2008) expanded the PESP
approach to a stochastic case. Fischetti et al. (2009) compare four different methods,
including the light robustness method proposed in Fischetti & Monaci (2009), to im-
prove the robustness of a timetable where robustness is represented by the average
cumulative delay for a set of minor disruption scenarios, assuming no train cancella-
tion or reordering. All four methods assume an existing nominal timetable and the
train orders are fixed during the robust optimization. Liebchen et al. (2010) extend the
light robustness approach concentrating on connection management during the distri-
bution of timetable slack. Cacchiani et al. (2011) solve a robust timetable optimization
problem using a Lagrangian heuristic. The robustness is represented by the amount of
dwell time supplement for each train, and flexible running times are modelled by a set
of available train paths for each train run.

A common characteristic of the above approaches is that they treat the period of the
timetable as a fixed parameter and they minimize a certain sum of travel time, waiting
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time or transfer waiting time. For example, Nachtigall & Voget (1996), (Nachtigall
& Voget, 1997), Wong et al. (2008), Schuele et al. (2009), and Liebchen et al. (2010)
minimize transfer waiting times, Nachtigall (1996) minimize the total travel time, and
Kroon & Peeters (2003) define a general objective function dependent on any of the
variables, but still using fixed period length. Lindner & Zimmermann (2005), however,
optimizes for cost. One known work where the objective function of the timetable
optimization is the cycle time is Heydar et al. (2013), based on Bergmann (1975). The
authors assess the capacity of a single track, unidirectional railway line with passing
loops by calculating the minimum period for given number of local and express trains
using Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). The dwell times at intermediate
stations are variable and therefore the passing locations for trains are flexible. The main
limitation of this model is that the train speeds are constant during the optimization and
equal for all train classes.

Caimi et al. (2010) improve the mathematical formulation for the microscopic train
scheduling problem. Flexibility in train departure and arrival times is modeled by sets
of train paths for each train, and the robustness of the calculated timetable is estimated
by the buffer times available between consecutive train runs. Dewilde et al. (2013)
generate a local microscopic timetable, iteratively solving station area routing, plat-
form assignments, and train timetabling including time shifts with fixed train orders
and swapping train pairs, while maximizing the buffer time between concecutive trains
to take into account robustness. They also define a second robustness indicator based
on the deviation of realized passenger travel time from the planned value. However,
this indicator is not used during the optimization models, but only in their evaluation
using simulation.

2.4.4 Timetable synchronization and connection management

Early works in synchronizing timetables include Domschke (1989) proposing using
branch-and-bound algorithm to solve a relaxation of the quadratic semi-assignment
problem (QSAP), and Bookbinder & Desilets (1992) proposing a variant of the related
quadratic assignment problem (QAP) to optimize the time-shift of otherwise fixed bus
routes to minimize transfer waiting times. See also the timetabling approaches focus-
ing on minimizing transfer waiting time in the previous Section 2.4.3, for example
Schuele et al. (2009).

Connection management has already received significant attention in literature, with
different modelling assumptions and target functions. Knoppers & Muller (1995) ex-
amine when timed transfers are beneficial with respect to frequency and reliability
conditions. Goverde (1998) focuses on train networks with predefined connections
and makes a distinction between waiting time in vehicles and on platforms. Heidergott
& De Vries (2001) also describe interconnected train networks and introduce some
heuristics to reduce the solution space created by multiple connections. Ginkel &
Schöbel (2007) use a hybrid indicator of passenger volumes for a missed connection
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and vehicle delay for a maintained connection. Andersson et al. (1998) describes the
crew pairing problem and the best practice in the European airline industry and how it
relates to the tightness of the connections. For a further review of connection manage-
ment literature, refer to Ginkel & Schöbel (2007).

Several pieces of previous work also focus on comparing different transfer stations
by investigating their physical layouts or the available transport supply. Brändli &
Berg (1979) analyse the effect of a new pedestrian underpass on pedestrian behav-
ior at Zurich main station, with emphasis on commuters. Söngen (1979) introduces
a connection matrix of types of pedestrians such as transferring, boarding, alighting
passengers, and people walking through the station, taking into account the multiple
levels of a station such as underground, ground level and elevated platforms. Guo
& Wilson (2011) model the transfer penalty of London Underground stations taking
into account route choice through the network and detailed variables describing condi-
tions like ramps, stairs and escalators. Waterson et al. (2010) compare railway stations
on a given line focusing on travel time taking into account rail services of different
stopping patterns. Kirchoff (1992) describes the requirements for large urban transfer
stations, including the capacities of stairs and escalators and the sizing of railway plat-
forms. Weidmann (1993) describes the modelling of pedestrian traffic which makes
walking time estimation possible based on the station layouts. Kruse (1995) classifies
transfer nodes according to the geometric design of the interconnected stations, pub-
lic transport modes and lines. He identifies timetable optimization and minimization
of transfer walking distance as the most promising measure for reducing the transfer
resistance. Debrezion et al. (2009) include the frequency and the travel time of local
public transport, among others, in their service quality index.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter described the problem of railway timetabling by dividing the research
challenges into timetabling models for highly occupied railway networks on the one
hand, and timetable synchronization approaches for typical low frequency, low demand
feeder and distributor lines on the other hand.

We identified three typical properties of dense railway networks that make related
timetabling problems unique: a very high capacity utilization, heterogeneous service
patterns, and pressure to focus on reliability. These attributes make this timetabling
problem different from related problems such as rapid transit (metro), low frequency
bus network or airline scheduling. We also covered connecting public transport lines,
that form part of the majority of passenger journeys by train and therefore are seen as
an integral part of the timetabling problem. We reviewed available literature address-
ing these topics and identified the following gaps that are then answered through the
contributions of this thesis.
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While there are numerous railway timetable stability evaluation methods in the litera-
ture, as well as railway timetable generation models that take some notion robustness
into account, there is no known railway timetable optimization model yet that takes
a measure of network-level robustness as the objective function during optimization,
using flexible train orders, run and dwell times. Chapter 3 presents such a railway
timetable optimization model.

Timetable synchronization models usually assume a single fixed minimum transfer
time and do not take the detailed layout of the transfer stations into account. In general,
many types of public transport models, including many travel advice systems, have a
simplified view of a transfer node, that can now be enriched using recently opened up
public data. Chapter 4 therefore presents the detailed modelling of walking distance,
time and resistance at transfer stations and three application examples.

Finally, Chapter 5 presents a delay management formulation that explicitly takes into
account that only a subset of the network is controllable by a dispatcher, and also
using a max-plus algebra based reformulation reduces the optimization problem size.
The results of this work also provide a decision support tool for traffic control where a
dispatcher can still make the important connection management decisions, but prior to
that the model identifies the critical subset of connections that requires attention.



Chapter 3

Optimizing periodic railway
timetables for stability1

This chapter introduces a railway timetable optimization model that focuses on max-
imizing the stability of the timetable already during the optimization. In Section 2.4
we reviewed the state-of-the-art of estimating railway network capacity, generating a
stable timetable and assessing its stability. In Section 2.4.3 in particular, we presented
robust timetable generation methods, which do not only focus on the feasibility but also
the stability of the timetable, either by ex post stability analysis or maximizing buffer
times between trains during the optimization. Hardly any paper takes into account,
however, the network-level stability during the optimization process. We therefore
present a model to handle this shortcoming.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 details the contributions of the pre-
sented model and the related previous works. In Section 3.2 we define an optimization
model that generates a timetable with maximum stability using flexible train orders
and running and dwell times. We here also give an interpretation of different results
returned by an optimization solver. Section 3.3 describes techniques to improve the
running time of the solution process, including treating the multiplication of variables,
dimension reduction and dynamic frequencies. Section 3.4 reports computational re-
sults on real-life networks. Section 3.5 extends the solution approach with an iterative
optimization method and includes further computational results proving the applica-
bility of the iterative method on large networks. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the
chapter.

1This chapter is an edited and extended version of the conference proceeding: Sparing, D., &
Goverde, R.M.P. (2013). An Optimization Model for Periodic Timetable Generation with Dynamic
Frequencies. In Proceedings of the 16th International IEEE Annual Conference on Intelligent Trans-
portation Systems (ITSC 2013). The Hague, The Netherlands.
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3.1 Introduction

In Section 2.2 we identified the following three challenges of railway timetabling: high
capacity utilization, heterogeneous services, and focus on reliability. In the following
we introduce the contributions of our model reflecting to these challenges, as well as
the relevant previous work.

3.1.1 Contributions of the model

The macroscopic periodic timetable optimization model described in this chapter fo-
cuses on high-frequency, high capacity-utilization networks. It takes the desired stop
patterns and frequencies of train lines, as well as the structure of the railway network
and minimum process times, and generates a stable timetable optimized for stability,
if it exists. The running and dwell times of trains are flexible up to predefined bound-
aries, and the train orders are fully flexible. The overtake locations are also flexible,
given a priori, within a predefined list of stations with enough capacity for overtakes.
While the model is designed for periodic timetables, an aperiodic timetable can also
be calculated using a single period.

The model takes into account limited railway infrastructure by respecting predefined
minimum headways between trains at stations and junctions. The capacity limits of
small stations are modelled by forbidding overtakes. Large stations, however, are as-
sumed to have enough capacity. Train orders on the open track are always preserved
despite flexible running times. We do not consider re-routing and assume that in case
of multiple tracks in a direction, the train lines are pre-assigned to one of the tracks.

The optimization model presented solves the timetable feasibility problem according
to the given line structure and process duration bounds. In case a feasible timetable
exists, it also generates stable timetables, and returns one optimized for stability. Even
in case of infeasibility, a timetable with a cycle time larger than the nominal cycle time
is generated, which is useful for finding bottlenecks.

The line patterns and activity duration bounds can be represented by a graph called
a periodic event network (PEN) (Nachtigall, 1996; Großmann et al., 2012). The lim-
itations of railway infrastructure capacity at stations or junctions can be modeled by
infrastructure arcs in the PEN. On the other hand, the infrastructure limitations not oc-
curring at a station or junction, but between two such points can be modelled implicitly
by the duration bounds, or where necessary by using additional nodes.

Based on the PEN, an optimization model can be formulated with the cycle time as the
objective function to be minimized, as the minimum cycle time is a useful descriptor
of periodic timetable stability (Goverde, 2007). This model can be reformulated to
become a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) instance and it can therefore
be efficiently solved by available MILP solvers. Note that minimizing the cycle time
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does not mean that the train running and dwell times are also minimized, therefore
a secondary objective can be added to ensure minimal running and dwell times for a
given cycle time. Once the MILP formulation is solved, the results can be interpreted
as follows. A feasible set of the optimization model with the cycle time not larger than
the nominal cycle time corresponds to a stable timetable, while an optimal solution of
the optimization model corresponds to a stable timetable with minimal cycle time.

While the MILP model can be directly solved for small instances, for larger networks
further preprocessing is useful to limit the number of variables and constraints. A peri-
odic timetable often has further symmetries than just the main period: for example, in
an hourly fixed-interval timetable, there might be many, if not most, trains, following
a 30-minute or even 15-minute regular pattern. These symmetries can heavily be ex-
ploited to only optimize for a core period. In case the PEN has multiple components,
these can be calculated separately and appended after optimization.

Predefined lower and upper bounds for the minimum cycle time can substantially speed
up the solving time. In this case, if the optimal solution is at a boundary or the model is
infeasible, the lower bound has to be decreased or the upper bound increased, respec-
tively, and the model recalculated. Furthermore, pre-calculating the possible range of
number of period crossings for each train line reduces solution time. Note that this
method is highly sensitive of the cycle time bounds set. An iterative execution of the
optimization model with re-setting the cycle time bounds and period crossing range
after each run is a very effective method to extend the reach of the model to large
networks.

The proposed macroscopic model can be connected to a microscopic model or micro-
scopic simulation in an intuitive way: we use infrastructure headway times as inputs,
these have to be generated by a microscopic model or microscopic simulation. In turn,
the results of the model can be verified by microscopic means, and the model input
parameters (e.g. headways) can be corrected if necessary. The model can also be seen
as a train order and overtake location optimizer, that can be fed in a second, macro-
scopic model that can handle even larger networks, with fixed (or initially defined)
train orders and overtake locations.

3.1.2 Previous work

Section 2.2 presents a relevant literature review. In particular, we heavily use concepts
introduced by the timetable generation methods based on the Periodic Event Schedul-
ing Problem (PESP) (Serafini & Ukovich, 1989), described in Section 2.4.3.

In Section 2.2.1 we saw that a useful concept capturing the capacity utilization of a
given timetable on a given infrastructure is the infrastructure utilization (International
Union of Railways (UIC), 2013), the ratio of the time period needed to execute a
schedule and the nominal time period it is scheduled in. A closely related concept
applied to periodic timetables is the minimum cycle time as introduced by Goverde
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(2007). In a periodic timetable, the planned cycle time needs to exceed the maximum
cycle mean over all circuits in the periodic event-activity network. In other words, for
a given planned cycle time, a timetable is possible exactly if its minimum cycle time
is not larger than the planned cycle time. The ratio of the minimum cycle time and
the planned cycle time can be seen as a generalisation of infrastructure utilization for
periodic timetables to networks.

The minimum cycle time of these macroscopic models is therefore conceptually sim-
ilar to the microscopic compression method. The macroscopic models use minimal
departure and arrival time headways as input parameters, and these values can be ob-
tained using the microscopic compression method. The macroscopic models, on the
other hand, can include other time constrains between event pairs besides the limited
infrastructure capacity, such as passenger connections, crew and rolling stock-related
constraints, and any constraints linking multiple corridors together.

3.2 A railway timetable optimization model focusing
on stability

3.2.1 Initial assumptions and definitions

Without loss of generality we further assume that the planned cycle time is 60 minutes:
the approach can be easily generalized for other periods such as 30 or 120 minutes.
While the following model can also be extended to single track lines, for simplicity
we assume that all railway tracks are one directional. This limitation still allows the
modelling of large high capacity utilization railway networks of 2-4 track lines, such
as the central part of the Dutch railway network.

We define stability as the degree of capability of the periodic timetable to return to its
schedule from disturbance causing delays, after this disturbance is removed: a time-
table that can return to schedule faster from the same delay disturbance is considered
more stable. The minimal cycle time of a set of departure and arrival event orders de-
fined by a timetable is the minimal period length in which the execution of these events
is feasible using up running time supplements and buffer times if necessary, but with-
out re-ordering events dependent on each other or violating any minimal time duration
constraints. We define this more concretely later in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2 The periodic event-activity network

Following the notation in Schöbel (2006) for event-activity networks and applying it
for the periodic case just as in case of a PEN (Nachtigall, 1996), we model a railway
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system as the periodic event-activity network N = (E ,A ,T ), where T is the common
cycle time for all events. An event i ∈ E is a tuple

i = (Linei,Stationi,EventTypei), (3.1)

where Line is the train line identifier, unique for each one directional train run per one
cycle time period: i.e. in case of the cycle time of one hour, if a bidirectional train
service runs twice per hour, that corresponds to four lines. While in general, the cycle
time can be different from one hour, all events use the same cycle time. Station is
a train station, junction or other timetable point; with a binary flag assigned to each
station describing whether overtake is possible at the given station. EventType can
take values from the set {dep,arr, thr}, representing departure, arrival, and through
events, respectively. Furthermore, for each station, a binary variable is set whether
overtakings between two trains are possible or not. Additional information on the
station locations and line types can be given for visualization purposes.

We also define the subsets E = Edep∪Earr∪Ethr corresponding to each EventType, to
simplify notation.

An activity ai j ∈ A is a tuple

ai j = (i, j,ActivityTypei j,Li j,Ui j), (3.2)

where {i, j} ⊂ E are respectively the start and end events,

ActivityTypei j ∈ {run,dwell, in f ra}

where in f ra stands for for minimum infrastructure headways, and the allowed range
of the activity duration is

(Li j,Ui j).

Again, we define the subsets A =Adwell∪Arun∪Ainfra corresponding to the ActivityType
values to simplify notation. A run activity connects a departure or through event to an
arrival or through event, a dwell activity always connects an arrival event to a departure
event, while an infrastructure activity can connect any two activities.

Then, for a given cycle time t and ensuring that for all processes ai j, 0≤ Li j ≤Ui j < t
(see below), a timetable is an assignment i→ τi of periodic scheduled times to each
event i ∈ E so that for each ai j ∈ A ,

Li j ≤ (τ j− τi mod t)≤Ui j. (3.3)

Note the ordering of events in an infrastructure activity does not symbolize an ordering
of events, as an infrastructure activity with lower and upper bounds of l, u, respectively
is equivalent to an edge between the same two events but directed in the inverse direc-
tion and with lower and upper bound T −u, T − l respectively. In other words, in the
graph representation of the periodic event-activity network, an infrastructure edge can
be traversed in both forward and backward direction.
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Modelling a single train line

A single train line run can be modeled in an intuitive way as a time-ordered directed
chain of departure, arrival, and optionally through events, connected by run and dwell
activities. The departure and arrival events are unambiguously defined by the stations
where the train stops at for boarding or alighting passengers, while the through events
need to be defined at any intermediate station, junction, or other timetable point where
infrastructure activities need to be defined, as described in the next section.

The run and dwell activity durations are defined as follows. The minimum run and
dwell times can be set based on predefined norms, measurements or simulations. For
example, minimum dwell times might be defined by a train operator for each train type
and station type; while minimum running times can be a lower percentile value of a
series of running time measurements, optionally with an extra proportional slack time
added as required.

The maximum run and dwell times, on the other hand, can be much more freely set:
after all, a large run or dwell duration in this model can be directly translated to a large
running or dwell time on the real train network. However, there might be business
norms in effect, that require that the train run meets expectations by maintaining a
limited deviation from its minimum possible running and dwell times. These norms
or expectations can then either directly be translated into the maximum durations of
running and dwell times, or, as we will see later in this chapter, defined as a higher level
constraint for the whole train line, allowing for larger local deviations and therefore
more flexibility.

Modelling limited infrastructure capacity

Following Odijk (1996), we also introduce infrastructure activities representing mini-
mum headway constraints between consecutive trains because of shared infrastructure
resources. On the macroscopic level, most headway constraints can be modelled as a
minimum time separation between two events of two trains, and this minimum dura-
tion can be measured or simulated with microscopic tools. This type of infrastructure
constraint can conveniently be modeled in our periodic event-activity network with in-
frastructure activities connecting train events. In case a minimum time separation is
necessary at a location where previously no train events were defined, it is necessary
to define through events for all affected trains by splitting the run activities into two,
and consequently the infrastructure activities can be defined between all these events.

We define a timetable point as a station, a junction or other location where trains can
have scheduled times. In case there are more than two trains using the same timetable
point sharing some infrastructure, then in general a full graph between all these events
needs to be defined. It is possible, however, to avoid pairs of activities between each
two events and just define one activity, according to Goverde (1999), as follows. Let
the activities be i and j, and the directed minimum headway times Li j and L ji, for
which Li j +L ji ≤ T holds. Then a single infrastructure activity ai j can be defined with
the bounds (Li j,T −L ji) periodic with cycle time T according to (3.3).
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(2,B,thr)

(1,B,arr)(1,A,dep) (1,B,dep) (1,C,arr) (1,C,dep) (1,D,arr)

(2,A,dep) (2,C,dep)(2,C,arr)

(2,E,arr)

Figure 3.1: Schematic line graph and periodic event-activity network of two train lines
(Line 1 in red and line 2 in blue) with infrastructure activities (in black)

See Figure 3.1 for an example periodic event-activity network of two train lines, where
”(1, A, dep)” is the dep (departure) event of Line 1 at station A, etc. Train line 1
is a local train stopping at stations A, B, C, and D. Train line 2 is an express train
line stopping at station A, running through station B without stopping, and stopping
at stations C and E. Each train line is represented by departure, arrival and through
nodes, and run and dwell activities in between. Infrastructure constraints at the shared
resources, leaving station A, entering and leaving station B, and entering station C, are
represented by infrastructure activity arcs.

In case of flexible run and dwell times, however, the model above is not sufficient
anymore to ensure the separation of trains using shared infrastructure, as pointed out in
Kroon & Peeters (2003). In particular, the following two scenarios are valid according
to the above model, but impossible in reality:

1. On the open track, one train overtakes another one, while still observing the
relevant departure-departure and arrival-arrival headways.

2. At a station without overtake facility, one train overtakes another one, while still
observing the relevant arrival-arrival and departure-departure headways.

Kroon & Peeters (2003) give the solution to the first problem by introducing further
dummy nodes and infrastructure activities where necessary. We use the same approach,
and extend it in a similar fashion for stations where train overtake is not possible.

Let us consider such an ”illegal” station overtake as the following: at station A, train
line i is overtaken by train line j running in the same direction, while both trains stop
at the station. In another case, again at station A, train line i is overtaken by train line
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space

time

(a)

(i, arr)

(b)

(i, dep)

(k, thr)

(i, arr)

(i, dep)

(j, arr)

(j, dep)

station A

space

station A

time

Figure 3.2: Exemplary time-space diagram for an overtake at a station where the slower
train is stopping, with (a) overtaking train not stopping, (b) overtaking train stopping

k running in the same direction, but in this case while train i stops at station A, train
k does not. The following approach can be iteratively extended for further overtaking
trains that may either stop of not. In case of train k, for events to take place in the
violated order of (i,arr), (k, thr), (i,dep), where we omitted the station index for
clarity, the following have to be true (see Figure 3.2(a)):

L(i,arr),(k,thr)+L(k,thr),(i,dep) ≤U(i,arr),(i,dep). (3.4)

Similarly, for train j, the following needs to be true for an invalid overtake in the form
of the event sequence (i,arr), ( j,arr), ( j,dep), (i,dep) (see Figure 3.2(b)):

L(i,arr),( j,arr)+L( j,arr),( j,dep)+L( j,dep),(i,dep) ≤U(i,arr),(i,dep). (3.5)

Therefore the following preprocessing is necessary to ensure that no invalid overtakes
take place: for each station where overtake is not possible, all trains stopping need to
be checked for the above inequalities if any other train can overtake them and in case
of violation, dummy node(s) need to be inserted in the dwell process of the overtaken
train to ensure that the overtaking is not permitted by the constraints.

The detailed method to insert these dummy dwell nodes is the following: for every such
dwell activity of a potentially slower train where an illegal overtake would be possible
according to one of the above two inequalities, among all potentially overtaking trains
k we take one where L(i,arr),(k,thr) + L(k,thr),(i,dep) or L(i,arr),(k,arr) + L(k,arr),(k,dep) +
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L(k,dep),(i,dep) is minimal, and let this minimal sum of lower bounds be L f ast for the
faster train. We also denote Uslow =U(i,arr),(i,dep) for brevity. Then this dwell process
needs to be split by n =

⌊
Uslow/L f ast

⌋
additional nodes into n+1 sections.

We now introduce dummy as a new possible value of EventType and insert the dummy
event nodes (Linei,dummy1), ..., (Linei,dummyn) (omitting the station ID in the nota-
tion for clarity as before). To simplify notation, let us rename (i,arr) to (i,dummy0)

and (i,dep) to (i,dummyn+1) so that we can refer to the dwell activities with dummy
nodes as ((i,dummyx),(i,dummyx+1)) regardless if they include the arrival or depar-
ture node or not. Then replace the activity

{
(i,arr),(i,dep),dwell,L(i,arr),(i,dep),U(i,arr),(i,dep)

}

(where L and U stand for the initial bounds of this activity) with the ordered chain of
activities
{
(i,dummyx),(i,dummyx+1),dwell,L(i,arr),(i,dep)/(n+1),U(i,arr),(i,dep)/(n+1)

}
,

(3.6)
for 0≤ x≤ n.

Finally, we create n copies of any infrastructure constraint involving events (i,arr) =
(i,dummy0) and (i,dep) = (i,dummyn+1) and in the replicated versions we replace the
applicable original event with each of the dummy nodes (i,dummyx) for 1 ≤ x ≤ n
(excluding, thus, the first and last dummy node, i.e. the original arrival and departure
nodes, (i,arr) =≡ i,dummy0) and (i,dep) ≡ (i,dummyn+1)). An example is shown
in Figure 3.3(b) for a faster stopping and a faster not stopping train and n = 1, the
situation is analogous for more faster trains, and multiple dummy nodes. If this results
in multiple infrastructure activities between the same two events, the multiple arcs
can be merged into a simple arc using the maximum of the required infrastructure
headways across the multiple arcs, such as in the case of the parallel dashed and dotted
arcs in Figure 3.3(b) between nodes (i,A,dummy1), and (k,A, thr).

Having inserted the dummy node(s), we show why an illegal overtake is now disabled
for the case of n = 1 and the overtaking train not stopping, the same can be shown
similarly for the other cases. An overtake would mean an order of events

(i,dummyx),(k, thr),(i,dummyx+1),

for some x, as in Figure 3.4. (Recall that as train orders are flexible and infrastructure
headways are modelled by a single one-directional arc with lower and upper bounds be-
tween two points, the direction of the infrastructure arc does not symbolize the ordering
of trains within the hour. Therefore a path of consecutive events within the hour may
traverse an infrastructure arc backwards.) As the constraints are satisfied, for the se-
quence of events (i,dummyx),(k, thr),(i,dummyx+1), the upper bound of the duration
of activity ((i,dummyx),(i,dummyx+1)) has to be at least the sum of the lower bounds
of the durations of activities ((i,dummyx),(k, thr)) and ((k, thr),(i,dummyx+1)):

L(i,dummyx),(k,thr)+L(k,thr),(i,dummyx+1) ≤U(i,dummyx),(i,dummyx+1).
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(k,thr)

(i,dummy0) (i,dummy2)(i,dummy1)

(j,arr) (j,dep)

(k,thr)

(i,arr) (i,dep)

(j,arr) (j,dep)

a)

b)

Figure 3.3: Example events and activities before (a) and after (b) inserting a single
dummy node for a station dwell with one faster train, not stopping (dashed black and
dotted black arrows are the infrastructure events related to the original arrival and
departure nodes, respectively; gray arrows are infrastructure arcs not related to the
dummy node extension)
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space
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(i, dummy_0)

(i, dummy_n)

(k, thr)
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(i, dummy_(x+1))

(i, dummy_x)

Figure 3.4: Time-space diagram for an overtake without stopping including a station
dummy node

On the one hand, U(i,dummyx),(i,dummyx+1) was defined in (3.6) a U(i,arr),(i,dep)/(n+ 1).
On the other hand, as activities ((i,dummyx),(k, thr)) and ((k, thr),(i,dummyx+1)) are
copies of ((i,arr),(k, thr)) and ((k, thr),(i,dep)) respectively, their lower bounds are
equal to L(i,arr),(k,thr) and L(k,thr),(i,dep) respectively. Therefore it follows that

L(i,arr),(k,thr)+L(k,thr),(i,dep) ≤U(i,arr),(i,dep)/(n+1).

Rearranging for n, using the definition of n and the earlier notations of Uslow and L f ast ,

Uslow/L f ast−1≥ n =
⌊
Uslow/L f ast

⌋

which is not possible, therefore we proved that the illegal overtake now is disabled by
the constraints including the dummy node.

To give a numerical example, the left side of Figure 3.5 shows an illegal overtake. This
is in line with the original constraints, as the maximum dwell time is 10, while both
minimum infrastructure headways are 3, therefore a timetable of 5, 10, and 15 for the
arrival, pass, and departure respectively satisfies the activity bounds. In case that this
station does not allow for overtakes, b10/(3+3)c = 1 dummy node is added to split
the dwell process into two, and the two infrastructure arcs are duplicated to connect to
the dummy node as well. After this, an overtake is not possible anymore, as follows.
Let us assume without loss of generality that it happens between the dummy and the
departure node (the argument is identical for between the arrival and dummy node).
This on the one hand would mean that the dummy node and the overtake point is
separated by at least 3 minutes and the overtake and the departure node are separated
by at least 3 minutes, therefore the dummy and departure nodes are separated by at
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Figure 3.5: Numerical example for illegal overtake (left) and added dummy node
(right)

least 6 minutes. On the other hand, the maximum separation between the dummy and
the departure node is at most 10/(n+1) = 5 minutes, leading to an infeasible solution.

The usefulness of the above approach lies in the fact that in practice, there are rela-
tively few locations in the original graph where the assumptions above are violated
and dummy nodes need to be inserted, and even within these cases the vast majority
needs only one dummy node per case.

Modelling processes longer than the cycle time

Above we assumed that all activities have duration bound ranges smaller than the cy-
cle time. It can happen though, that this is not immediately the case, e.g. in case of
long running times. This would lead to a modelling issue as we will require that for all
activities, Ui j < T in order to be able to define constraints including the binary vari-
ables zi j ∈ {0,1}, as we will see later. Therefore in case of processes initially longer
than the cycle time, these need to be split into shorter sections with dummy events
connecting them until this condition is satisfied. Concretely, if for an activity (i, j)
it holds that Ui j ≥ T , then let n =

⌊
Ui j/T

⌋
+ 1 and then we split (i, j) to n segments

by introducing dummy events dummy1, ..., dummyn−1 and replacing activity (i, j) with
activities (i,dummy1), (dummy1,dummy2), ..., (dummyn−1, j) where the lower and up-
per bounds of each are Li j/n and Ui j/n, respectively. For the bounds L, U of these new
activities it will all hold true that L≤U < T .

Later the cycle time will become a variable: then the exact process is to define a lower
bound L for the variable cycle time t ≥ L and ensure that all duration bounds are lower
than this cycle time lower bound, i.e., Li j ≤Ui j < L,∀(i, j) ∈ A . This can be achieved
in an identical manner as above for the case of T .
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3.2.3 The optimization model

Building on the periodic event-activity network as defined earlier, finding a stable time-
table given cycle time T can be defined as the feasibility model

Li j ≤ (τ j− τi mod T )≤Ui j ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell, (3.7)

Li j ≤ (τ j− τi mod T )≤ T −L ji ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra, (3.8)

0≤ τi < T ∀i ∈ E , (3.9)

where for the bounds it holds that 0 ≤ Li j ≤Ui j < T ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell, and 0 ≤
Li j < T and 0≤ L ji < T ∀(i, j)∈Ainfra. Also note that from the leftmost and rightmost
sides of (3.8) it follows that Li j +L ji ≤ T , ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra.

We saw earlier that it is possible to ensure that all activity duration bounds are within
[0,T ), therefore the leftmost and rightmost sides of inequalities (3.7)-(3.8) are also in
the range [0,T ) and so

(τ j− τi mod T )

can be rewritten unambiguously as

τ j− τi + zi jT

where zi j ∈ {0,1} . Note that then zi j = 0 if τ j ≥ τi, and zi j = 1 if τ j < τi.

Consider a solution to the above feasibility model, with τi ∀i ∈ E being the event time
of each event, and the binary zi j ∀(i, j) ∈ A variables describing for each activity the
order of events within the timetable period. We now state the earlier definition (see
Section 3.2.1) of the minimal cycle time more concretely: the minimal cycle time of
this timetable, more precisely of this set of event orders, is the minimal value of T
for which a solution with the same values of zi j ∀(i, j) ∈ A exists (but possibly with
different values of τi ∀i ∈ E) .

Intuitively, the minimal cycle time is the following. Take a railway network in a peri-
odic timetable, and modify the dispatching rules such that the trains do not need to wait
for their scheduled departure and arrival events, however, they do respect all minimal
process times defined between any event pairs, and therefore also the order or trains is
not changed. Make the trains depart and arrive, within these rules, as soon as possible.
In this system, any periodic event will occur with a period not longer than the minimal
cycle time.

Recall that stability is the degree of capability of the periodic timetable to return to its
schedule from disturbance causing delays, after this disturbance is removed: a time-
table that can return to schedule faster from the same delay disturbance is considered
more stable. Therefore the minimum cycle time of a periodic timetable is a valu-
able estimator of its stability (Braker, 1993; Heidergott et al., 2005; Goverde, 2007):
the difference between the period and the minimal cycle time is the minimum mean
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hourly delay reduction that is certainly possible given any initial delay and no further
disturbance, with no train re-ordering or cancellation, regardless of which event or how
many events are delayed.

We argued that for otherwise comparable timetables of identical train stopping patterns
and frequencies, the one with lower minimum cycle time is the more stable, so we
transform the above feasibility problem into the following optimization problem with
variable cycle time t:

minimize
t

subject to
Li j ≤ τ j− τi + zi jt ≤Ui j ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell, (3.10)

Li j ≤ τ j− τi + zi jt ≤ t−L ji ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra, (3.11)

0≤ τi < t ∀i ∈ E , (3.12)

L≤ t, (3.13)

zi j ∈ {0,1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.14)

where L > 0 is a lower limit on t, 0 ≤ Li j ≤Ui j < L ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun ∪Adwell, and 0 ≤
Li j < L and 0 ≤ L ji < L for all infrastructure activities (i, j) . Also note that from the
leftmost and rightmost sides of (3.11) it follows that Li j +L ji ≤ t, ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra.

Note that as the variable cycle time t and the event times τ are real numbers, we do
not assume that these values are in full minutes, and support a precision to 1 second as
well. However, in the post-processing of the optimization results (see Section 3.2.5),
if necessary it is possible to limit the final event times to full minutes.

In the following, modifications of the above model definition are explained in order to
transform it into an MILP model. Because the cycle time is a variable in this model,
constraints (3.10) and (3.11) contain the product zi jt of two variables, which violates
the linearity conditions. Let U be a suitably large upper bound for the objective value
t. A product of the binary variable z and a bounded continuous variable 0≤ t ≤U can
be reformulated as the following four linear constraints using the new variable y = zt
(Williams, 1990):

y≤Uz, (3.15)

y≤ t, (3.16)

y≥ t−U (1− z) , (3.17)

y≥ 0. (3.18)

Constraint (3.12) includes a strict inequality relating to cycle time t. This can be re-
placed by a non-strict inequality with t−δ where δ is a suitably small value, such as 1
second.
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Consequently, the rewritten MILP formulation is as follows:

minimize
t

subject to
Li j ≤ τ j− τi + yi j ≤Ui j ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell, (3.19)

Li j ≤ τ j− τi + yi j ≤ t−L ji ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra, (3.20)

0≤ τi ≤ t−δ ∀i ∈ E , (3.21)

L≤ t ≤U, (3.22)

zi j ∈ {0,1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.23)

yi j ≤Uzi j ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.24)

yi j ≤ t ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.25)

yi j ≥ t−U
(
1− zi j

)
∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.26)

yi j ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.27)

that can be equivalently rewritten in the conventional form of MILP conditions:

minimize
t

subject to
τi− τ j− yi j ≤−Li j ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.28)

τ j− τi + yi j ≤Ui j ∀(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell, (3.29)

τ j− τi + yi j− t ≤−L ji ∀(i, j) ∈ Ainfra, (3.30)

τi− t ≤−δ ∀i ∈ E , (3.31)

yi j−Uzi j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.32)

yi j− t ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.33)

t +Uzi j− yi j ≤U ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.34)

L≤ t ≤U, (3.35)

τi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ E , (3.36)

yi j ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A , (3.37)

zi j ∈ {0,1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A . (3.38)
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Table 3.1: Interpretation of optimizer results

Interpretation
A A Optimal

Variable timetable timetable timetable
Solver status ranges exists? generated? generated?
Intermediate, tLP ≤ T unknown no no
no solution T < tLP no n/a n/a
Infeasible no n/a n/a

t ≤ T yes yes unknown
Intermediate T < t
solution ∩ unknown no no

tLP ≤ T
T < tLP no n/a n/a

Optimal t ≤ T yes yes yes
solution T < t no n/a n/a
T is the nominal cycle time, t is the best solution value for
the minimum cycle time, and tLP is its best LP lower bound for the
given optimizer run.

3.2.4 Interpreting the optimization model results

Although the optimality of the generated timetable can only be guaranteed if the solver
reached the optimal solution, information about the timetable can be inferred in several
of the other cases as well. Table 3.1 shows how the different solver statuses and related
variable value ranges can be interpreted, including tLP, the objective value of the LP
relaxation of the model, which is therefore a lower bound on t. On the one hand, if an
intermediate feasible solution exists with t ≤ T , we can already conclude that a stable
timetable exists and it is generated by the model. On the other hand, irrespective of
whether a feasible solution is known or not, if we know that T < tLP then we already
know that a stable timetable is not possible. This of course is also the case if the MILP
model is infeasible or if for the optimal solution, T < t.

While the core idea of the model is to keep the cycle time flexible, we have seen above
that the model definition restricts the range of the cycle time to [L,U ]. This in practice
does not restrict the flexibility of the cycle time variable if the optimization is executed
in an iterative fashion. In case that the calculation returns a cycle time equal to this
predefined lower bound, the solver can be restarted with a decreased lower bound.
Likewise, in case of infeasibility a higher upper bound can be used in a subsequent
run. Furthermore, if the sole goal of an optimization run is to decide feasibility, both
cycle time bounds can be set to the nominal cycle time and the model degenerates to
a feasibility problem generating a stable timetable if possible, without taking stability
into account.
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3.2.5 The expanded timetable

As mentioned earlier, a feasible solution to the optimization problem with t corre-
sponds to a stable periodic timetable with cycle time t. However, what in practice
really is required, is a periodic timetable according to the nominal cycle time T . There
are a few ways to transform and further optimize the obtained timetable to end up with
a timetable of cycle time T .

The simplest method, that might not be sufficient in all practical purposes, is rescaling,
resulting in a valid but potentially too slow timetable (if t � T ). As long as t < T , a
feasible set of the optimization problem can be transformed to have cycle time T in
a straightforward way by substituting each event time τi with τiT/t and the expanded
timetable would still obey all minimum running, dwell time and infrastructure headway
constraints while keeping the same optimized minimum cycle time. To see an example
of such a timetable expansion, see Figure 3.11 in Section 3.4. Note that the minimum
cycle time is equal for the expanded and the compressed timetable because of the
definition of the minimal cycle time: both timetables have the same event orders, and
the minimal cycle time is the shortest period for which a feasible timetable exists for
the given event orders. As the compressed timetable was optimized to have the minimal
cycle time for the given line pattern inputs, this means that the expanded timetable has
maximal gap between the minimal cycle time and the nominal timetable period, and
therefore maximal stability.

This expanded timetable fixes the departure event times and includes some running
time supplements and headway buffer times due to the expansion. In case of initial de-
lays, the delay absorption is thanks to delayed trains making use of these supplements
and buffer times and their delay being reduced at each such event. Trains that are not
delayed by an initial delay or a by a knock-on delay do not alter their planned event
times, but with no train re-ordering this does not cause further delays: if the timetable
is feasible, then because of the linearity of the model an event either is on time, has
primary delay, or has at most the delay amount of one of the events it depends on via a
time constraint.

In case that the rescaled timetable is not yet satisfactory, it is possible to further im-
prove as follows. If some run or dwell process times become unacceptably long by the
expansion, the original model can be re-executed with lower upper bounds. The model
can be also re-run with the constants L = U = T and using the sum of run and dwell
times as the objective function to be minimized, see also the ”Line-level activity upper
bounds” in the next section.

Finally, the output of this model can serve as an initial solution to another timetable
optimization model that may improve travel times or other objectives but needs pre-
set train orders. This second stage optimization model can be an LP problem with all
binary variables fixed, as the optimal train order for maximal throughput is determined
by the current model. For more advanced approaches for this follow-up optimization
step of buffer time allocation, see (Kroon et al., 2008; Burdett & Kozan, 2015).
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3.2.6 Extensions

While the optimization model above is able to capture the scheduling problem of a
periodic train network with flexible train orders, running and dwell times, taking into
account infrastructure limitations and optimizing for timetable stability, there are a few
timetable requirements that are often present in practice and need to be incorporated
into the model to ensure its usefulness. In the following, we describe such extensions,
addressing train services at frequencies higher than once per timetable period, parallel
train lines, connection constraints, and line-level duration upper bounds.

High frequency lines

Previously, we assumed that all train lines depart from their first station once in each
period. In practice, train lines can have different frequencies, with the lowest frequency
lines defining the main period length and other trains running e.g. twice or four times
per period. In our model we can easily model such high frequency train line as a set
of multiple train lines at the basic frequency, however, in this case it is not guaranteed
that these trains will have a regular interval service. In fact, the optimal solution will
often be ”batching” all these trains together: running them directly one after the other.
Therefore, a new type of constraint is necessary to ensure that these train lines are
separated in a regular fashion.

We extend the tuple definition of events to include a fourth item, RunNr, therefore an
event i ∈ E becomes the tuple

i = (Line,Station,EventType,RunNr),

where RunNr is the counter of the train run within the period. Therefore for all trains
running once per period, RunNr = 1. We further define the set of regularity activities

Areg := {(i, j)×ExE |(Linei = Line j)∩ (Stationi = Station j)∩

(EventTypei = EventType j)∩ (RunNri +1 = RunNr j)},
Then using the notation FLinei for the frequency of the line of event i for the given cycle
time, we introduce the constraint

(τ j− τi mod t) = t/FLinei, ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg, (3.39)

that can be converted to the MILP-compatible form

τ j− τi + yi j− (1/FLinei)t = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg, (3.40)

yi j−Uzi j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg, (3.41)

yi j− t ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg, (3.42)

t +Uzi j− yi j ≤U ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg, (3.43)
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0≤ yi j ∀(i, j) ∈ Areg. (3.44)

Note that while equations (3.41)-(3.44) are identical to equations (3.32)-(3.34) and
(3.37) and they can be conveniently merged by extending A with Areg, equation (3.40)
is a new sort as it includes the cycle time multiplied by some factor.

Parallel train lines

We saw before how to include train lines in the model having a higher frequency than
once per period. Another common market requirement concerns groups of train lines
that have a different stop sequence, but they share their route on a substantial part of
their trip. In this case, it is often desired that these lines are evenly placed on the
common, parallel section, providing a regular service. Such a constraint can easily
be added using the same method as high frequency train lines above, except that the
events connected by such a regularity activity belong in this case to different train lines.

Connection constraints

Further constraints can be added reflecting certain business requirements. One such a
requirement can be a constraint on the duration between the arrival of one train and
the departure of another, to ensure passenger connections. Such requirements can be
added as new activities in the graph using the structure of inequalities used for run and
dwell times: we can define a new activity type Atrans f er that connects the arrival of one
train to the departure of another train and its bounds are the acceptable minimum and
maximum transfer times including walking time.

Line-level activity upper bounds

The values of running and dwell activity upper bounds are decided as a compromise
between timetable flexibility and the amount of acceptable time allowances: too lit-
tle allowed time allowance restricts the model in finding feasible solutions, while too
much time allowance can result in running times unacceptably high in practice. How-
ever, these two bounds for time allowances are meaningful in different scale: flexibility
in running time is more important in a local level planning through a bottleneck, while
a practical threshold for maximum time allowance is more applicable regarding the
whole line or a longer segment. In other words, the model can be improved by al-
lowing for more flexibility locally, given that the time allowances are not too high on
a global level. To achieve this, the running and dwell activity upper bounds can be
increased, and to limit the extension of running times of each line, new upper bounds
are defined for the sum of run and dwell times of each line.

Let Al be all run and dwell activities of a single run of line l (note that in case of
multiple runs, it is sufficient to consider only the first), i.e.

Al =
{
(i, j) ∈ Arun∪Adwell|Linei = Line j = l,RunNri = RunNr j = 1

}
, (3.45)

and be Lines the set of all lines. Then if for line l such suitable upper bound is Ul , then
the new constraints are as follows:
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∑(i, j)∈Al

(
τ j− τi + yi j

)
≤Ul ∀l ∈ Lines. (3.46)

Note that the model only stays feasible if

∑(i, j)∈Al
Li j ≤Ul ∀l ∈ Lines (3.47)

and for line l these constraints can only become an equality if

Ul ≤ ∑(i, j)∈Al
Li j. (3.48)

3.3 Dimension reduction techniques

The following pre-processing steps aim at reducing the search space of the MILP
model.

Connected components

In the graph representation, different train lines are connected to each other because of
the infrastructure, regularity and connection constraints. However, it can still be that
the graph is separable to multiple connected components, for example if a train line
is operated independently of other lines. As one connected component has no effect
on the others, the optimization model could be executed separately for each connected
component.

Greatest common divisor of frequencies

In case of regular-interval timetables, often many train services have a headway time
of less than the full hour, namely 30, 20, 15 or sometimes even 10 minutes. If the
greatest common divisor g of all line frequencies is larger than 1, the timetable can be
calculated with updated frequencies F ′ = F/g. This reduces the number of events by
a factor of 1/g and reduces the number of processes even to a larger extent, because
of the structure of the infrastructure processes connecting all events related to a given
resource. The new calculated timetable with cycle time t can then be simply scaled
back to the original frequencies by duplicating the events at times τi to new times
τi + t, τi + 2t, ..., τi +(g− 1)t and the re-scaled timetable has a minimum cycle time
g · t.

Single train line with frequency F = 1

It is possible to go one step further in the spirit of the greatest common divisor reduc-
tion described above, if we consider the following. If there exists exactly one train
line l1 with frequency equal to 1, while all other frequencies have a greatest common
divisor g > 1, then the optimal timetable is equivalent to also l1 having frequency g.
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Figure 3.6: Example for removal of redundant infrastructure constraints: with a red
cross overlay on panel (a) and removed in panel (b) (the regularity constraints are
shown as dotted gray lines, station id is not shown in nodes for clarity.)

This is because the whole timetable is symmetric to a time shift of t/g, except l1, there-
fore given a stable timetable, line l1 can be multiplied to all other g−1 time slots. To
take advantage of this symmetry, we first increase the frequency of l1 to g, calculate
the timetable taking advantage of the greatest common divisor reduction, and finally
remove g−1 instances of l1 to get back to the required frequency of 1.

Redundant infrastructure constraints

If after the previous two steps there still is a set of train lines with equal frequency
that is larger than one, it is possible to remove a substantial amount of infrastructure
constraints. Take each pair, e.g. lines l1 and l2, and while keeping all constraints
between the first run of l1 and any run of l2, remove all constraints between any further
runs of l1 and l2. Formally, let us define any total strict ordering ≺ of the train lines li
(e.g. based on the ordering of the line numbers), and then for each pair of train lines
l1 ≺ l2 with 1 < Fl1 = Fl2 , remove all infrastructure constraints for event pairs (i, j)
where Linei = l1, Line j = l2 and RunNri > 1 (recall that Fl is the frequency of line l and
RunNr is an attribute of an event referring to the run number which can be larger than
one for frequencies larger than one). An example is shown on Figure 3.6. Note that
because of the symmetry of the train lines, this reduced set will ensure that all trains
are separated accordingly: for example, in Figure 3.6, if there was an infrastructure
conflict between the second run of line i and a run of line j, because of the symmetry
enforced by the regularity constraints this would also mean an infrastructure conflict
between the first run of line i and a run of line j, which is not possible as by definition
we did not remove any infrastructure constraints related to the first run.

Symmetry-breaking constraints

For many line patterns there are a larger number of symmetric solutions possible, such
as two solutions that only differ in a shift of all events in time or swapping the first and
the second run of a train line with frequency 2. The optimization run can be speeded
up substantially by ”breaking” these symmetries and fixing one of many symmetrical
choices. Therefore these constraints are also called symmetry-breaking constraints
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Figure 3.7: Two timetables that only differ in their run numbers, to illustrate symmetry-
breaking constraints

(Liberti, 2008).

Two constraints are added to avoid multiple practically identical solutions. Firstly, if
two solutions are identical except a uniform shift in time for all event times, they also
represent timetables with identical characteristics and minimum cycle time. Therefore,
it is possible without loss of generality to choose a single event and fix its event time.
Therefore let init be this one initial event, and we set τinit = 0.

The other constraint considers train lines with frequencies larger than one. In this
case, a new timetable created by shifting the event times of this line with a multiple
of the headway time t/F is identical to the original timetable. Therefore if F is a set
containing a single (arbitrary) event for each train line and Fi is the frequency of the
line of event i,

τi <
t
Fi
∀i ∈ F . (3.49)

Similarly to constraint (3.12), the strict inequality can be replaced by a non-strict one
by replacing t with t−δ. Note that there is no need to restrict constraint (3.49) to the
lines with frequencies larger than one: if Fi = 1 then this constraint degenerates to the
existing (3.12).

For example, on Figure 3.7, the timetables on the left and the right of the red train
with frequency 2 are identical, except that the run numbers are shifted. If we require
an arbitrary point i to have an event time less than t/Fi, in this case t/2, then only the
right side version stays valid and the solution space is reduced.

Marking limits

We call the number of times a process (i, j) crosses the cycle time boundary its mark-
ing, equal to the related variable zi j. As we earlier ensured that all processes are shorter
than the cycle time, a marking is in {0,1}. In practice, as the majority of dwell and run
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activities are substantially shorter than the cycle time, this means that a chain of run-
dwell processes of a certain train line crosses the cycle time boundary much less often
than the number of its arcs, meaning that the majority of the arcs have marking zero. To
capture this observation, we can define valid inequalities for the sum of markings for
each train line by calculating the sum of minimum and maximum process durations
and comparing them to the maximum and minimum cycle time bound, respectively.
More concretely, recall the earlier definition of Al (3.45) for the set of all run and
dwell times of the first run of line l, and Lines as the set of all lines. Note that if a
process (or chain of processes) has duration d and the cycle time is T , then the number
of times that this process can cross the cycle time boundary is within [bd/Tc ,dd/Te].
Applying this for variable durations and cycle time, for the first run of all lines (note
that second and further runs are not necessary to include as they are constrained by the
regularity constraints):

⌊
∑

(i, j)∈Al

Li j/U

⌋
≤ ∑

(i, j)∈Al

zi j ≤
⌈

∑
(i, j)∈Al

Ui j/L

⌉
∀l ∈ Lines

Note that the effectiveness of this reduction technique is closely related to the size of
the cycle time bounds defined.

Run and dwell durations as secondary objective

While the main objective of our model is minimizing the cycle time, in general many
different timetable versions can exist with equal train orders and equal minimum cy-
cle time, but slightly different running and dwell times. To break this symmetry, we
introduce the sum of running and dwell times in the objective function as a secondary
objective (with an appropriately small weight). Note that this reduction method has
the practical advantage of making the model choose a timetable with the lowest time
allowances among multiple timetables with identical minimum cycle time.

3.4 Computational results

We tested the optimization on four network scenarios of increasing size, using all the
dimension techniques implemented from Section 3.3. All data is from the timetable
database used by the timetable stability evaluation tool PETER (Goverde, 2007) that
is in turn based on the DONS database (Hooghiemstra & Teunisse, 1998) describing
the 2007 Dutch periodic timetable for the morning peak. In the PETER timetable file,
the national Dutch hourly timetable is included in the detail of stations, junctions and
other timetable points together with the minimum running and dwell times, as well as
the default minimum infrastructure headways between all train event pairs sharing the
same infrastructure.

Table 3.2 contains a detailed description of the used data format. Note that as we store
process durations and the calculated event times as continuous (floating point) vari-
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ables, and treated as real values by the optimization model, the model supports min-
imum process time constraints of seconds precision. We included all constraints and
minimum process times for run, dwell, and infrastructure headways form the PETER
timetable file, however we did not include connection constraints to ensure flexibility
in the train orders. For the minimum process times of infrastructure constraints we
used the normative default values (such as three minutes) as only norms were given.

During the preprocessing, the network is filtered to the desired network area and sub-
set of lines, as we describe the scenarios later. Maximum durations of run processes
are set as Ui j = 1.3Li j + 20 seconds for each run process (i, j) where Li j is the mini-
mum duration as read from the PETER file and the bounds are expressed in seconds.
For infrastructure headways, the actual minimum processing values from the PETER
file were used, without adding a running time supplement (e.g. 5%) – if such running
time supplement is needed, it can be included in the post-processing step once the train
orders are set (see Section 3.2.5): note that if the ratio of the actual and the nominal cy-
cle time is below 95%, a 5% running time supplement certainly fits (before rounding).
Furthermore, it is also possible to include the 5% running time supplement at the time
of the optimization model input preprocessing if needed. The cycle time for the scenar-
ios based on this timetable was 60 minutes, reduced to 30 minutes in the preprocessing
according to the greatest common divisor of frequencies preprocessing step described
in Section 3.3, as all lines included in the scenarios have a 30 minute symmetry. We
also verify at this time whether for all line pairs using the same station or pair of sta-
tions illegal overtakes at a station or between stations are forbidden by the existing
constraints, and if not, the dummy nodes are added as described in Section 3.2.5, both
for too large dwell times and too large running times. The preprocessing of converting
the PETER files to an input file to the MILP solver takes at most a few minutes on a
standard PC.

The first scenario consists of the single railway corridor Schiphol-Amsterdam-Almere-
Lelystad (”SAAL”), as shown on a geographic map and as a schematic track layout in
Figure 3.8. This railway line consists of two-track and four-track sections, all unidi-
rectional, and two junctions with flyovers at Diemen and Weesp as pictured. Including
all local and intercity train lines on this corridor, the model consists of 18 train lines
and 13 stations, that translate to 156 event nodes and 455 activity arcs in the periodic
event-activity network. Recall that the reason for the high number of event nodes is
that the model includes events not just at stations but also at other timetable points,
such as junctions, where the separation of trains is necessary.

The further scenarios are local trains stopping at Amsterdam Centraal (”AMS-R”), all
intercity trains stopping at Utrecht Centraal or Amsterdam Sloterdijk (”UT-ASS-IC”),
and all Intercity trains in the Netherlands (”NL-IC”). Scenario ”UT” consists of all
intercity and local trains calling at Utrecht Centraal station. Scenario ”NL-IC+SAAL”
is a combination of the earlier two scenarios of the same name. Finally, scenario
”NVG” consists of all local and intercity trains running in the large urban region (No-
ordvleugel, ”North Wing”) around Amsterdam, bounded by stations Leiden Centraal,
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Table 3.2: List of input data types used from the DONS/PETER timetable format

Entity Attribute Example Note
Cycletime Cycle Time 1 hour Stored as floating point

Station

Station Abbr. Asdz
Station Type IC Intercity station, other station

or other timetable point
Station Name Amsterdam Zuid For visualization purposes
Longitude 4.873337603 Retrieved from OpenOV*
Latitude 52.33886371 Retrieved from OpenOV

Line

Line ID 270 Stored as integer
Direction 0 0 or 1
Line type IC Intercity or local train
Nr. of runs 2 Per cycle time,

stored as integer

Event

Event ID l270 r2 d0 arr Asdz Generated unique identifier
from the other variables

Line ID 270 Matches Line ID of Line
Direction 0 Matches Direction of Line
Run Number 2 Integer between 0 and

Nr. of runs of Line
Event Type arr dep, arr or thr
Station Abbr. Asdz Matches Station Abbr.

of Station

Process

From Event ID l270 r2 d0 arr Asdz Matches Event ID of Event
To Event ID l270 r2 d0 dep Asdz Matches Event ID of Event
Process Type dwell run, dwell or in f ra
Min. Duration 60 seconds Stored as floating point,

i.e. at least seconds precision
*(Stichting OpenGeo, 2013)
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Figure 3.8: The SAAL corridor on a geographic map and its schematic track layout in
the West-East direction (thick red line: two tracks, double red line: four tracks, Map
source: ProRail)

Gouda, Utrecht Centraal, Amersfoort and Lelystad Centrum. See Figure 3.9 and Fig-
ure 3.10 for a comparative map of all four scenarios, and see Table 3.3 for the number
of lines, stations, and periodic event-activity network dimensions of all scenarios.

For solving the MILP problem we used IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.4 on a generic
PC with 12 GB RAM and a six-core 3.47 GHz CPU with all cores used during the
CPLEX run. Figure 3.11 shows the optimization results for the SAAL corridor in the
West-East direction. On the compressed timetable, an hourly pattern compressed into
the cycle time of 36 minutes and 36 seconds is pictured, and the critical infrastructure
headways are pictured (black dotted lines) that determine the minimum cycle time.
The expanded timetable represents a stable hourly timetable with minimal cycle time.
As mentioned earlier, the expanded timetable can be further optimized with another
optimization model using fixed train orders and cycle time, if necessary.

The results of the other three scenarios and calculation times for all scenarios are re-
ported in Table 3.3. All preprocessing techniques from Section 3.3 were used. We
can conclude that the optimization model finds the optimal solution in a few minutes
for smaller networks represented by event-activity networks with less than a thousand
arcs or nodes. However, one of the two larger intercity networks takes 22 minutes to
run and this model also proved ineffective in quickly calculating stable timetables for
larger scenarios. Therefore in the next section we introduce a method to iteratively run
the optimization model solver to address this scalability problem.
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Figure 3.9: Maps of the different scenarios (blue - intercity train lines and intercity
stations, red - local train lines, ”Asd” - Amsterdam Centraal, ”Lls” - Lelystad Centrum,
”Bd” - Breda, ”Ah” - Arnhem Centraal, ”Vl” - Venlo, ”Gn” - Groningen)
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Figure 3.10: Maps of further different scenarios (blue - intercity train lines and intercity
stations, red - local train lines, ”Asd” - Amsterdam Centraal, ”Lls” - Lelystad Centrum,
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Figure 3.11: Schematic track layout (top), optimal compressed (middle) and expanded
(bottom) timetable for the SAAL corridor (one direction pictured, red: local trains,
blue: intercity trains, black dotted lines: critical infrastructure constraints)
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Table 3.3: Graph size for different scenarios and optimal timetable calculation times

Scenario Lines Stations Nodes Arcs Solution time t/T

SAAL 18 13 156 455 00:00:45 61.0%
AMS-R 16 42 605 791 00:02:30 51.4%
UT-ASS-IC 20 142 1033 1473 00:22:33 40.0%
NL-IC 30 193 1515 2175 00:05:12 40.0%
UT 28 140 1352 2552 04:00:00< n/a
NL-IC+SAAL 35 195 1837 3103 04:00:00< n/a
NVG 65 82 1594 3917 04:00:00< n/a

3.5 An iterative solution approach

In the previous section we have seen that the presented optimization model is able
to calculate a stable intercity timetable for the whole Dutch network in a couple of
minutes, with flexible train orders and running and dwell times. The model, however,
is not suitable to calculate larger timetable instances, such as a large regional timetable
with both local and intercity trains, in one optimization solver run in a suitable time
(we used 4 hours of computation time as a timeout). Therefore, in this section we
present an iterative method to calculate large stable timetables very fast, in just a few
seconds, and optimize these timetables for stability in a few hours.

The key idea of this method is that while the cycle time t is a variable, nevertheless it
is bounded by the predefined limits (L,U) and the smaller this range is, the faster the
optimization solver can advance within the reduced search space. Hence, we introduce
an iterative calculation where the cycle time range (L,U) is periodically adjusted and
the calculation resumed.

We take advantage of the fact that many MILP solvers, including CPLEX, allow a
definition of an initial feasible set during the declaration of the MILP problem, that
guarantees feasibility and may further speed up the optimization process: we use the
intermediate solution of one solve iteration to initialize the following iteration. We
define the function name MILPSolve(E ,A ,L,U,k) that represents solving the MILP
problem defined earlier given the events E and activities A , as well as the cycle time
bounds (L,U), and the optional variable k containing an intermediate solution.

Algorithm 1 describes the structure of the iterative process. Given the timetable input
values (E ,A), the nominal cycle time T , and the iteration configuration parameters
F > 1, 0< gmin < ginit < 1, we first run MILPSolve() with fixed cycle time t = L=U =

T to obtain a feasible solution. Then the range (L,U) is initialized such that L < t =U
according to the initial relative gap parameter ginit . Consequently, we iteratively run the
solver MILPSolve() until optimality within the bounds, or until a timeout is reached
since the last change in the objective value. The bounds are re-set after each iteration
according to the factor F : if optimality was found at the lower bound then the gap
(U − L)/U is increased by a factor of F , and if new solutions were found and the
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cycle time variable is still at the current upper bound then the gap is decreased by
a factor of F . And otherwise the relative gap does not change. In all three cases, the
bounds are re-set as U = t and L according to the defined gap. The iterations stop when
optimality is reached or the relative difference between L and U reached the minimum
relative gap gmin when we return the intermediate solution. We used the values F = 2,
ginit = 0.01, and gmin = 0.001. For the timeout of MILPSolve() we used the internal
iteration counter of CPLEX and the timeout value of 800 000 CPLEX iterations, which
is approximately between 2-4 minutes depending on the problem size. The reason we
used a timeout based on the iteration count and not on clock time is that this way the
solver runs are fully reproducible.

Algorithm 1 Iteratively optimize timetable
function ITERATIVELYSOLVE(E , A , T , F , ginit , gmin)

k← MILPSOLVE(E , A , T , T ) // initial solution for solver
U ← T
L← (1−ginit)T
while gmin < (U−L)/U do

(SolverStatus, t, k)← MILPSOLVE(E , A , L, U , k)
if SolverStatus = ’Optimal’ and L < t then

return (t, k) // optimal solution

(L, U)← RESETBOUNDS(L, t, U , F)

return (t, k) // intermediate solution

For obtaining an attractive calculation time, it is instrumental that the reset of the cycle
time bounds (L,U) is performed in an adaptive fashion. In particular, if the differ-
ence U −L between the cycle time bounds is too large, a single iteration can take too
long time, or reach timeout. On the other hand, if the cycle time bound is too small,
the number of iterations can be too high, again causing a long total calculation time.
Therefore we define the adaptive ResetBounds() function as described in Algorithm 2.
As a default rule, we set L := (1−g)t and U := t where g is the relative gap of the pre-
vious run. However, if the previous run was perceived too fast (t actually reached the
lower bound L), or too slow (t did not improve from t =U until timeout), we increase
or decrease relative gap g, respectively, using the relative gap factor variable F set as a
parameter of the function.

Using the previously described iterative process, we were able to extend the scope
of our optimization model to quickly calculate stable timetables of large regions with
mixed traffic. Figure 3.12 shows the expanded timetables of two representative corri-
dors of the NVG scenario, in both directions. To illustrate the effect of the iterative
calculation with varying cycle time ranges, Figure 3.13 shows the objective value of
the optimization solve runs as functions of the calculation time. Figure 3.13(b) illus-
trates the mechanism of the iterative calculation the best: the long horizontal lines of
the objective value signify situations when the optimization solver was unable to im-
prove the solution until a timeout. After a re-set of the objective bounds, however, the
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Algorithm 2 Reset search bounds given intermediate solution
function RESETBOUNDS(L, t, U , F)

g← (U−L)/U // gap
if L = t then // optimality within bounds: increase relative gap

g← F ∗g
else if t =U then // no new solutions: decrease relative gap

g← g/F

L← (1−g)∗ t
U ← t
return (L, U)

solver was able to continue and find optimality.

Table 3.4 shows calculation times for all scenarios both using the basic solve method
seen in the previous section and the current iterative solve. All preprocessing tech-
niques from Section 3.3 were used both in the basic and the iterative case. In the latter,
we make the distinction between the calculation time until a stable timetable and to
optimality. In some cases, it was not possible to prove mathematical optimality before
timeout, in these cases calculation time to the best attained value is reported.

Table 3.4: Stable and optimal timetable calculation times with the basic and the itera-
tive method for different scenarios

Basic solve Iterative solve
Scenario Optimal Stable Optimal Iterations t/T

SAAL 00:00:45 00:00:00 00:01:01 7 61.0%
AMS-R 00:02:30 00:02:02 00:02:02 7 51.4%
UT-ASS-IC 00:22:33 00:00:06 00:05:09 8 40.0%
NL-IC 00:05:12 00:00:08 00:25:34 10 40.0%
UT 04:00:00< 00:00:13 03:57:30* 72 70.5%*
NL-IC+SAAL 04:00:00< 00:00:11 01:47:39* 27 61.0%*
NVG 04:00:00< 00:00:02 03:35:00* 42 68.1%*
* Optimality not proven, values related to stabilized value reported

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 plots calculation times to feasibility and optimality on a
logarithmic scale as a function of the size of the graph. Note that for the three largest
cases, only the iterative approach is able to find a stable and optimal timetable, this is
represented by the three points of the basic solution method in the upper right corner of
the charts corresponding to the ”4h¡” mark of the vertical axis. We can conclude that
the iterative solution method enables a significant reduction in computation times and
allows stable timetable calculations of large mixed traffic networks in a few minutes,
and stability optimization in a few hours.
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Figure 3.12: Optimized expanded timetable of the NVG scenario, Leiden-Lelystad
Centrum (above) and Uitgeest-Utrecht (below) corridor
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a periodic railway timetable optimization model that can
handle flexible train orders, running and dwell times, and uses a measure of time-
table stability as the objective function. We introduced several dimension reduction
techniques, as well as an iterative optimization approach, to ensure that the model is
applicable to large mixed traffic networks. Using available timetable planning data
for the Dutch national railway network, we applied the optimization model to several
networks of different sizes and train classes to illustrate the usefulness of the model.

The results show that our approach is able to calculate a stable timetable for a large
mixed traffic network in just a few seconds, and optimize the timetable for stability
in 2-3 hours calculation time on a generic computer. This makes the model highly
suitable both for quick comparison of many different timetable scenarios of different
frequencies and line patterns, and for improving existing timetables to increase their
stability by the appropriate reordering of trains and reallocation of buffer times accord-
ing to the stability-oriented optimization.



Chapter 4

Transfer time modelling with open
data1

4.1 Introduction

While Chapter 3 focused on increasing capacity in high-demand railway networks via
a method to design a high-frequency railway timetable, in this chapter we investigate
another common aspect of most public transport trips: transfers. Remaining at the
example of the high-frequency railway network, not only transfers between two train
services are important for the passenger experience and therefore the demand and rev-
enue of the train operator company, but also transfers between trains and the local
feeder or distributor public transport lines, such as local or regional buses, light rail or
metro lines.

In the case of feeder and distributor lines, the transfer station resistance, a measure
of the additional inconvenience a passenger experiences when compared to a direct
service, is determined by many factors such as the synchronization of the services and
therefore the transfer wait time, the layout of the transfer node and the related transfer
walking time, as well as facilities at the station and the passenger safety. Ths trans-
fer station resistance is therefore a more general concept than the transfer time, that
is the time spent during a transfer between the arrival and the consequent departure.
The transfer time can be further divided into transfer walking time and transfer wait-
ing time, where the former is largely dependent on the layout of the station and the
second on timetable synchronization. In this chapter we introduce a new method for
the estimation of the transfer station resistance based on open source data, using an
average transfer walking time on all services at a given station as a proxy for transfer
station resistance. In particular, we model station layouts in detail and measure trans-
fer waiting times more accurately than current timetable planner tools do, as many of

1This chapter contains an edited version of parts of the journal paper: Van Oort, N., Sparing, D.,
Brands, T., & Goverde, R. M. P. (2015). Data driven improvements in public transport: the Dutch
example. Public Transport.

65
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those only can work with rough estimates of walking times, especially in case of op-
erators other than the incumbent main railway operator, who might not have access to
detailed station plans. Consequently, we provide an approximation of transfer station
resistance as the relationship between the typical transfer walking time and the amount
of transport supply at a station. These detailed transfer walking time values can also
be used to improve real-time passenger information, as illustrated in the final section
of this chapter.

Transfers, or connections, are inevitable characteristics of public transport networks.
This despite the fact the transfers are often one of the strongest inconveniences pas-
sengers experience, who most often prefer direct services. Transfers are necessary,
because in practice it is financially and operationally impossible to design an attractive
line service layout that provides a direct service between any arbitrary pair of loca-
tions. (Without the criterion of ’attractiveness’, such a layout is certainly possible: a
service that stops at each address of the area in question one by one, in some arbitrary
order.)

It is possible, however, to mitigate the inconveniences caused by transfers. The first
approach is to limit the number of transfers for the typical journey. Taking into ac-
count spatial and usage patterns, it is often possible to design an urban network where
most trips are transfer-free, e.g. if most non-home destinations are in a central business
district (CBD). Relaxing the requirement of no transfers, it is also very well possible
to design an urban line network layout where any two locations are connected with at
most one transfer. This is true for a rectangular grid or for a radial grid, if the grid is
dense enough to assume that from any origin or destination, a station of either orien-
tations (such as North-South and East-West, or radial and tangential) is reachable, see
Figure 4.1 for approximate real-life examples. A second, complementary approach is
to limit the inconvenience of transfers, by reducing the walking time between platforms
and the transfer waiting times, and improve passenger information, passenger safety
and then further amenities at the transfer location. In the following of this chapter,
we will focus on reducing transfer inconvenience by accurately estimating the transfer
walking time, reduce the transfer waiting time, and improving the provided passenger
information. For previous work on detailed analysis or physical station layouts, see the
last paragraph of Section 2.4.4 of the literature review.

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the state
of open public transport data, with focus on the Netherlands. Section 4.3 shows the
measurement transfer walking time using the available high-resolution open spatial
data on transfer stations. Section 4.4 describes three application examples of high
quality transfer walking time: transfer station resistance, timetable synchronization,
and enriched real-time passenger information. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Near-perfect grid networks: (a) the rectangular grid bus network of Port-
land, Oregon, United States (in red), (b) the radial grid light rail network of Amster-
dam, the Netherlands (in blue)

4.2 Open public transport data

Public transport companies have always dealt with large amounts of data when de-
signing timetables, scheduling vehicles and staff, collecting fares and more recently
tracking vehicle locations. However, it has only recently become possible to store
large amounts of historic vehicle location and fare collection data, and therefore to
analyse this data. Furthermore, in line with other Open Data initiatives in the pub-
lic sectors, data related to public transport is currently becoming publicly available in
more and more areas, notably in North America and more recently in certain Euro-
pean cities. The first type of public transport data that became publicly available is
timetable information. Besides supplying public transport route planners with time-
table data, computer-readable timetable information also allows for efficient analysis
and comparison of public transport networks, describing spatial coverage, commercial
speeds, frequencies, and connections to adjacent public transport networks. Timetable
information provides no insight yet, however, in the performance of the timetable real-
ization and hence the service reliability of public transport and the real-time timetable
information. Accurate real-time Automatic Vehicle Location data (AVL) has become
available for public transport operators with the wide availability of GPS and GSM de-
vices. AVL data has also become publicly available in many areas in the recent years,
albeit often with the condition that it is only used for passenger information. Early
examples include the transit agencies of Washington, Boston and some other US bus
companies. We note that these days most Western public transport operators provide
some kind of real-time vehicle location (or expected vehicle arrival time) information
to the public, but often this information is still not technically or legally available for
storing or further processing by third parties.

Another type of data that became widely available at no cost or as open data is geo-
graphic data. Services like Google Maps and OpenStreetMap allow a wide range of
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geospatial applications. While some, like Google Maps, only provide satellite images
at no cost that might not be fully open to use for any purpose, open data services
like OpenStreetMap make detailed geotagged data free to download and use for any
purpose. Application areas of such geospatial data for railway and public transport
operations research range from better measurement of line layouts to supporting travel
demand analysis to data visualization. Later in of this chapter our focus of using this
data will be the detailed modelling of transfer locations.

4.2.1 The Dutch example

In the Netherlands, most public transport operators are on board with the initiative
called Borderless Public Transport Information (Grenzeloze Openbaar Vervoer Infor-
matie, GOVI (GOVI, 2013), aiming at making a wide range of public transport infor-
mation available and processable from timetables to fares, vehicle location and punctu-
ality. The data exchange interfaces (koppelvlakken) are defined by the set of standards
called BISON (BISON, 2013). Another source of open public transport information,
such as a GTFS feed on the national level, is the company 9292 REISinformatiegroep
BV (9292 REISinformatiegroep, 2013), a company specialized in passenger informa-
tion owned by Dutch operators. GOVI was designed to facilitate data communication
between vehicles and the land side to enable dynamic passenger information. As an
additional benefit, the actual and scheduled vehicle positions and times are logged in
a database. Although this database was not the objective of the GOVI system, it is
extremely helpful to monitor and analyze public transport performance. In particular,
in 2012, the first Dutch public transport operator agreed to legally release AVL data
via GOVI for storage and analysis by third parties, such as researchers and develop-
ers (Webwereld, 2012). Since then several other operators joined. Such data streams
are publicly available via the Dutch OpenGeo Foundation (Stichting OpenGeo, 2013).
The source of the planned timetable and AVL data presented later in this chapter is the
transit authorities and OpenGeo.

One substantial gap in open transit data for the Netherlands at the moment is open
realized arrival and departure data for the railways. In fact, two different kinds of data
sources exist with different limitations: train describer data (TROTS) and publicly
available actual arrival times data from the Netherlands Railways (NS), the via the
NS API. TROTS is a train describer system that records the train numbers occupying
a track section including their timestamps, as well as changes of signal aspects and
switch directions. However, while there has been substantial research on TROTS data
(Kecman, 2014), it cannot openly be obtained in general. The NS API, on the other
hand, containing expected arrival times in real time, is openly available only for the
purpose of passenger information, and it is not permitted to store this data or use it
for performance evaluation purposes. In conclusion, unlike most bus and urban public
transport operators contributing to GOVI/BISON, actual train arrival and departure
data is unfortunately not available as open data for a posteriori analysis.
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Table 4.1: Example data output from BISON interface KV6

Time Message type Operator Line Journey Stop Punctuality
08:29:00 INIT ... B120 7001 99990140
08:29:00 ONSTOP ... B120 7001 99990140 60
08:29:22 DEPARTURE ... B120 7001 99990140 82
08:31:28 DEPARTURE ... B120 7001 99990290 88

08:51:04 ONROUTE ... B120 7001
08:52:37 ARRIVAL ... B120 7001 99990500 -202
08:52:37 END ... B120 7001 99990500

4.2.2 Insights from AVL data

As a first step in an open data analysis such as AVL data, it is important to understand
the structure and the quality of the data source. In our case, AVL data was available for
several months from multiple operators in the format described by interface KV6 of
the BISON standard mentioned earlier. An example extract of the most important data
attributes and the first and last few records related to a single public transport vehicle
trip is presented in Table 4.1.

This data table consists of timestamped messages of important events of the vehicle
trip. In particular, a trip starts with an INIT initial message and ends with an END
message, and all departures are logged with a DEPARTURE message. In case of some
stops an ARRIVAL message is recorded too, allowing for an estimate of the dwell
time. Furthermore, in case that there is no departure and arrival event taking place for
a longer time duration (about a minute), an ONSTOP or an ONROUTE message is
recorded, including exact location. Our data source already includes a value for delay,
which equals to the difference of the message timestamp and the planned arrival or
departure time. Note that the planned arrival and departure was also available in the
BISON interface KV1 for the related lines.

Realized departure and arrival times allow for the measurement of service punctuality:
see Figure 4.2 for the distributions of arrival and departure delays at certain stations
around Amsterdam West and Haarlem. The distribution is measured for all buses of the
operators Connexxion and Arriva at the given stations in the period of 19th November
2012 to 4th February 2013. Note that the box plots shown in this figure plot the median
value, first and third quartile, as well as the range of the remaining values after the
removal of outliers.

A commonly used visualization (Furth et al., 2006; Van Oort & Van Nes, 2009) of the
performance of a transit line is plotting each trip as a line chart in a coordinate system
of stops versus delay. Figure 4.3(a) shows one month of bus trips of a certain line, as
well as the median and 15th and 85th percentiles. Such a chart is useful to see both
the level of variations in the execution of the timetable and the systematic deviations.
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Figure 4.2: Departure and arrival delay distribution of bus lines included in GOVI KV6
at the analysed stations
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Figure 4.3: Vehicle delays (a) and headways (b) along a single route

Other phenomena that are shown by this particular chart are the ample time reserve
used just before the last stop and the use of some holding points during the trips.

Another way to look at the same data is to plot vehicle headways instead of delays. A
high frequency line with a high level of delays but regular headways remains attractive
to the passengers. The chart is shown on Figure 4.3(b), the scheduled headway is
10 minutes. This location-headway chart points out the regularity of high-frequency
services along the line, as well as possible bus bunching.

The ubiquitous availability of vehicle locator devices allows one to take a step fur-
ther from line-based performance evaluation and investigate patterns at the network
level. Phenomena only visible on the network-level are the reliability of transfers,
area-related issues and possible bunching or interference on multiple lines with shared
sections. An example of a network-level data visualization is the average delay at each
stop, including stops with several transit lines, shown on Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Average delay per stop in January 2013 (green: early, yellow: on time, red:
late, on all Amsterdam bus services of the operator Connexxion)

4.3 Transfer walking times

The detailed geospatial data described in Section 4.2 makes it possible to measure and
model transfer station layouts in detail. Measuring the walking distance between any
pair of platforms enables the estimation of transfer walking times at high accuracy. We
expect that stations with relatively high transfer walking times will be substantially less
attractive for passengers than other, otherwise similar stations. This detailed modelling
of transfer walking times is a useful input for further analyses such as transfer station
resistance, timetable synchronization, and enriched real-time passenger information,
as we will see in Section 4.4.

The freely or openly available geographic tools such as Google Maps allow to build
a model of a station by building a three-dimensional walking grid of recorded spatial
points that represent all platforms and walking paths between them at a suitable res-
olution. Such a spatial point is a (longitude, latitude, altitude) tuple and we suggest
a resolution of at most 100 meters – this means that in case of platforms longer than
100 meters, multiple points need to be recorded such that adjacent points are at most
100 meters from each other. Note that while collecting longitude and latitude using
available mapping tools is very easy, altitude within a station building might be harder
to obtain: in this case one can use suitable approximations knowing typical design
heights of passenger tunnels and bridges under and above railway tracks, and observe
that only the relative height is important in walking distance calculations.

Once such a 3D walking grid is collected including walking routes, stairs and escala-
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Table 4.2: Walking speed on flat surface and stairs

environment speed
flat surface 1.34 m/s
stairs, down 0.694 m/s
stairs, up 0.610 m/s

tors based on the openly available satellite images, it is possible to measure the distance
between each pair of adjacent points. Note that the WGS64 (”GPS”) coordinate sys-
tem of latitudes and longitudes is not Euclidean and therefore distances are not trivial
to calculate, this nevertheless can be solved using a dedicated geographic library, such
as the PostGIS geospatial extension to the open source database PostgreSQL. Walk-
ing time between point pairs can be measured by taking into account representative
walking speed values on flat surface, ascending and descending stairs, available from
literature (Weidmann, 1993), see Table 4.2.

Once the walking distance and time between any pair of adjacent points is known,
including the detailed walking path possibly containing detours due to stairs, escala-
tors and general station layout, the walking distance between any two platforms was
calculated by Dijkstra’s algorithm. In case of long platforms, such as mainline trains,
a distinction has to be made in the walking times from and to the platform: while
the shortest walking time to the platform is the shortest walking time to any of the
platform’s representative points, for the other direction it is more accurate to take the
average or maximum walking time from all points of the platform taking into account
the fact that passengers alight from the train at the whole length of the platform.

Using walking times between all platform pairs, a suitable statistic such as the mean,
median or maximum walking time among all platform pairs can be used to represent
the typical walking time at the station.

4.3.1 Case Study: The Schiphol-Haarlem-Amsterdam West net-
work

To illustrate the above methodology to represent transfer station resistance, we apply
the method to the train network between Schiphol Airport, Haarlem and West Amster-
dam as follows.

A geographic map of the selected network of seven stations is shown on Figure 4.5 and
a schematic map of the 2011 services is on Figure 4.6. This small network includes
stations of all scale from stations with only local trains stopping to international and
high speed train stations. These stations are served by local public transport, in partic-
ular local and regional buses, bus rapid transit lines, trams, metro/light rail and river
ferries.
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Figure 4.5: A geographic map of the selected railway network Haarlem / Schiphol /
Amsterdam West (source: ProRail)

Figure 4.6: Schematic ”tube” map of railway lines and frequencies of the selected
railway network Haarlem / Schiphol / Amsterdam West (source: Treinreiziger.nl)
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In order to estimate the transfer station resistance, the walking distance and time be-
tween different platforms is estimated. Therefore, 3D geographical models of the sta-
tions are built.

Furthermore, special attention is given to long platforms. In particular, while buses
and trams (here) are relatively short vehicles, metros and trains can be as long as about
150 and 340 m, respectively. Therefore, in case of the long metro and train platforms,
there are 3 and 7 points recorded respectively along the platform so that the distance
between consecutive points is not larger than 100 m.

These platform locations and the walking paths connecting them are recorded in the
WGS84 (”GPS”) coordinate system, i.e. latitude, longitude and altitude, using Google
Maps. As an example, platforms and walking paths of station Amsterdam Lelylaan are
shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: 3D model of platforms (yellow) and walk paths (green), station Amsterdam
Lelylaan

Arrival and departure platforms are considered differently as follows. For an arrival
platform of longer than 100 m, thus modeled by multiple points, all of these nodes are
considered. Then the walking distance will be not a single value but a range of values,
appropriately describing the different walking times different passengers experience.
For departure platforms, however, only the node with the lowest walking time is cal-
culated, again in line with the assumptions on passenger behavior, that this part of the
destination platform will be used.

To measure distances between two platforms, a 3D walking mesh within the station is
recorded, including the estimate of a reasonably direct walking path between all plat-
forms. In practice, such a grid can be created with reasonable manual work based on
10-30 points for a given station. Using such a walking grid, and using the different
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walking speeds v on flat surface, vd and vu on stairs walking down and up, respec-
tively to convert walking distances to walking times, Dijkstra’s algorithm was used to
calculate shortest walking times and the related routes between platform pairs.

Therefore, the walking time t is

t = ∑ 1
v

s+∑ 1
vu

su +∑ 1
vd

sd, (4.1)

where s is the distance through flat surface, sd and su are the horizontal distances
walking down and up stairs, respectively. To model the additional inconvenience of
using stairs besides the increased walking time, it is also possible to use higher weights
for walking on stairs to derive a generalized transfer walking cost function. Note that
the existence different up- and downwards speeds is another reason, besides the effect
of long platforms, why the walking time between two platforms is different in the two
directions.

Based on the multi-point modelling of long platforms the average and maximum (worst-
case) walking distance between two platforms can be calculated. Using walking speed
estimates, distance can be converted to average and maximum walking time. The
average distance is more useful for capacity calculations, while the worst-case for ro-
bustness analyses. These values are shown on Table 4.3, again, for the example station
Amsterdam Lelylaan.

Table 4.3: Distance and walking time between platform pairs at station Amsterdam
Lelylaan

From platform To platform Avg. dist. Avg. time Max. dist. Max. time
pl bus pl metro 117.9 m 87.9 s 117.9 m 87.9 s
pl bus pl tram eastbound 169.2 m 126.3 s 169.2 m 126.3 s
pl bus pl tram westbound 178.6 m 133.3 s 178.6 m 133.3 s
pl bus pl trein 80.0 m 59.7 s 80.0 m 59.7 s
pl metro pl bus 151.8 m 113.3 s 203.0 m 151.5 s
pl metro pl tram eastbound 87.5 m 65.3 s 118.9 m 88.7 s
pl metro pl tram westbound 96.6 m 72.1 s 141.4 m 105.5 s
pl metro pl trein 138.8 m 103.6 s 154.1 m 115.0 s
pl tram eastbound pl bus 169.2 m 126.3 s 169.2 m 126.3 s
pl tram eastbound pl metro 61.8 m 46.1 s 61.8 m 46.1 s
pl tram eastbound pl tram westbound 74.3 m 55.4 s 74.3 m 55.4 s
pl tram eastbound pl trein 66.5 m 49.7 s 66.5 m 49.7 s
pl tram westbound pl bus 178.6 m 133.3 s 178.6 m 133.3 s
pl tram westbound pl metro 75.6 m 56.4 s 75.6 m 56.4 s
pl tram westbound pl tram eastbound 74.3 m 55.4 s 74.3 m 55.4 s
pl tram westbound pl trein 99.7 m 74.4 s 99.7 m 74.4 s
pl trein pl bus 167.9 m 125.3 s 306.7 m 228.9 s
pl trein pl metro 179.9 m 134.2 s 254.3 m 189.8 s
pl trein pl tram eastbound 151.0 m 112.7 s 235.5 m 175.8 s
pl trein pl tram westbound 173.7 m 129.7 s 275.5 m 205.6 s

Having calculated walking distances and times for different stations and aggregating
these values, the average and maximum intermodal walking distances and times can
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be compared between different stations (Table 4.4), where “intermodal” means that we
only include transfers between train and non-train and vice versa in the aggregation.
As expected, we can see a substantial spread in walking times between different sta-
tions as larger stations such as Amsterdam Centraal have larger distances than small
stations with less services, such as Amsterdam Lelylaan. Whether these differences
are proportional to the provided service level or not is the subject of analysis later in
the next section. The ratio of average and maximum values can also differ between
stations, with the largest differences at stations like Haarlem Spaarnwoude with long
train platforms and a single access point at one end of the platform.

Table 4.4: Average and maximum intermodal walking distance and time at different
stations

Station Avg. dist. Avg. time Max. dist. Max. time
Amsterdam Centraal 300.3 m 224.1 s 674.7 m 503.5 s
Amsterdam Lelylaan 132.2 m 98.6 s 306.7 m 228.9 s
Amsterdam Zuid 356.3 m 265.9 s 655.8 m 489.4 s
Amsterdam Sloterdijk 338.8 m 252.8 s 642.0 m 479.1 s
Haarlem 204.3 m 152.5 s 385.2 m 287.5 s
Haarlem Spaarnwoude 192.0 m 143.3 s 446.9 m 333.5 s
Schiphol 193.3 m 144.2 s 363.2 m 271.0 s

The geospatial model used for the above calculations can be also exploited for fur-
ther pedestrian flow modelling analyses. For example, as Söngen (1979) differentiates
pedestrians of a transit node into transferring, boarding, alighting passengers, and peo-
ple walking through the station, these other flows other than transferring passengers
can also be taken into account if appropriate data on passenger volumes for each entry
and exit location are available.

Once the representative transfer walking time is known, it is possible to convert it
into monetary values if the value of time for the passengers is available. The report
from Significance et al. (2012) publishes surveyed value of time values separately for
private car, train, and urban public transport, and for the separate passenger groups
commuters, business, and other, see Table 4.5 according to Significance et al. (2012).
If the composition of passenger groups at a given station is available, then the walking
time values in Table 4.4 can be converted into passenger walking costs.

4.4 Application examples

4.4.1 Transfer station resistance

Earlier we saw that different stations can have substantially different typical transfer
walking times. It is understandable, however, because of physical constraints, that sta-
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Table 4.5: Value of time for different passenger types and selected modes (EUR/h)

Urban
Private public

car Train transport
Commuters 9.25 11.50 7.75
Business 26.25 19.75 19.00
Other 7.50 7.00 6.00

tions with a much larger transport supply will inherently have larger transfer walking
times. Therefore we propose in this section to observe transport supply and transfer
walking time together: a station with relatively low transfer walking time is a good
candidate for a station with synchronized timetables, see Chapter 4 for timetable syn-
chronization. On the other hand, a station with a relatively high transfer walking time
compared to other stations with similar transport supply is a good candidate for a re-
design of platform layouts – this, however, is out of the scope of the remaining chapters
of this thesis.

In the following we quantify the transport supply of the stations in our case study net-
work. Some of these stations connect the train lines to a complex multi-modal public
transport network, as an example see Table 4.6 listing the number of lines, hourly fre-
quency and the commercial speed of the different lines at station Amsterdam Lelylaan
and see a map of all direct services from this station on Figure 4.8. The number of train
and feeder lines, hourly frequencies and commercial speed for all stations is shown in
Table 4.7. The data source for these analyses is the earlier mentioned KV1 interface
of BISON containing the planned timetable and the geographical coordinates of stops,
available from (Stichting OpenGeo, 2013). The visualization in Figure 4.8 is prepared
in Google Earth directly from the KV1 data.

Table 4.6: Number of lines, hourly frequency and commercial speed of different modes
at station Amsterdam Lelylaan

Mode No. of lines Hourly freq. Avg. speed (km/h)
Bus 6 40 20.0
Intercity train 2 8 58.5
Local train 1 4 54.6
Metro 1 12 33.7
Tram 2 32 16.1
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Table 4.7: Number of train and feeder lines, hourly frequencies and commercial speed

Station Train lines freq. speed Feeder lines freq. speed
Haarlem Spaarnwoude 1 4 47.5 3 24 17.6
Amsterdam Zuid 8 25 66.5 10 88 21.4
Haarlem 5 20 58.0 15 105 20.4
Schiphol 16 49 68.3 17 100 25.0
Amsterdam Lelylaan 3 12 57.2 9 84 20.5
Amsterdam Sloterdijk 15 48 59.7 12 106 21.7
Amsterdam Centraal 21 65 62.7 47 485 20.5

Figure 4.8: Line layout of transit lines at station Amsterdam Lelylaan. (line width is
proportional to frequency, blue – bus, red – metro, yellow – tram, black – train)

To visualize the relationships between the different transfer station resistances and ser-
vice levels of the stations in question, we plot the average intermodal walking time and
the hourly number of train departures at the given station on Figure 4.10. Note that Lei-
den Centraal and Den Haag HS stations are also included here, to increase the number
of data points for the regression analysis. While the number of measurements is rela-
tively low for statistical analysis, we nevertheless added a linear regression trendline,
and we can notice the slight tendency we expected that stations with more lines also
have longer walking times. Indeed, while Amsterdam Centraal has the largest mean
intermodal walking time, this is not unexpected given the very large number of lines
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Platform layout at (a) Amsterdam Zuid, a station with spread-out platforms,
and (b) Schiphol, a compact station (source: opnvkarte.de)

all stopping at that station. There are, however, several stations that do substantially
better or worse than other stations of similar size. In particular, the stations Haarlem,
Schiphol and Amsterdam Lelylaan have very low walking times. On the other hand,
Amsterdam Zuid and the new station Halfweg Zwanenburg has relatively long walking
times.

We investigated the layouts of these stations and we observed the cause of these differ-
ences. Some stations are very compact, such as Lelylaan or Schiphol, where there are
platforms directly above each other, taking advantage of the multi-level station build-
ings (see Figure 4.9(a), note the tram platforms at the bottom left and top right corners
at a distance from the train and metro platforms). Some other stations are more spread
out with no stops stacked on top of each other, such as Amsterdam Zuid, where tram 6
was removed from the railway station area because of the construction of a new metro
line and therefore necessitates a relatively long walk (see Figure 4.9(b)). Another lay-
out aspect that has an effect is whether there are multiple accesses to the long train
platforms, including the middle, or only a single access at one end of the platform.
This latter layout of Amsterdam Zuid can explain the relatively long walking times at
these stations.

4.4.2 Synchronizing timetables: Urban night buses in Amsterdam

The detailed modelling of transfer walking time described above can be used not only
for transfer station resistance estimation but also as essential input in better synchro-
nizing timetables. The timetable synchronization problem is as follows. While a high-
frequency network always provides low transfer waiting times, high frequencies are
not justified everywhere and at every time In case of low frequency lines, if the timeta-
bles are not synchronized, this leads to long transfer waiting times and therefore an
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Table 4.8: Urban night buses in Amsterdam (2010)

headway headway
line on Thu–Sat on Sun–Wed
number route (min) (min)
348/392 CS–Station Sloterdijk/Schiphol Plaza 30 60
352 CS–Geuzenveld 30 60
353 CS–Osdorp de Aker 30 60
354 CS–Amstelveen 30 60
355 CS–Gein 30 60
357 CS–Bijlmermeer 30 60
358 CS–Badhoevedorp 30 60
359 CS–IJburg 30 60
360* CS–Buikslotermeerplein 30 –
361 CS–Banne Buiksloot 30 60
363 CS–Molenwijk 30 60
392 Station Sloterdijk–Schiphol Plaza 60 60
* only in summer

unattractive public transport offer. Therefore it is desirable to synchronize the low-
frequency connecting lines by ensuring that all relevant services arrive and depart at a
transfer node around the same time to ensure low waiting times respecting the transfer
walking times.

In Sparing & Goverde (2011) we presented a comparison of the night timetables of
Zurich, Switzerland, and selected Dutch cities, and a timetable synchronization ap-
proach that is also presented in this section and that depends on accurate transfer walk-
ing times.

The Amsterdam urban operator GVB operates 12 lines at mostly 30 minute headways
in the nights following Thursday, Friday and Saturday and 11 lines at 60 minute head-
ways in the other four nights, see Table 4.8 where “CS” is the central station. Although
the night trains also operate at a 60 minute headway, synchronization between the train
and bus networks is missing, so attractive transfer times are not available between most
train and bus directions. We show that it is possible to significantly improve train-bus
transfer times at Centraal Station (the the only transfer station of the network) even
with minor and cost-neutral modifications of the current bus network.

The departure, arrival times and return trip times of the bus lines are given in Ta-
ble 4.9, where return trip time is the difference between the departure and arrival time
of a given vehicle, including outbound and inbound trip time and layover time at the
distance station but not including layover time at the central station. Note again that as
headways are exactly 60 minutes, it is enough to list the minutes within the hour. The
departure and arrival times of the night trains are also shown, where Ut, Asd and Rtd
are abbreviations for Utrecht, Amsterdam Centraal and Rotterdam, respectively. The
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Table 4.9: Bus timetable at Amsterdam CS in the nights after Thursday–Saturday
(2010)

arrival departure return trip
line at CS (min) at CS (min) time (h:mm)
348/392 :10, :40 :00, :30 1:10/2:10
352 :14, :44 :21, :51 0:53
353 :26, :56 :14, :44 1:12
354 :11, :41 :05, :35 1:36
355 :00, :30 :23, :53 1:37
357 :07, :37 :08, :38 1:29
358 :19, :49 :29, :59 1:20
359 :02, :32 :03, :33 0:59
361 :00, :30 :13, :43 0:47
363 :23, :53 :28, :58 0:55
Asd–Ut–Asd :42 :17 1:25
Asd–Rtd–Asd :14 :45 2:29

trains in fact operate on the line Rotterdam–Amsterdam–Utrecht, so the train arriving
at :42 from Utrecht is the same train as the one departing at :45 for Rotterdam and vice
versa.

Arrival and departure times for Amsterdam and selected other cities are graphically
shown in Figure 4.11. These diagrams are hourly time-space diagrams simplified so
that the horizontal axis shows one hour and all trains arrive from and depart towards
the bottom of the chart and buses towards the top. Our assumption is that it is possible
to redesign this network to better synchronize with the train services, even keeping the
same costs. For example, comparing the graph for Amsterdam to the similar graph
of Zurich Stadelhofen/Bellevue in Figure 4.11, we find that the hourly Amsterdam
bus arrivals and departures are more or less evenly distributed in time. In contrast,
in Zurich, most of the buses arrive before and leave after the train times, providing
convenient transfers. In this case, we are only comparing two isolated, albeit the most
important, nodes of the two networks, which is by no means a comprehensive analysis.
If we consider, however, that the Amsterdam network has no other stops with adver-
tised connections, as we mentioned above, while the Zurich area has multiple nodes
with advertised and sometimes guaranteed train-bus connections, this only increases
the difference.

Redesigned timetable

As we would like to provide a superior alternative to the current bus network with no
additional costs and without a redesign of the line and stop patterns, the first approach
keeps all line frequencies and relative dwell times, but shifts bus departure and arrival
times to provide attractive connections to and from the trains. As the network has only
one transfer node, this transformation would not decrease the service quality anywhere
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Figure 4.11: Simplified time-space diagram of night train and bus services at the Dutch
stations Amsterdam Centraal, Schiphol, Rotterdam Centraal, and at Zurich Stadel-
hofen station (2010, source: the official online timetables of the respective public
transport providers)
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Figure 4.12: Bus platforms at Amsterdam Centraal used by night buses.

else in the network.

Consider train arrival and departure times A1, A2, D1, D2 for the two trains, and bus
arrival and departure time variables ai and di for all the bus lines, as well as a mini-
mum bus-train transfer time for this station Tmin, that can be obtained using the detailed
transfer walking time analysis as described earlier in this chapter. Currently, the trans-
fer time at Amsterdam Centraal to the night buses is officially 8 minutes. This is due
to the fact that night buses use bus platforms far away from the train station building,
while the close platforms are unused, see Figure 4.12. A relocation of night buses to
the closest platforms is highly recommended to reduce transfer time, increase comfort
and make bidirectional transfers possible. Taking this into account, we will consider a
5 minute minimum transfer time in our further calculation examples.

As stop patterns and the layover time at the distant terminus are to be left unchanged,
we know that the layover time di− ai at the central station also remains constant, so
di = ai + Li, where Li is the layover time at CS which can be calculated from the
original times, see Table 4.9. As these calculations consider a 30 minute periodic
schedule, all arithmetic operations are to be interpreted in minutes, modulo 30, unless
explicitly noted otherwise.

Now for a given bus Bi, the waiting times to and from train Tj are the following:

tBi→Tj = D j− (ai +Tmin) = D j−ai−Tmin (mod 30), (4.2)

tTj→Bi = di−
(
A j +T

)
= (ai +Li)−

(
A j +Tmin

)
(4.3)

= ai +Li−A j−Tmin (mod 30). (4.4)

We hereby use the lower feasible transfer time of the two buses in an hour to a cer-
tain train as the transfer time for that line to the given train. Without using estimated
passenger data, it is not straightforward to prioritize between the two train directions.
Although the Rotterdam direction serves a few more stations, Utrecht is also an im-
portant destination. We would like to maximize potential new passengers by offering
connections with low waiting times for a given bus line. Therefore we define a utility
function F (t) for waiting time t excluding minimum transfer walking time. Following
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the similar, but stepwise constant, utility function definition of Schröder & Solchen-
bach (2006), we define a continuous version, the monotonous non-increasing function
defined for positive waiting times t, that is concave at small transfer times and convex
at large transfer times, to capture that the marginal utility for a 1 minute improvement
is largest for medium waiting times: for very short waiting times a time improvement
increases the risk of missing the transfer, while for very long waiting times a time unit
of improvement has no material effect.

In the following, we will use the logistic function

F (t) =
1

1+ exp(Tc−Tmin− t)
(4.5)

as the monotonous non-increasing function which is concave at small and convex at
large values, Tc = 15 minutes and Tmin = 5 minutes for the critical and the minimum
transfer time, respectively. To maximize passenger utility, for each bus we maximize

∑
j

F
(
tB→Tj

)
+η∑

j
F
(
tTj→B

)
, (4.6)

where

tB→Tj = D j−a−Tmin (mod 30), (4.7)

tTj→B = a+L−A j−Tmin (mod 30), (4.8)

0≤ a< 30 are the variable arrival times, L are the fixed layover times for the given bus,
A j and D j are the constant arrival and departure times for train Tj and η is a positive
relative weight of the train-to-bus transfers to the bus-to-train transfers, that can be
obtained from measuring the demand for both types of transfers. In the following we
assume η = 0.9, i.e. prioritizing bus-to-train transfers.

The recalculated arrival and departure times are shown in Figure 4.13b. We can no-
tice from the obtained timetable that the main improvement is an almost symmetrical
timetable pattern around the train arrivals and departures. This became possible as
the difference between the two hourly train times is almost 30 minutes, the same as
the headway of all bus lines. Due to short turnover times at central station, two-way
connections are only possible for six of the ten bus lines (eight if we accept 3 minute
transfer times), but bus-to-train transfer is guaranteed to 19 directions of the 20 total
(10 bus lines to two train directions). Arriving by train from the direction of Utrecht or
Rotterdam, there is a bus in 3–15 minutes to all lines except two.

To conclude, while more information on the relative transport demands of the bus
lines and train directions would be needed to select the optimal combination of these
timetables, we have shown that it is possible to significantly increase the number of
possible transfers within 15 minutes with very simple changes in the current timetable.
The new timetables require slightly more bus platforms as the current one, but as we
have already seen before, there is sufficient unused capacity at the Central Station.
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Figure 4.13: Current and redesigned hourly urban bus and train arrivals and departures
at Amsterdam Centraal station

Table 4.10: Average waiting time in minutes between lines as Amsterdam Centraal

bus-to-train train-to-bus bus-to-bus
current timetable 18.3 19.4 20.2
redesigned timetable 9.8 15.9 15.5

Evaluation

Table 4.10 shows the average waiting times for all intermodal and bus-to-bus connec-
tions. Furthermore, the percentage of connections within 5 to 15 minutes are shown in
Table 4.11. In case of recalculating optimal departure times on a line-by-line basis, we
were able to significantly increase the number of intermodal connections of attractive
transfer times. Meanwhile, the offered connections between bus lines also increased.

This approach, however, contains a risk if not executed properly: namely, if the trans-
fer walking times are underestimated and this leads to missed connections, average
transfer wait times actually will be worse than in the unsynchronized case, i.e. almost
the full headway, instead of half the headway. This is why the accurate measuring of
transfer walking times, with a method such as we described earlier in this chapter, is
essential to timetable synchronization.

4.4.3 Enriched travel advice for transfers

The previously investigated transfer times become particularly valuable in case of
inter-operator transfers. An aspect of public transport travel that was previously invisi-
ble to the public and to each operator, but of substantial importance to the passenger, is
the reliability of transfers between multiple operators, such as between a long-distance

Table 4.11: Percentage of intermodal connections between 5 and 15 minutes

bus-to-train train-to-bus bus-to-bus
Amsterdam, current timetable 45% 30% 34%
Amsterdam, redesigned timetable 95% 70% 54%
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Figure 4.14: Arrival punctuality of a vehicle and transfer waiting time for the passenger
at Hilversum Sportpark station, measured across all Sundays in January 2013, between
10:00 and 23:00

train and a local bus. With open data, it is possible for anyone (so also to any operator)
to investigate the actual reliability of inter-operator transfers and for the operator to
take steps if necessary.

Figure 4.14 shows a discrepancy between vehicle punctuality and passenger experi-
ence, for an example transfer that is scheduled to take five minutes excluding walk-
ing time. Note that on the chart arrival punctuality is the signed difference between
planned and realized arrival times in the given time frame at the given station, and
transfer waiting time is the difference between the departure time of the first train and
the actual arrival time of the feeding bus line plus a constant transfer walking time.
The planned and actual times are all retrieved from the BISON KV1/KV6 data streams
described earlier. As we saw earlier, actual departure and arrival times for trains were
not available at the time of our analysis, we can assume that the delays of buses and
trains are correlated and that the trains have a reasonably high punctuality, making this
distribution chart an appropriate estimate. It is common that a public transport time-
table includes a substantial time reserve before an important stop, and therefore as the
left part of the figure shows, the vehicles are consistently early at the transfer stop.
However, this means that the passengers structurally have to wait much longer at the
transfer stop than they can expect from the timetable. As waiting time on the platform
is perceived much less comfortable than in-vehicle time (Van der Waard, 1988), this
means that trips including this transfer are perceived of a less quality than expected
from the timetable.

The relevance of open AVL data with regard to improving transfers is the following:
open information on the reliability of inter-operator transfers makes it possible for any
operator and the transport authorities to gain insight into the reliability of these trans-
fers and take steps if necessary, such as synchronizing timetables, holding vehicles in
case of minor delays and informing passengers. See Chapter 5 for identifying transfers
of interest and choosing which vehicles to hold in a multi-operator setting.
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As we covered in our introduction to open transit data, the original reason for opening
up actual departure and arrival time information was to provide widespread real-time
passenger information. Collecting historical data, on the other hand, used to be against
most terms and conditions of data providers, considered sensitive business data. With
the new developments, however, making transit data available also for historical anal-
ysis, it is possible to calculate distributions of running times, arrival times, and transfer
waiting times, as we have seen in the previous paragraphs. Building on these distribu-
tions, and returning to passenger information, it is possible to enrich travel advices to
provide estimations on the reliability of the public transport trip as follows.

Let us assume that probability distributions of departure and arrival times are available
for all transit lines at all stops at all times. For example, fitting a relevant distribution
on all arrivals and departures in the past 3-6 months on the given type of day (work-
ing day/Saturday/Sunday) at the given time period (morning peak/midday/afternoon
peak/evening) for the given line, stop and direction can be a good estimate.

Then for a travel advice with no transfers, we can provide the passengers with the
distribution of the departure and arrival times. In fact, considering what really matters
to the passenger, we can summarize these two distributions in two indicators: (1) the
probability that the vehicle departs too early and (2) the probability that the vehicle
is on time at the destination stop (within a certain time tolerance). If necessary, we
can further simplify these indicators to a ”traffic light” approach: colour coding the
favourable, medium and low-reliability cases.

In case of the travel advice including transfers, we can add one single indicator for
each transfer: the probability that the transfer is possible. (Note that for the passen-
ger’s perspective, independent arrival and departure time distributions are irrelevant
during a transfer, except for whether the transfer is possible or not.) Recall that in
case of transfers to low-frequency lines, passengers would even pay for accurate travel
information (Molin et al., 2009).

See Figure 4.15 for an example for such an enriched travel advice. Here the transfer
feasibility is calculated as the proportion of times when the mean actual departure time
of the second service is larger than the mean arrival time of the first vehicle plus a
minimum transfer walking time, in this case 3 minutes; measured on an appropriate
time window, in this case one month. In case where it cannot be assumed that the
arrival and departure time distributions of the two services are independent, then the
calculation has to be modified as the proportion of days when the difference between
the actual arrival and departure times on the same day is larger than the minimum
transfer walking time.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we focused on the detailed modelling of public transport transfers in
order to support station design, timetable planning and passenger information systems,
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Figure 4.15: Enriched travel advice including probabilities of early departure, transfer
feasibility and on time arrival

measures that can in turn improve the attractiveness of a public transport system. In
particular, in Section 4.1 we described why transfers are a vital and unavoidable part
of most public transport journeys and in Section 4.2 the developments in open public
transport data that allow for better transfer modelling.

The contribution of this chapter is to present a methodology to use open transit data
to improve public transport models, in particular to improve the accurate estimation of
transfer walking times and transfer resistance based on specific station design informa-
tion. These accurate transfer walking times, in turn, serve as essential input to many
other public transport models: we provide the three examples of quantifying transfer
station resistance with mean walking times, timetable synchronization with minimiz-
ing transfer waiting times taking into account transfer walking times, and enriched
real-time passenger information with historical reliability on transfers also including
historic realized arrival and departure times.

All in all, these contributions all highlight how open data enables improvements to the
public transport system that were previously not possible. We noted that it is unfortu-
nate that similar railway data is not available as open data, and that the usefulness of
this research, timetable synchronization, and passenger information could be improved
it train data opened up for analysis just like most bus and urban public transport data
already is.



Chapter 5

Delay management in a multi-operator
network1

5.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces a method based on max-plus algebra to classify potential pub-
lic transport connections based on their feasibility for given initial delays, with the
objective to help operational decisions. In Chapter 4 we argued for the necessity of
timed transfers in case of low frequency lines. However these timed transfers can in
fact increase the average transfer wait time in case of frequent delays and no holding
of the departing vehicle. Therefore a strategy to hold departing vehicles in case of
moderate arrival delays is necessary, also called a guaranteed transfer. In this chapter
we describe a three-way classification of potential transfers given actual delays, based
on whether the connection is in order, at risk, or ”hopeless”. Given such a classifica-
tion, dispatchers can focus on the significant connections at risk. We describe the delay
propagation given initial delays in a max-plus algebra formulation that makes this clas-
sification of connections possible. Further, we define the holding decision problem as
an optimization model to give advice on keeping or cancelling these connections.

Public transport users prefer direct, short, high-frequency services in order to minimize
travel time, waiting time and inconvenience. On the other hand, it is neither possible
nor efficient to provide direct connections between all origin and destination pairs.
Similarly, high-frequency services are not justified by demand on all public transport
routes. Therefore it is inevitable for any public transport network to include some
transfer connections between low frequency lines.

A measure to tackle the issue of long transfer waiting times is timed transfers: a time-
table which synchronizes arrival and departure times of different lines in order to make

1This chapter is an edited and extended version of the journal paper: Sparing, D. & Goverde, R.M.P.
(2013). Identifying effective guaranteed connections in a multimodal public transport network. Public
Transport, 5(1-2), 79–94.
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the waiting time significantly lower than the headway. However, in case of arrival de-
lays, timed transfers can actually result in a higher overall waiting time than in the case
of uncoordinated timetables. Therefore, a timed transfer can additionally be guaran-
teed when a departing vehicle waits for moderately delayed arriving vehicles. A guar-
anteed transfer significantly improves the travel experience of transferring passengers
while causing only relatively mild delays for other passengers. Nonetheless, there is
a cost to guaranteed transfers and this cost also depends on the scheduled slack times
in the timetable of the departing vehicle; in other words, on how fast the departure de-
lay can be absorbed. This delay management problem has already received significant
attention in literature, see Section 2.3 for related works.

The steps explored in this chapter to ensure guaranteed transfers are the following: (1)
identify which transit service pairs constitute a possible connection based on the prox-
imity of stops and a maximum transfer wait time; (2) the classification of these connec-
tions given a delay scenario into maintained, cancelled connections, and connections at
risk (significant connections), and (3) an optimization model to give a holding advice
in case of the significant connections.

The contributions of this paper are the following. Using the delay propagation algo-
rithm based on max-plus algebra we effectively reduce the problem size before op-
timization has to take place. We define a max-plus algebra–based reformulation of
the optimization problem, taking into account passenger delays caused by both missed
connections and arrival delays. Finally, we explicitly make a difference between the
whole public transport network and a controllable subnetwork, to reflect practice and
reduce the problem space.

The chapter is organised as the following. Section 5.2 describes the mathematical
model for periodic public transport networks, the max-plus algebra representation, and
the estimation of minimum process times given scheduled and realized running times.
Sections 5.3–5.4 describe the identification of connections, the classification of trans-
fers given a delay scenario, and the optimization of connections at risk, respectively.
Section 5.5 describes a case study based on a real-life network and Section 5.6 con-
cludes the chapter.

5.2 Modelling a periodic pubic transport network

5.2.1 Variables and constraints

A public transport network operating according to a periodic schedule can be modelled
as a discrete-event dynamic system (Goverde, 2010) as follows. Let T be the timetable
period, often T = 60 min, and i a certain periodic timetable event such as a departure,
arrival or passage at a station. Then xi (k) is the event time of event i scheduled in
period k. Hence, if k = 0 represents the initial period [0,T ), then k = 1 represents the
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next period [T,2T ), and in general xi (k) is scheduled in period [kT,(k+1)T ). Let D, A
and P denote a departure, arrival, and passage event, respectively. Then an event i can
be identified by a tuple of attributes i = (d0

i ,Si,Li,Ti), where d0
i is the initial scheduled

event time, Si is the station of the event, Li the line, and Ti ∈ {A,D,P} is the event type.
Note that di denotes either a scheduled departure, arrival or passage time. The set of
all events is indicated as N.

Schedule constraints

The public transport timetable defines scheduled event times di (k) for the departure,
arrival and passing events i. While early arrival and passing events are usually allowed,
early departures are typically forbidden in most public transport networks. This results
in the constraints

xi (k)≥ di (k) , i ∈ {i ∈ N|Ti = D}.

Recall that {i ∈ N|Ti = D} is the set of departure events.

Precedence constraints

The successive events on a given vehicle journey are connected by activities with given
minimum process times like minimum running, dwell, and layover times. Moreover,
infrastructure restrictions – especially on railway infrastructure – may imply that events
of different lines using the same piece of infrastructure can only take place with suffi-
cient minimum headway time elapsed between them, and moreover, the timetable fixes
an order of the vehicles. Such constraints can apply to following trains on the same
railway track, merging or crossing trains at a railway junction, or trains of opposite
direction passing at loops on single track lines.

Both journey and infrastructure constraints can be defined between any departure, ar-
rival, or passage event as a precedence constraint of the form

xi (k)≥ ai j(k)+ x j
(
k−µi j

)
, (5.1)

where ai j(k)≥ 0 is the minimum process time from event j to i in period k, and µi j ∈N0

is the period shift, meaning that event i is scheduled µi j periods later than j, with µi j = 0
thus implying that events i and j are in the same period. Based on the scheduled event
times, µi j can be calculated as (Goverde, 2007)

µi j =
a0

i j +d0
j −d0

i

T
,

where a0
i j is the scheduled process time given in full minutes and d0

i , d0
j ∈ [0,T ) are the

scheduled event times in the initial period. Note that a0
i j > ai j(k) in case of a positive

time reserve for the given process. For any given network it is possible to transform
the model, by adding dummy events, so that µi j ∈ {0,1} for all ( j, i) (Goverde, 2005).
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5.2.2 Controllability of connections

Connection constraints describe the interdependency of an arrival event of one line
and a departure event of another line because of a shared resource (vehicle or crew) or
because of a guaranteed passenger transfer. Vehicle or crew constraints are hard con-
nections that cannot be relaxed, so they are also modelled as a precedence constraint
(5.1) from an arrival to a departure event. On the other hand, some passenger transfers
can be seen as ‘soft’ connections, or controllable, that can be activated or not based on
the actual vehicle delays.

These soft connections can be modelled using the decision variables δi j (k)∈ {−∞,0},
which mean that the controllable connection from event j

(
k−µi j

)
to i(k) is active if

δi j (k) = 0 and inactive if δi j (k) =−∞. This is modelled as

xi (k)≥ ai j(k)+δi j (k)+ x j
(
k−µi j

)
.

Note that an inactive soft connection is broken while an active connection implies a
guaranteed transfer.

We assume that a list C of controllable connections is available. Note that a control-
lable connection is a pair ( j, i) of an arrival event j and a departure event i with a
given minimum transfer time ai j ≥ 0 and a decision variable δi j ∈ {−∞,0}. Not all
arrival/departure pairs of different lines at a given station are generally defined as a
connection. In particular, a minimum transfer time must be available in the timetable
to enable the transfer in punctual operations and moreover a maximum waiting time
applies up to which we still speak of a (controllable) connection. If a list of possible
connections is not available then we may generate a list from the timetable. Assume
that the minimum transfer time tmin for a given arrival and departure platform pair is
given, and that the maximum acceptable waiting time wmax is defined. Then, the set of
possible soft connections is given as

C = {( j, i) ∈ E|Tj = A,Ti = D,S j = Si,L j 6= Li,(d0
i −d0

j − tmin) mod T < wmax}.

In case of such a generated connection list, however, extra care has to be taken to filter
out potential connections that are not attractive to the passengers. This is possible by
taking into account passenger flows.

5.2.3 Max-plus algebra representation

Discrete event systems as described above can be formulated and analysed effectively
in max-plus algebra (Heidergott et al., 2005). In particular, max-plus models have been
applied successfully to the evaluation of periodic railway timetables (Braker, 1993;
Goverde, 2007).

Max-plus algebra is an algebraic structure defined on Rmax :=R∪{−∞} with the max
operator and addition instead of addition and multiplication in conventional algebra,
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respectively. This structure satisfies the properties of an idempotent semiring, see e.g.
Heidergott et al. (2005). That is, max-plus addition and multiplication are defined for
a,b ∈ Rmax as

a⊕b := max(a, b) and a⊗b := a+b.

Matrix addition ⊕ and matrix multiplication ⊗ are defined analogous to conventional
algebra, i.e., for matrices A,B ∈ Rn×n

max

(A⊕B)i j := ai j⊕bi j = max(ai j,bi j)

(A⊗B)i j :=
n⊕

l=1

(ail⊗bl j) = max
l=1,...,n

(ail +bl j).

The precedence and controllable connection constraints above can be rewritten using
max-plus algebra notation as follows. Let Π denote the set of all precedence con-
straints, including hard connections, and C the set of all controllable connections. Then
the model becomes in max-plus algebra

xi (k) =
⊕

( j,i)∈Π

(
ai j⊗ x j(k−µi j)

)
⊕

⊕

(l,i)∈C

(ail⊗δil(k)⊗ xl(k−µil))⊕di(k).

This model can be written in vector notation as follows. Collect all event times xi (k)
in the event time vector x(k) = (x1(k), . . . ,xn(k))′ ∈Rn, and define the (uncontrollable)
matrices A0,A1 ∈ Rn×n

max as

(Al(k))i j =

{
ai j(k) if ( j, i) ∈Π and l = µi j

−∞ otherwise,

and the controllable matrices B0,B1 ∈ Rn×n
max as

(Bl(u(k),k))i j =

{
ai j(k)+δi j(k) if ( j, i) ∈C and l = µi j

−∞ otherwise.

The vector u(k) ∈U is the control vector in period k which determines which of the
connections in period k are canceled and which are not, i.e., u(k) sets δi j(k) = −∞
for all connections (i, j) ∈C that are broken and δi j(k) = 0 otherwise. U is as set of
control vectors specifying all feasible combinations of δi j. The model can be written
in matrix notation as

x(k) = A0(k)x(k)⊕A1(k)x(k−1)⊕B0(u(k),k)x(k)⊕B1(u(k),k)x(k−1)⊕d(k).
(5.2)

Alternatively, this can be expressed as

x(k) = [A0(k)⊕B0(u(k),k)]x(k)⊕ [A1(k)⊕B1(u(k),k)]x(k−1)⊕d(k).

The model (5.2) can now be used to calculate the delay propagation from any given
time point for any given past delays (Goverde, 2010). Without loss of generality, we
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may assume a given initial condition x(0) = x0, where x0 = d(0)+ z(0) with z(0)≥ 0
the vector of delays in the initial period. From this given initial condition, the event
time estimates x(k) can now be calculated for any k ≥ 1 up to a suitable time horizon
K ≥ 1. In particular, a lower bound of all (secondary) delays can be obtained by
braking all controllable connections, i.e., δi j = −∞ for all ( j, i) ∈ C, or equivalently,
B0(u(k),k) and B1(u(k),k) having all entries equal to −∞. Then (5.2) reduces to

x(k) = A0(k)x(k)⊕A1(k)x(k−1)⊕d(k), x(0) = x0. (5.3)

By guaranteeing any additional connection ( j, i) ∈ C the total vehicle delay may in-
crease, but the passenger waiting time might decrease depending on the transferring
and onboard passenger volumes and the amount of delay recovery.

5.2.4 Passenger delay estimations

Modelling or forecasting passenger flows for disturbed operations is difficult, espe-
cially taking into account the mode choice which is also affected, see Van Eck (2011)
for a multimodal traffic model taking into account simultaneous mode choice. On the
other hand, simply counting the number of maintained and broken connections is not
sufficient as an objective since the demand and attractiveness of different connections
can vary significantly. Therefore, at least a rudimentary model for passenger demand
is required.

Assume that an estimate of the number of boarding and alighting passengers is known
for every stop of every service. Denote by wi(k) the number of boarding or alighting
passengers in period k, depending on the event type Ti, i.e., wi(k) is the number of
alighting passengers for {i : Ti = A} and the number of boarding passengers for {i :
Ti = D}, while by convention wi(k) = 0 for passage events {i : Ti = P}. Furthermore,
for each controllable connection ( j, i) ∈ C let wi j(k) be the number of transferring
passengers from arrival event j to departure event i in period k. These passenger count
estimates can be provided by previous passenger counts or traffic flow models. See
Hilderink et al. (2010) for a traffic flow model that models public transport passenger
flows at this detail.

If detailed passenger counts are not available or not available over different periods
over a day, then we may resort to fixed weights wi and wi j measuring the relative
importance of stops and connections. Such passenger counts allow for a reasonable
comparison of total passenger delays in case of maintained or broken connections. In
case of a maintained connection with a delayed departure, the total arrival passenger
delay on the given line is the sum of vehicle arrival delays weighted by the number of
alighting passengers per stop. The total arrival delay in the network using an appropri-
ate time horizon K is given by

K

∑
k=1

∑
j∈{ j:Tj=A}

w j(k) ·max
(
0,x j(k)−d j(k)

)
,
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where the maximum of delay and zero is required so that early arrivals do not count.
Moreover, the delay due to the missed connections can be estimated as

K

∑
k=1

∑
( j,i)∈M(k)

wi j(k)c j,

with c j the scheduled headway of line i and M(k) the set of missed connections in
period k defined as

M(k) = {( j, i) ∈C : xi(k)− x j(k−µi j)−ai j < 0}. (5.4)

These delays can be compared for different connection controls u(k).

Note that this model relies on at least moderately accurate passenger weights, as any
two vehicle journeys with consecutive arrival and departure can constitute a defined
connection, as long as the passenger transfer weight is significant. In case of lines
where such a connection is deemed useless for real trips (e.g. because of being a large
detour), this has to be reflected in the passenger transfer numbers. The accuracy of
the ratio of arrival and transfer counts also are important for candidate connections
where the volume of transferring passengers is substantially larger than of in-vehicle
passengers, or vice versa. On the other hand, when the delays caused by a connection
maintained or cancelled become comparable, moderate errors in passenger counts has
a lower effect, as in such cases neither of the decisions can cause a big imbalance in
the total delay.

5.2.5 Estimating minimum process times

When calculating estimated arrival times in the future, we are using a delay propaga-
tion algorithm assuming known minimum process times, as described in Section 5.2.1.
While for railway systems and rapid transit systems for segregated right-of-way the
minimum running times can be estimated using simulations based on acceleration and
braking characteristics, for bus and tram lines in mixed traffic such calculations might
not be feasible or accurate. Therefore for mixed traffic lines the following possibilities
remain:

• We can use a fixed percentage of the scheduled running time, such as 85%:
this is especially promising if we can assume that the scheduled running times
were obtained by extending the measured running times with a proportional time
reserve, and we can use the inverse of this operation.

• Another possibility is to use recorded vehicle journeys from automatic vehicle
location (AVL) or train describer data, if available.

In the following we describe the approach using AVL data. If realized vehicle times are
available from an AVL system, it is possible to measure minimum running times accu-
rately. At first, a substantial set of AVL measurements can reveal systematic deviations
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from the timetable. See for example Figure 4.3(a) in the previous chapter displaying
all bus trips (except severe outliers) on a single line in a one month period, with the
15th, 50th and 85th percentile in black: the buses are systematically early at their last
stop. In an example related to an intermodal transfer, Figure 4.14 in the previous chap-
ter displays the distribution of the arrival times of a bus at a transfer station (left), and
the resulting distribution of the transfer waiting times when changing from the bus to a
train. Note that as the departing train has a headway of 30 minutes, the transfer waiting
time is within 0 and 30 minutes as well. In this case, the bus is systematically arriv-
ing early at the stop, and because both services are low frequency (the headways are
larger than typical delays, this results in a larger transfer wait time than according to
the timetable.

To estimate minimum process times, we can use one of the following methods: (1) an
average or median of running times in a time period with low traffic and low demand,
such as on Sunday, or (2) a low percentile of the running times, such as the 15th
percentile.

In our calculations in the following we used two methods: applying 85% of the sched-
uled running time, and using the 15th percentile of the realized running times over one
month of data (January 2013).

5.3 Defining connections in a multi-operator network

In a single operator network, defining connections can be trivial: approximately all
combinations of different lines stopping at the same stop. In case of multiple opera-
tors, however, it can become more difficult as the stops can be further away and the
size of the network and frequent changes to the timetable might necessitate an auto-
matic approach. In our case we used very simple criteria to define connections: all
combinations where the stops are at most 250 meters from each other and given the
timetable the planned transfer waiting time is at most 6 minutes.

Given the identified connections above, for a certain delay scenario and delay propa-
gation model estimating future delays, we can classify connections into 3 classes:

1. connections maintained without any dispatching action,

2. significant connections: connections at risk requiring the delaying of the depart-
ing vehicle, and

3. connections cancelled, where delaying the departing vehicle is undesirable.

See Figure 5.1 for an illustration: no or minor arrival delay belongs to case (1), while
medium and large delay corresponds to cases (2) and (3), respectively. The decision
boundary between (1) and (2) is simply when the estimated transfer waiting time is
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zero, while the boundary between (2) and (3) depends on the maximum acceptable
delaying of the second vehicle. In the following calculations we assume that this max-
imum delay is 5 minutes.

5.4 Holding advice for significant connections

5.4.1 The optimization model

The goal of the optimization model is to find the optimal decision parameters δi j(k)
for each controllable connection ( j, i) and period k ≥ 1 so that the estimated total
passenger delay caused by either maintaining or braking a controllable connection is
minimal. Input parameters are the scheduled line headways c j, the passenger weight
wi(k) for each arrival event i, and the transfer weight wi j(k) for each connection ( j, i)∈
C, as well as the initial condition including delays x0, and a time horizon K ∈ N. Then
the optimization problem becomes

min
K

∑
k=1


 ∑

j∈{ j:Tj=A}
w j(k) ·max

(
0,x j(k)−d j(k)

)
+ ∑

( j,i)∈M(k)
wi j(k)c j


 ,

subject to

xi(k)≥ di(k) i ∈ {i : Ti = D},k = 1 . . . ,K
xi(k)≥ ai j(k)+ x j(k−µi j) ( j, i) ∈Π,k = 1 . . . ,K
xi(k)≥ ai j(k)+δi j(k)+ x j(k−µi j) ( j, i) ∈C,k = 1 . . . ,K
δi j(k) ∈ {−∞,0} ( j, i) ∈C,k = 1 . . . ,K
x(0) = x0,

where M(k) is the set of missed connections as defined in (5.4).

The problem is solved using the max-plus interpretation where the delay propagation
can be computed very quickly. The constraint set of the above optimization problem
can therefore be formulated equivalently as

x(k) = A0(k)x(k)⊕A1(k)x(k−1)⊕ . . .

B0(u(k),k)x(k)⊕B1(u(k),k)x(k−1)⊕d(k) k = 1, . . . ,K

x(0) = x0,

where u(k) ∈ {−∞,0}|C| is a |C|-dimensional control vector encoding the connection
decisions. Note that |C| denotes the size of C, i.e., the number of controllable connec-
tions.
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Figure 5.1: Connection classes depending on different amounts of arrival delay.
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5.4.2 Model limitations

The model described above is based on the assumptions that the public transport sys-
tem at question is a network of individual low-frequency lines and the disturbances
are moderate such that they do not yet lead to passenger rerouting. The limitations of
this model can also be derived from these assumptions as follows. (1) The model is
only applicable for low-frequency lines where the headways are larger than convenient
waiting times; in case of high-frequency lines, timed transfers become less important,
and the assumption that the passenger delay in case of a missed transfer is the head-
way also doesn’t hold. (2) We assume that there are no two lines that run together
on a shared section, this would again invalidate the assumption on the missed transfer
delay. In case there are such lines, they can be decomposed into a single line on the
shared section and several lines connecting to this line outside the shared section. (3)
We assume that there is no re-routing of passengers, as the disturbances are moderate
and the network is too sparse to offer many alternative routes. The model might still
be useful though if only a minority of the passengers are re-routed, but this has to be
validated with a traffic model for a given network.

5.4.3 Solution approach

The solution to the optimization problem may be found using a standard mixed-integer
programming solver. For problems with many controllable connections we can explore
the (max-plus) structure of the problem and use a branch-and-bound procedure to find
the optimal combination of decision variables. In both cases, reducing the dimension of
the problem will help solving it more quickly. In this section we give two preprocessing
steps that can be used for this aim.

Identifying significant connections

The decision variables are the ‘binary’ variables δi j(k) corresponding to the control-
lable connections. In a preprocessing step we may reduce this set to only those con-
nections that are significant to the optimization problem. For this we look at the output
of the initial delay propagation for the given initial delay scenario and all connections
broken. Then the controllable connections can be categorized depending on the initial
delay scenario and a maximum allowable departure delay dmax as follows (see Sec-
tion 5.3):

• Automatically maintained connections: those arrival-departure pairs where a
transfer is possible despite the delays, without further delay of the departure
vehicle.

• Significant connections: Those connections that are maintained by delaying the
departing vehicle by at most dmax.
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• Automatically broken connections: Those connections that must be cancelled
otherwise the departing vehicle will be delayed by more than dmax ≥ 0.

The set of significant connections Cs is thus defined for each period k = 1, . . . ,K (taking
into account the period of the departure event, if different from the arrival event) as

Cs(k) =
{
( j, i) ∈C : 0≤ xi(k)−ai j(k)− x j(k−µi j)≤ dmax

}
,

where the event times x(k) are computed using the delay propagation model (5.3) with
all connections broken. Note that Cs contains the significant controllable connections
for each period separately. The parameter dmax is called the synchronization margin
in Knoppers & Muller (1995). In general, these synchronization control margins may
be different for different connections (Goverde, 1998). However, in our model it is
just a fixed upper bound on the allowed delay, while the outcome of the optimization
will determine how long a connecting vehicle will wait for a delayed feeder vehicle.
For instance, a departing vehicle with ample running time supplement and buffer time
ahead may wait longer than a departing vehicle with a tight schedule or a capacity
bottleneck nearby.

Once the set of significant connections are identified based on an initial delay scenario
and given the parameter dmax, the scope of the delay management problem is signifi-
cantly reduced from a large set of connections to a small subset of connections at risk.
This shortlist can then be used either directly by a dispatcher, or can be further pro-
cessed to provide recommendations to maintain or cancel a connection by holding the
second vehicle or not, such as using max-plus based control as described by Heidergott
& De Vries (2001), or by solving the MILP problem described in Section 5.4.1.

Hence, a shortlist of significant connections can be obtained rapidly from combining
the delay propagation algorithm with a (generated) controllable connection list and
using appropriate thresholds. In real-time online usage, the significant connections
can be retrieved given the actual delays, thus helping drivers and controllers focus
on those transfers where decisions have to be made. In off-line timetable evaluation
usage, the significant connections, for given realistic delay scenarios, represent the
most vulnerable transfers. A timetable planner may then try to modify the timetable to
improve the reliability of these transfers.

The controllable subnetwork

Another way to decrease the problem size is a partitioning of the network in a con-
trollable and an uncontrollable subnetwork. The controllable subnetwork is a set of
lines on which dispatching actions can be made, such as delaying a departure. The
uncontrollable subnetwork consists of the remaining lines on which the expected user
of the decision support model has no influence. Typically, no vehicle or crew member
operates on both subnetworks, while passenger transfers can be defined between the
two subnetworks.

As an illustrative example, the controllable subnetwork can be a bus network controlled
by a bus dispatcher, while the uncontrollable subnetwork is a train network. In this
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case, it is realistic to assume that the dispatchers of the bus company have influence on
the bus network but not on the train network.

The advantage of this separation is that the optimization problem only has to take the
controllable subnetwork into account. Only the initial delay propagation computation
with all controllable connections broken must be run for the whole network to find the
delays at the boundaries of the controllable network. In the next step, the effect of the
different combinations of broken or maintained controllable connections can be evalu-
ated much faster by only calculating delays on the smaller, controllable subnetwork.

5.5 Case Study: The Green Heart

5.5.1 The example network

The example network consists of a regional bus network of 4 lines in the West of the
Netherlands as listed in Table 5.1 and the Dutch national railway network timetable
which have several stations in common, see Figure 5.2. In this case study, the bus
network is the controllable subnetwork, while the train network is the external, non-
controllable subnetwork. The timetables and minimum process times are obtained
from different sources and are based on the years 2007 and 2013 in case of the train
and the bus network, respectively, as the most recent available sources at the time of
the analysis. In particular, the minimum process times for the train network were ob-
tained from the data used by the DONS system of the Dutch rail infrastructure operator
ProRail, after processing by the timetable stability analysis tool PETER (Goverde &
Odijk, 2002). The minimum process times of bus lines are calculated according to
Section 5.2.5 based on publicly available data through the Dutch GOVI system (Gren-
zeloze Openbaar Vervoer Informatie, Public Transport Information Without Borders)
(van Oort et al., 2015).

As accurate measured or modelled passenger count data was not available, example
passenger flow values were generated for testing reasons as the following. The number
of alighting passengers for an arrival event i is defined as wi = r2

1 and the number of
connecting passengers as wi j = ar3

2, where 0 < r1,r2 < 1 are uniformly distributed
independent random variables. Note that the absolute value of these weights do not
matter, only their ratio. The convex quadratic and cubic functions of uniformly random
variables were used to reflect the high inhomogeneity in demand in real networks due
to geography and network structure. For numerical calculations, weights with different
a> 0 values have been used to represent relative numbers of transferring and in-vehicle
passengers and to investigate the applicability of the model. Therefore, the goal of the
case study network is not to reflect a real life situation on a given day perfectly, but to
provide an example of realistic size and complexity, see Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Network of four bus lines and connecting train lines in the Netherlands

Table 5.1: List of bus lines

line from to Headway
370 Schiphol Alphen aan den Rijn 15 min
380 Alphen aan den Rijn Den Haag Centraal 60 min
382 Boskoop Den Haag Centraal 30 min
383 Capelle a/d IJssel Den Haag Centraal 60 min

Table 5.2: Characteristics of the example controllable subnetwork

Vehicle journeys 16/h
Stops 57
Transfer stations 6
Events 440
Controllable connections 95

Model graph size
Vertices 11487
Edges 97120
Vertices, controllable subnetwork 424
Edges, controllable subnetwork 440
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Table 5.3: Transfer stations

station transfer time (min)
Boskoop 4
Alphen aan den Rijn 5
Schiphol 4
Den Haag Centraal 5
Nieuwekerk a/d IJssel 5

Initial delay scenario

To investigate a concrete network status including delay, assume that the delays are
known over a full timetable period k = 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
moment for the following calculations is the end of period k = 0: initial delays within
period k = 0 are known, while consecutive delays in the successive periods k≥ 1 can be
calculated using the max-plus model, taking into account different dispatching actions.
For our calculation purposes, 100 different random initial delay vectors are calculated,
based on a delay probability p = 10% for each departure event and a uniform delay
distribution between 0 and 10 minutes.

5.5.2 Candidate transfers

We assume that initially no guaranteed connections are offered between the bus and
the train network, i.e., no transfer constraints are defined. We therefore define a list of
candidate transfers between arriving trains and departing buses.

As a first step, we expect that there is a list of stop pairs available between bus stops
and train stations between which a transfer is physically possible in reasonable time, as
well as the estimated minimum transfer time tl required at station Sl between alighting
from a train to boarding a bus (Table 5.3).

Furthermore, we define wmax = 6 min as the maximum acceptable waiting time for a
connection. Therefore the connection list C includes all ( j, i) arrival-departure pairs
at transfer station Sl , with minimum transfer time tl , where tl ≤ di− d j mod 60 ≤
tl +wmax.

5.5.3 Significant connections

The set of significant connections Cs is determined using dmax = 4 and the delay sce-
narios generated as described in Section 5.5.1. Figure 5.3 shows the classification of
connections in the first period for the first 20 delay scenarios. The results show that
although there are 95 controllable connections in the model, only about 10− 30% of
them are significant and require more attention.
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Figure 5.3: Connection classifications for the 20 random initial delay scenarios

Another insight that can be gained from such results, assuming that not random, but
realized or simulated delay distributions are used, is a statistic of how often a given
connection becomes significant or broken beyond the maximum departure delay limit.
Such results, together with information on the demand, can help timetable planners
and operating staff to identify vulnerable transfers requiring more attention.

5.5.4 Optimal connection control

For a given delay scenario and set of significant connections, the solution of the opti-
mization problem (Section 5.4.1) returns the combination of maintained and cancelled
transfers with the lowest total passenger delay. In the MATLAB environment on a PC
with 12 GB RAM and a quad-core 3.47 GHz CPU, this calculation takes around 2 min-
utes for the problem size described in Table 5.2. Using generated example passenger
count data, Table 5.4 shows the total passenger arrival delay and the total passenger
transfer delay in case of all significant connections cancelled or maintained, for three
different sets of passenger weights. Furthermore, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show an
example of the vehicle and passenger delays, respectively, in case of all connections
cancelled. It is visible that even in case of moderate vehicle delays, passenger delays
can be significant because of missed transfers.

In case of all connections maintained, the total passenger transfer delay is significantly
smaller, as the passengers of the maintained connections do not experience transfer
delay anymore. This comes at the relatively lower cost of increased arrival delays.
Note that there can still be arrival delays for all significant connections cancelled, be-
cause of the initial delays within the controllable network; while there is some transfer
delay even for all significant connections maintained, due to the automatically broken
connections.

The optimal control strategy consists of a mixture of some significant connections
maintained and the others cancelled. The third row for each set of passenger weights
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Table 5.4: Results for a single delay scenario and different passenger weights

pass. arrival delay transfer delay total delay
weights control strategy (hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss)
a = 0.5 all connections cancelled 49:54:20 51:30:00 101:24:20

all connections maintained 73:18:40 00:15:00 73:33:40
optimal control 62:30:34 06:45:00 69:15:34
improvement to all cancelled 31.7%
improvement to all maintained 5.9%

a = 1 all connections cancelled 53:32:23 58:30:00 112:02:23
all connections maintained 70:09:43 00:00:00 70:09:43
optimal control 63:04:15 01:45:00 64:49:15
improvement to all cancelled 42.1%
improvement to all maintained 7.6%

a = 2 all connections cancelled 51:14:13 83:15:00 134:29:13
all connections maintained 65:36:03 06:00:00 71:36:03
optimal control 58:07:51 07:15:00 65:22:51
improvement to all cancelled 51.4%
improvement to all maintained 8.7%

Table 5.5: Optimization result statistics for 100 delay scenarios, a = 2

min. mean max. std. dev.
total delay in optimal control 35:55:13 112:17:54 68:01:15 16:02:24
improvement to all cancelled 18.7% 58.6% 79.7% 11.3 pp
improvement to all maintained 0.0% 3.5% 20.6% 3.7 pp
pp = percentage points

in Table 5.4 shows this control strategy, with the lowest total delay. Figure 5.6 shows
passenger delay for optimal control, where the extent of total passenger delay is re-
duced as compared to the first case without guaranteed connections (Figure 5.5). Fi-
nally, Table 5.5 shows how much the total delay is improved using 100 different delay
scenarios on a single passenger demand weight set.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a max-plus algebra-based approach to tackle the delay
management problem. We used a fast delay propagation calculation to enable quick
identification of connections at risk. We introduced a max-plus algebra reformula-
tion of delay management as an optimization problem. Finally, we exploited the fact
that often any public transport operator is only controlling a subset of the network
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its passengers are using, therefore the scope of the optimization can be limited to the
controllable part of the network.

A real-life network example was used to present a case study that proves the appli-
cability of our approach on realistic problem sizes. The model can be used both as a
decision support tool for public transport dispatchers to identify connections at risk, or
even as an optimization approach to provide advice on holding or cancelling connec-
tions. Future work should focus on better including estimated passenger volumes in the
optimization function. In particular, as smart card data is becoming available, this data
source can strongly enrich the effectiveness of the delay management optimization.
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Figure 5.4: Vehicle delays if all connections cancelled

Figure 5.5: Passenger delays if all connections cancelled

Figure 5.6: Passenger delays in case of optimal control
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of the main contributions

This research focused on contributing to improving the reliability and therefore at-
tractiveness of public transport systems by focusing on two key aspects: the stability
of the high capacity utilization railway timetable, and the accurate measurement and
modelling of transfers, and synchronization of lines, especially in the case of inter-
modal or inter-operator transfers. Mathematical optimization is used in the tackling
of both problems: in the first case, we focused on the challenge of defining the ap-
propriate objective function to describe railway timetable stability, in the second, we
focused on the more accurate measurement of optimization parameters and solution
space reduction in order to enable accurate transfer modeling and delay management.

Both railway timetabling and delay management has already received a very substan-
tial research attention. With regard to railway timetable optimization,we identified in
the literature a gap between timetable design and stability analysis on a network scale
and developed an integrated optimization model. While the end-to-end railway timeta-
ble planning is a mathematically very complex and therefore typically iterative process
from passenger demand estimation to route and platform allocation, we did argue for
the value of combining the steps of planning departure and arrival times, including train
orders, and the timetable stability estimation. With removing the need for iterations,
this allows for arriving at a superior timetable than the one that would be inherently
limited to the practical maximum number of planning iterations.

For multimodal transfer modelling and delay management, in our literature review we
identified the need to more accurately model transfer walking and waiting times at
large, multimodal transfer stations. Many timetable planning tools, including the jour-
ney planners available to the public, typically include crude transfer time norms even
for large and complex stations, sometimes adjusted based on passenger feedback, as
in the case of journey planners. A multimodal transfer station of heavy rail, urban
public transport and long distance buses, however, can have a complex structure with
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numerous platforms, several access corridors, stairs and escalators, and ticket gates.
Therefore transfer walking time at such a station can vary from a convenient one or
two minute cross-platform transfer to a 10-15 minute walk to a remote platform via
egress/access gates. When planning a multi-leg journey, and especially when opti-
mizing a timetable for line synchronization, it is therefore essential, to improve the
crude existing estimates of transfer walking times, and we propose to take advantage
of recent open geographic and open transit data to do this in an automated fashion.

The following of this chapter gives a summary of our main findings, closing with
recommendations for future research.

6.1.1 Optimizing high-frequency railway timetables for stability

The main idea elaborated in Chapter 3 is a railway timetable optimization model for
periodic schedules that directly optimizes the minimum cycle time, which is a good
approximate indicator of timetable stability. We showed that this approach can be used
with flexible running times and flexible train orders for large networks and examine
the possibility of certain service patterns performed on the given infrastructure, and
for possible line patterns also determine the optimal train order. In another view, the
model can also be used to evaluate possible infrastructure extensions and the extent to
which they increase line capacity. Finally, ignoring timetable stability, this optimiza-
tion model is also simply just an efficient way to calculate a stable timetable for a given
infrastructure and line pattern.

The key idea behind and contribution of this part of the research is the combination
of the following two observations. When using mixed integer linear programming for
timetable optimization, even if for the goal of finding a feasible schedule, one needs
an objective function to guide an optimization solver towards the desired result. This
objective function is best to capture the quality and attractiveness of the timetable,
and therefore running times, transfer waiting times, and costs of operation or other
generalized costs are often used. The other observation is that when evaluating the
stability of a periodic timetable, a good proxy to capture the available buffer times on
a network level is the notion of the minimum cycle time, and its ratio to the nominal
timetable period. Therefore we combined these two aspects and we used the cycle
time as an objective function to optimize a heterogeneous railway timetable for the
first time.

The optimization model we provided is also very flexible in terms of the set of dif-
ferent timetables it can consider at once. The whole timetable optimization process
is inherently an iterative process due to its complexity, and therefore our model also
needs several parameters to be fixed such as the line plan including stopping patterns,
routing, and track choice. However, we do allow for flexible train running times and
dwell times and flexible train orders, as well as train overtake locations, which in-
creases the flexibility compared to the majority of existing optimization models. Of
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course, just like with any other model as well, this flexibility can be further increased
using iterative runs, such as the evaluation of infrastructure changes, or changes to the
line pattern or track choice.

Another technical contribution of this optimization model is related to its above flexi-
bility: we extend existing results on how to model overtaking of trains in flexible train
order models. The challenge here was to make sure that trains can overtake each other
only at stations and at open track sections where the infrastructure is available in real-
ity, without having to define a very large number of constraints due to the flexibility of
train orders. We obtain results for the open track overtake problem using dummy nodes
and extend those results to make them applicable to stations, as well as provide a de-
tailed procedure to automatically modify a periodic event network with flexible train
orders and flexible running and dwell times to take into account these infrastructure
constraints related to overtakes.

We also introduce several dimension reduction techniques to reduce the solution space,
with the common characteristic of taking advantage of the existing symmetries of the
periodic timetable. The periodic, fixed-interval timetable used throughout many coun-
tries has several operational and passenger attractiveness advantages; we introduce a
large number of symmetry-breaking constraints in the optimization model. The com-
mon idea behind these constraints is that if two train lines provide a wholly symmetric
service, e.g. alternating each 30 minutes, then it is irrelevant, which of these two trains
depart first or second in an hour.

A key contribution related to the solution procedure of the optimization model is a
dynamic iterative approach for breaking the optimization run into smaller, more man-
ageable chunks. The advantage of this approach is not only to reduce the solution
time, but also to provide feedback on the optimization progress, and obtain intermedi-
ate results, that helps timetable designers to draw conclusions earlier and re-configure
the line plan if needed, to speed up the timetable planning process. We discover that
introducing the flexible cycle time, which is the key feature of this model, increases
the solution space, by affecting the pre-processing of overtake limitations, and the di-
mension reduction processes. Therefore we actually take a temporary step back and
limit the cycle time to an assumed bound interval, and attempt solve the problem with
a given timeout. After the intermediate solution is found or the timeout is reached, we
adjust the bounds appropriately in order to arrive at the final, optimal timetable. We
have shown that it is easier to control the solution process with this method and arrive
at useful intermediate results, such as a feasible, but not necessarily optimal timetable.

6.1.2 Detailed modeling of intermodal transfers

In Chapter 4 we gave an example for how the open data that has recently become
available can help public transport timetabling and measure aspects that previously
were hidden from each transit operator. In particular, we describe how openly available
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transfer station layouts can be used to estimate transfer walking times at high precision,
and we also show how the more accurate transfer walking times can be combined with
AVL data, i.e. realized arrival and departure time information. The available open
data in turn is a necessary input for transfer station resistance estimation, timetable
synchronization, and passenger information. Chapter 5 introduces a max-plus algebra-
based approach for delay management. We use a max-plus delay propagation method
to calculate expected future delays in an efficient manner, and we introduce a method to
identify a subset of connections that are at risk, to focus both the optimization problem
and support decision-making by dispatchers.

The key contributions of this part of the research include several ways to exploit open,
or freely available geographic and transit data to improve existing transfer time and
timetable performance estimates. Online, free geographic data from several providers
has become so detailed, that it now includes not only street maps, but detailed layout
of e.g. shopping malls, and also railway stations and multimodal transfer stations, to
the level of detail of levels, stairs and escalators, and shops, ticket gates, etc. This
level of detail in practice exceeds even the data quality available from e.g. railway
infrastructure managers, where such information might be outdated, or paper-based.
We take advantage of this new data source to show that it can improve a key input
parameter for journey planning and timetable planning: the accurate calculation of
transfer walking distance and transfer walking times. We provide a clear approach that
can use a simple model of such a transfer station based on a few dozen collected data
points, and connecting these with a timetable database in order to enhance the quality
of transfer time estimates.

Besides the above, we also developed three applications that take advantage of en-
hanced transfer time estimates. The first application is an evaluation of the transfer
resistance at a given station, as a weighted aggregate of transfer walking times com-
pared to the passenger transport and traffic volume of the station. This evaluation can
be used by a station manager, transport operator, or government agency, to quickly
evaluate the performance of this part of the public transport facility, and identify trans-
fer nodes that need further improvement of better passenger information, timetable
synchronization, platform reallocation or redesign.

Finally, we extended the application scope of max-plus algebra to a delay manage-
ment problem with multiple operators. A key practical observation is that a transport
provider in real operations can only influence the dispatching and holding of their own
network, and has very limited operational influence on the other, connecting network.
Therefore we explicitly pay attention to this aspect and provide a delay propagation
and delay management method that focuses on helping a smaller operator in their de-
lay management by identifying transfers at risk in real-time and providing holding
advice.
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6.2 Recommendations for future research

In this final section we provide two suggested research directions to expand the results
of this thesis. First, we describe the potential extensions to our railway timetable opti-
mization model. Second, we describe the expected directions of new types and sources
of open transit data, and the new areas of research that they make possible.

The periodic railway timetable optimization model defined in this thesis could be fur-
ther improved in two ways: expanding the types of railway networks for which the
model is applicable for, and finding new methods to speed up the optimization pro-
cess. While it was out of scope for this thesis, we believe that the extension of this
model to include bi-directional, single track lines should be relatively straightforward.
While the core periodic event network is applicable just as well for single track oper-
ations, it is the modelling of infrastructure limitations via dummy nodes that needs to
be extended to include the constraint of no passing trains on a single track line with
no sidings. Often, but not always related to single-track networks, constraints describ-
ing synchronized connections might need to be introduced, if we move away from
our initial assumption used in this thesis, that these networks are very high frequency.
Finally, freight train paths should be included in the model – this should be straight-
forward once a predefined route, track choice and macroscopic speed profile of such
freight train paths are available. The second area to improve is to find methods to speed
up the optimization model solution process. We already used several hyperparameters
on top of the simple optimization model to influence the solution time such as objec-
tive bounds and timeouts, a more systematic investigation of the best hyperparameters,
including the analysis of the logs of the optimization solver, and experimenting using
other available MILP solvers, might be fruitful. Results in this area indirectly relate
back to the previous topic of the applicability of this optimization model: of course,
a faster solution method means that a larger railway network can be analyzed in the
same time.

Regarding our research on intermodal transfers an open transit data, our recommenda-
tion for future research is to continue taking advantage of new types of measurements
and new data sources as they are released. During the writing of this thesis, for exam-
ple, the open availability of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data in the Netherlands
increased from minimal to covering the majority of the larger urban public transport
and regional bus lines. A still missing key puzzle piece is open data from the mainline
train network – while such data might be available for researchers under certain condi-
tions according to individual agreements, this information is still not openly available
to everyone, despite the fact that the train operator and infrastructure manager are com-
panies owned and subsidized by the government. The other continuously improving
data source is geographic information system (GIS) data, both available at no cost
from commercial sources and open GIS data, that includes much more accurate spatial
information needed for pedestrian routing than just a few years ago. Finally, smart-
phone data can contain highly valuable information on driver and transit passenger
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journeys, and this data is already used by companies to improve their journey plan-
ning applications, but analysis of smartphone data, for research as much as for profit,
raises understandable concerns of privacy. Once accurate realized train arrival and
departure data, spatial information, and maybe anonymized smartphone data is avail-
able, the scientific analysis of them can only lead to much more applicable practical
recommendations than based on any simulated of heavily extrapolated data set.
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Summary

This thesis focuses on railway and public transport timetable planning and optimiza-
tion. The two main areas of contributions are: (1) mathematical optimization of busy
railway timetables with a direct focus on timetable stability, and (2) modelling of mul-
timodal connections between bus and railway lines. All research topics in this thesis
are part of the timetabling problem of public transport, that is, choosing the arrival and
departure times for train and bus services, given a certain infrastructure, available ve-
hicles, and line structure plan, that lead to a convenient and reliable service, with extra
attention to minimizing delay propagation and transfer inconvenience.

The development of a railway timetable is inherently a complex, and therefore a multi-
step process, from passengers demand estimation through line planning and macro-
scopic timetabling to platform and track allocations and driver advisory systems. Macro-
scopic timetabling models in particular tend to focus either on the search for feasible
timetables, or the stability analysis of existing timetable plans. These two steps result
in multiple iterations of timetable generation and analysis, therefore a long planning
process and possibly suboptimal timetable. A combination of these two steps into one
optimization process can lead therefore for faster planning and more stable schedules.
Therefore our first research objective is to develop an optimization model to maximize
the stability of periodic railway network timetables.

As both railway and urban public transport networks are complex systems, most time-
tabling and public transport models focus on just one modality, such as railways or a
metro or bus network. Furthermore, for models and journey planners that are mul-
timodal, the transfer times used are often only simple norms, even in case of large
and complex transfer station nodes. A large proportion of passenger journeys, how-
ever, are multimodal journeys using urban public transport as an access or egress mode
for a long-distance train journey, and hence attention to intermodal transfers is crucial
to improve the entire transit experience. On the other hand, in the recent years new
open transit and geographical data sources became available that allow transport mod-
elling in previously unprecedented detail. Therefore our second research objective is
to model intermodal transfers in detail using open data.
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The stability-optimized railway timetable

In the first part of this research we presented a formulation of the railway timetabling
optimization problem that uses the minimum cycle time, a proxy for the stability of the
timetable, as its objective. This is the first time that this objective was used for the opti-
mization of a mixed-traffic railway system. This combination of the timetable planning
and timetable stability evaluation problem means that as the output of the optimization
problem is a timetable optimized for network stability, the need for a large number of
iterations including a timetable optimization step and a stability evaluation step is re-
moved, improving the speed and the efficiency of the scheduling. This model is useful
in practice in several steps of timetable planning process, from the actual planning of
the current timetable to long term planning identifying possible line patterns and most
beneficial infrastructure upgrades, to ad-hoc analysis of bottlenecks.

In order to be able to improve the stability by adjustments of train orders, running and
dwell times, the mathematical optimization model uses flexible train orders, flexible
running and dwell times, and flexible overtaking locations for fast and slow trains.
This means that within a given line plan and stopping patterns, all these aspects of the
timetable are optimized to improve timetable stability. In order to accurately model
the possibility or impossibility of overtaking at certain stations or track segments, we
introduced a method to expand the original set of timetable events and event pairs to
allow overtaking only at the appropriate locations, without the need to explicitly model
each possible consecutive train pair.

To successfully solve the optimization model for a large network in reasonable time,
we used two key techniques: a set of dimension reduction techniques, and an itera-
tive optimization method using dynamically adjusted objective bounds. We reduce the
solution space by a set of techniques that take advantage of the existing symmetry of
the periodic timetable to eliminate different solutions that are identical for all prac-
tical purposes. The iterative optimization is achieved by temporarily restricting the
bounds of the cycle time that we are minimizing, introduce further dimension reducing
constraints that take into account these temporary bounds, and after a successful or
timed-out run re-adjusting the cycle time bounds accordingly until an optimal or suffi-
cient quality timetable is reached, or the infeasibility established. With these methods
we were able to define a stability-optimized timetable for the intercity network in the
Netherlands, including local trains in the core, busiest area of the network, on a regular
computer.

To implement this optimization model, we developed a software tool that reads com-
mon timetable formats already used by other timetable planning tools in the Nether-
lands, can work with a number of commercially available Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming solvers, and outputs the optimal timetable in the same format, as well as the
related visualizations on both the planned timetable and the progress of the optimiza-
tion process.
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Multimodal transfer modelling

In the second part of this research, we showed how to exploit newly available open
transit data to improve the modelling and therefore the timetable planning of complex
transfer stations; and how to use max-plus algebra in the context of intermodal delay
management. Both transit operations, and railway and transit research, often focuses
at one network or one transit mode only, such as a railway network or a bus network.
Passenger trips, on the other hand, are most often multimodal, combining e.g. a local
bus or tram trip with an intercity rail journey; and therefore the attractiveness or incon-
venience of these multimodal transfers are key in the perceived quality of the whole
public transport system. Thanks to new, open geographic databases, and publicly avail-
able transit feeds such as timetable data and Automatic Vehicle Location data, there
is now data and information available at a previously unprecedented scale, that used
to be hidden even from transit operators, especially concerning the network of another
operator.

We focus on the detailed modelling of transfer walking times at large multimodal
transfer stations, as the accurate values for transfers are essential for journey plan-
ning, timetable synchronization, and in the evaluation of the station transfer resistance.
Openly available, detailed geographic data on transfer nodes can be used, with re-
lated timetable and platform allocation data connected, to build a 3-dimensional model
of a transfer station including access paths, stairs, ticket gates, to improve the crude
transfer time values currently used in many journey planner and timetable planning
systems. These refined transfer models can in turn be used for more accurate timeta-
ble synchronization, transfer station resistance calculations, and improving dynamic,
real-time passenger information, as we show in the thesis.

Finally, we use max-plus algebra to provide a formulation of the delay management
problem. We combine delay propagation, the selection of important connections, and
optimized holding advice in a way that is applicable even for a smaller operator, that
has only influence on a smaller regional network connecting to other main networks,
such as intercity train lines. The max-plus algebra-based delay propagation algorithm
allows for a reduction of the solution space of the optimization problem, that is de-
fined with arrival delays and missed connections contributing to the cost function. The
output of this approach is therefore not only a holding advice for each departure at a
transfer node, but also a shortlist of connections at risk, that helps dispatchers focus on
the actionable transfer directions, even overriding the advice of the optimization model
if they see fit.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift richt zich op het plannen en optimaliseren van dienstregelingen voor
het spoor en het openbaar vervoer. De twee belangrijkste gebieden waaraan deze
scriptie een bijdrage levert zijn: (1) wiskundige optimalisatie van drukke spoordien-
stregelingen met een directe focus op stabiliteit van deze dienstregeling en (2) het mod-
elleren van multimodale verbindingen tussen bus- en spoorlijnen. Alle onderzoekson-
derwerpen in deze scriptie maken deel uit van het dienstregelingprobleem van open-
baar vervoer. Dit wil zeggen: de aankomst- en vertrektijden voor trein- en busdiensten
kiezen, rekening houdend met een bepaalde infrastructuur, beschikbare voertuigen en
een lijnstructuurplan, wat resulteert in een handige en betrouwbare dienstverlening,
waarin extra aandacht is voor het minimaliseren van vertragingen en ongemakken bij
het overstappen.

De ontwikkeling van een dienstregeling voor het spoor is een inherent complex proces,
waar meerdere stappen voor nodig zijn. Van een inschatting van de vraag van pas-
sagiers naar lijnplanning en macroscopische dienstregelingen, tot platform- en spoor-
toewijzingen en adviessystemen voor bestuurders. Macroscopische modellen voor de
dienstregeling richten zich met name op de zoektocht naar haalbare dienstregelingen,
of de stabiliteitsanalyse van bestaande dienstregelingen. Deze twee stappen resulteren
in meerdere iteraties van het genereren en analyseren van dienstregelingen en zodoende
tot een lang planproces en een mogelijke suboptimale dienstregeling. Een combinatie
van deze twee stappen in één optimalisatieproces kan daarom leiden tot snellere plan-
ning en stabielere dienstregelingen. Ons eerste onderzoeksdoel is daarom ook het on-
twikkelen van een optimalisatiemodel om de stabiliteit van periodieke dienstregelingen
voor het spoornetwerk te maximaliseren.

Gezien het feit dat zowel het netwerk voor het spoor als voor het openbaar vervoer
complexe systemen zijn, richten de meeste modellen voor dienstregelingen en open-
baar vervoer zich op slechts één modaliteit, zoals het spoor of een metro- of bus-
netwerk. Voor modellen en reisplanners die wél multimodaal zijn, worden vaak een-
voudige normen gebruikt voor de overstaptijden, zelfs als het gaat om grote en com-
plexe knooppuntstations. Een groot deel van de passagiersreizen zijn echter multi-
modale reizen, waarbij stedelijk openbaar vervoer gebruikt wordt als toegangs- of uit-
gangsmodus voor een lange reis. Aan de andere kant: in de afgelopen jaren is er een
veelvoud aan openbare vervoers- en geografische data beschikbaar gekomen, waarmee
het mogelijk is om vervoer tot op ongekend detailniveau te plannen. Daarom is ons
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tweede onderzoeksdoel het modelleren van intermodale transfers. Met behulp van
open data kan dit tot in detail.

De spoordienstregeling met geoptimaliseerde stabiliteit

In het eerste deel van dit onderzoek presenteerde we een formulering van het op-
timalisatieprobleem rondom de spoordienstregeling, waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt
van een minimale cyclustijd, die iets zegt over de stabiliteit, als het doel. Dit is de
eerste keer dat dit doel gebruikt werd voor de optimalisatie van een spoorsysteem met
gemengd verkeer. Deze combinatie van het plannen van de dienstregeling en het evalu-
atieprobleem van de dienstregelingstabiliteit betekent dat het resulteert in een dienstre-
geling die geoptimaliseerd is op netwerkstabiliteit. Er wordt een groot aantal iteraties
opgenomen, waaronder een optimalisatiestap voor de dienstregeling en een stap voor
stabiliteitsevaluatie wordt verwijderd, waardoor het plannen sneller en efficiënter kan
zijn. Dit model is in de praktijk handig in verschillende stappen van het dienstregeling-
planproces, van de daadwerkelijke planning van de huidige dienstregeling tot langeter-
mijnplanning, waarbij mogelijke lijnpatronen en de meest gunstige upgrades van de
infrastructuur worden geı̈dentificeerd, evenals een ad-hoc analyse van knelpunten.

Om in staat te zijn om de stabiliteit te verbeteren door treinvolgorden en rij- en halteer-
tijden aan te passen, gebruikt het wiskundige model flexibele treinvolgorden, flexibele
rij- en halteertijden en flexibele inhaallocaties voor snelle en langzame treinen. Dit
betekent dat binnen een bepaald lijnplan en stoppatronen al deze onderdelen van een
dienstregeling geoptimaliseerd worden, om te zorgen voor meer stabiliteit in de dienst-
regeling. Om de mogelijkheid of onmogelijkheid van het overnemen op bepaalde sta-
tions of delen van het spoor mogelijk of onmogelijk te maken, hebben we een model
geı̈ntroduceerd waarmee het aantal oorspronkelijke gebeurtenissen op de dienstrege-
ling en het aantal combinaties van gebeurtenissen kan worden uitgebreid, om inhalen
alleen mogelijk te maken op de passende locaties, zonder dat het hierbij nodig is om
uitdrukkelijk elke mogelijke volgende treincombinatie te modelleren.

Om het optimalisatiemodel voor een groot netwerk binnen een redelijke termijn te
realiseren, hebben we twee belangrijke technieken gebruikt: een aantal technieken
voor dimensiereductie en een iteratieve optimalisatiemethode, waarvoor dynamisch
aangepaste begrenzingen van de doelfunctie gebruikt zijn. We verkleinen de oploss-
ingsruimte door een aantal technieken die gebruik maken van de bestaande symmetrie
van de periodieke dienstregeling, om verschillende oplossingen die voor alle praktische
doeleinden identiek zijn te elimineren. De iteratieve optimalisatie wordt gerealiseerd
door de grenzen aan de cyclustijd die we minimaliseren tijdelijk te beperken en meer
dimensiereductie te introduceren die rekening houden met deze tijdelijke grenzen. Na
een succesvolle berekening of tijdsoverschrijding passen we de grenzen van de cy-
clustijden aan tot we komen tot een optimale dienstregeling of één van voldoende
kwaliteit, of tot is vastgesteld dat dit onmogelijk is. Met deze methoden kunnen we
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nu een voor stabiliteit geoptimaliseerde dienstregeling opstellen voor het intercity-
netwerk in Nederland, waarbij we ook lokale treinen meenemen in de drukste gebieden
van het netwerk.

Om het optimalisatiemodel te implementeren, hebben we een softwaretool ontwikkeld
die in staat is om de gebruikelijke dienstregelingformats die al gebruikt worden in an-
dere plantools voor dienstregelingen in Nederland in te lezen. De tool kan ook samen-
werken met een aantal commercieel beschikbare Mixed Integer Linear Programming-
tools en resulteert in een optimale dienstregeling die in hetzelfde formaat wordt uit-
gegeven, inclusief de bijbehorende visualisaties rondom zowel de geplande dienstre-
geling als de voortgang van het optimalisatieproces.

Multimodale transfermodellering

In het tweede deel van dit onderzoek laten we zien hoe openbaar beschikbare gegevens
over vervoer het modelleren kunnen verbeteren en daarmee ook het plannen van de
dienstregeling voor complexe overstapstations. Ook laten we zien hoe max-plus al-
gebra gebruikt kan worden in de context van intermodaal vertragingsbeheer. Zowel
de openbaarvervoerpraktijk als het onderzoek in spoor- en ander openbaar vervoer
richt zich meestal op één netwerk of één vervoermodus, zoals de spoornetwerken of
een busnetwerk. Personenreizen zijn echter meestal multimodaal en combineren bi-
jvoorbeeld een lokale bus of tram met een reis met de intercity. Daarom zijn de
aantrekkelijkheid of het ongemak van deze multimodale overstapmomenten essen-
tieel in de waargenomen kwaliteit van het volledige systeem van openbaar vervoer.
Dankzij nieuwe, open geografische databases en openbaar beschikbare vervoersinfor-
matie, zoals dienstregelingdata en Automatic Vehicle Location-data, is er nu data en
informatie beschikbaar op ongekende schaal. Deze informatie was eerder zelfs verbor-
gen voor vervoersbedrijven, zeker als het ging om het netwerk van een andere dien-
stverlener.

We richten ons op de gedetailleerde modellering van overstaplooptijden bij grote, mul-
timodale overtapstations, aangezien nauwkeurige waarden hier essentieel zijn voor het
plannen van een reis, het synchroniseren van dienstregelingen en dus de evaluatie van
overstapweerstand van een station. Gedetailleerde geografische data van overstap-
knooppunten, die openbaar beschikbaar is, kan worden gebruikt, gekoppeld aan de
bijbehorende data van dienstregeling en perrontoewijzing. Hiermee kan een 3D-model
worden gebouwd van een overstapstations, inclusief toegangswegen, trappen, poortjes,
om zo te komen tot een verbetering van de geschatte overstaptijden die op dit moment
gebruikt worden in veel reisplanners en systemen voor dienstregelingen. Deze ver-
fijnde overstapmodellen kunnen weer gebruikt worden voor een nauwkeurigere syn-
chronisatie van dienstregelingen, het berekenen van overstapstationweerstand en het
verbeteren van dynamische, real-time passagiersinformatie.

Tot slot gebruiken we max-plus algebra voor de modellering van vertragingsvoort-
planting. We combineren vertragingsvoortplanting, selectie van belangrijke verbindin-
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gen en geoptimaliseerd wachtadvies op een manier die ook voor kleine vervoerders
toepasbaar is en die alleen invloed hebben op een kleiner regionaal netwerk dat aansluit
op de grote netwerken, zoals de intercity treinen. Het vertragingsalgoritme dat ge-
baseerd is op max-plus algebra biedt de mogelijkheid om de oplossingsruimte van
het optimalisatieprobleem, dat wordt bepaald door aankomstvertragingen en gemiste
aansluitingen die bijdragen aan de kostenfunctie, te verkleinen. Het resultaat van deze
benadering is daarom niet alleen een advies voor elk vertrek van een overstapknoop-
punt, maar ook een shortlist van aansluitingen die risico’s lopen. Hiermee kunnen
verkeersleiders zich richten op overstaprichtingen waarop actie kan worden genomen
en zelfs het advies van het optimalisatiemodel afwijzen als zij denken dat dat nodig is.
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